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Abstract: (1) Background: In the field of creativity studies there is always space for expansion and
new conceptualizations of the methods involved. Therefore, we will present in this paper a brief
arrangement of the methods used to enhance creativity and consider whether visual mnemonic
devices can increase creativity. The devices are used in the teaching process in order to ease the
remembering process by creating a visual representation. Visual mnemonic devices are techniques that
increase creativity as part of their own performance. (2) Methods: We will use a quasi-experimental,
nonequivalent group design, the procedure involving the use of visual mnemonic devices. (3)
Results: The results show that the degree of abstracting increased after using visual mnemonic
devices, along with fluency and other creativity dimensions. (4) Conclusions: The paper shows
that the creativity increased, based on a national percentile system (along with standard creativity
index), after using the visual mnemonics devices, thus demonstrating a case for integrating the visual
mnemonic devices among methods to foster creativity.
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1. Introduction

Creativity stands alone as the first flame of every accomplishment, by changing the usual mental
pattern of information [1,2]. Without creativity, human development would not have been possible.
Creativity is a competence that can be improved or affected in time by one’s environment and activities
practiced. If we seek to improve it, there are many techniques that can be used in different environments
and by different types of users in order to enhance creativity. We argue that visual mnemonic devices
should be included in that list of techniques.

The most suitable environment in which to use visual mnemonic devices is the school, at any
level, including even homeschooling or e-schooling. As any of these environments are based on the
educational process, we highlight the three approaches found in literature that aim to blend creativity
into the educational process: teaching for the development of learner creativity, creative teaching
(creative methods and techniques used in this process), and creative learning (creative learning methods
and techniques) [3]. These three approaches to creativity at the educational level are defined by the
convergence and subtle differentiation of the proposed objectives. In practice, it is also noted there
can be resistance to creative adherence to education [4]. Perhaps one of the biggest problems when it
comes to integrating principles of developing creativity at the educational level is the diversity and
heterogeneity of the ideas and behaviors they generate [5,6].
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1.1. Creativity Developing Techniques

Creativity was enhanced until now in some very different ways. We have tried to collect all
the important creativity developing techniques and the conclusion is that the techniques usually
focus on creating some internal motivations by activating divergent thinking. Although “Amabile
(1983,1988,1996; Amabile & Hennessey, 1987) has found evidence that...extrinsic benefits can undermine
intrinsic motivation” [7], creating some extrinsic motivation can be either too expensive or ineffective
over a long period.

The creativity developing techniques and the creativity dimensions [5] could sometimes overlap,
so the explicit sense can be found in one another. In this sense, it is necessary to specify that the
techniques used to develop creativity could be identified with some ways of manifesting creativity,
taking into consideration the large usage of the creativity itself. The dimensions of creativity could be
identified with exactly those ways of manifesting creativity.

In [8], Smith evaluated 48 creativity techniques (such as morphological analysis, input–output,
focused-object, transfer analysis, and bionics) used for idea generation, classified in 15 categories,
represented by 48 devices. Three years before in their book [9], Smith, Ward, and Finke published
a chapter about the potential of the creative techniques to succeed in problem solving. In his paper,
Geschka proposed six techniques to be used for product design issues in organizations to enhance
creativity: the morphological matrix, 6/3/5 method, brainwriting pool, card circulating technique,
gallery method and collective notebook method [10].

The affective environment polarity also affects creativity, as Bledow [11] and Hirt [12] showed
that a positive state affects cognitive flexibility and creativity by offering a feeling of freedom,
eliminating constraints and enabling a complete and exploratory style of processing information.
By searching the literature, we have found four techniques that are correlated to changes in the affective
environment and can perform in the creative field: dark and dim illumination (improves unconscious
creativity. It is also shown that an indirect light fosters creativity more than a direct one does [13]),
empathy [12], the possibility of promotion [14] and, of course, positive feedback (the good feeling or
the hedonistic philosophy enhances creativity by developing courage and self-confidence [12]).

According to Roozenburg and Eekeles (1995) and Schlicksupp (1989) [15], creativity techniques
are structured into two types, namely the associative and provocative techniques. The principle
of classification is based on the type of mental process applied to the preconceived elements; thus,
associative techniques combine and bind together elements and provocative ones try to break and
modify the given elements. In the literature of [10,16–27] and Osborn cited by [10,28], we have found
22 associative techniques from simple (association and consonance) to complex ones (The Masakazu
Nakayam Method and the thinking hats) and 5 provocative ones (e.g., Extrapolation and Khatena
Training Method).

In [29] there are 22 techniques, divided into two categories, based on analytical or intuitive thinking.
In [30], Miller exposed 10 analytical (linear) techniques and 6 intuitive techniques. Analytical techniques
imply the generation of a rational sequence regarding the elements involved, to gain a linear structure
and to multiply the rational, linear sequences for a holistic viewpoint. Intuitive techniques are based
on a single stimulus and generate a one-time response to that stimulus, usually used as a starting
solution [15]. Searching the literature [10,31–37] we have found nine analytical techniques (including
the morphological matrix, fragmentation, Ishikawa diagram, and Pareto diagrams) and six intuitive
ones (e.g., imagery or expressive activities) [38–43].

In his paper, Tassoul [44] proposed five solution space categories for idea generator techniques.
The associative, provocative, and intuitive techniques have the same structural pattern as described
in [15,29,30]. In addition to those, Tassoul adds inventorizing and confrontative techniques to the
categories mentioned. The inventory techniques are based on gaining all detail or information that
surrounds an issue which will materialize into an inventory of ideas, details, or information [44,45].
The confrontative techniques try to break the boundaries of the common elements and offer unexpected
solutions to widen the solution space and create new force-fit connections [44,45]. In the literature
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of Torrance cited in [46], Crawford cited in [47], Osborn cited by [47], and Allen cited by [47]
and [43,44,47–54], we found 4 confrontative techniques (e.g., starbursting and lateral thinking) and 11
inventorizing techniques (e.g., feature listing, checklists, and recursion trees).

1.2. Visual Mnemonic Devices

The word “mnemonic” refers to memory or in correlation to memory. Mnemonic devices are
techniques that can be used to encode information for better memorization of the concepts given [55,56].

Mnemonic devices are categorized in different ways. We will focus on the visual mental imagery
of mnemonic devices [55]. The visual imagery of mnemonic devices implies the imaginary elaboration
of the aspects involved. “The imagery has to be of concrete objects or referents of the words, not of
words themselves” [57]. The visual mental imagery mnemonic devices involve a mental representation
“and the accompanying experience of sensory information without a direct external stimulus” [58].
The devices imply a verbal enumeration, classification, or definition of one concept (or more) and the
imagery process of the component objects in their visual perception. “Visual imagery has many of the
properties of a spatially parallel system” [57]. The imagery process is using the recall representations
from other similar stimuli or a combination of them in order to re-experience the original representation.
It is worth mentioning that the imagery is weaker than the original representation, acting as a weak
perception [58].

Mnemonic devices were massively studied in the field of their purpose—better memorization of
concepts. Visual mental imagery mnemonic devices were studied for the same purpose. Taking into
consideration that the devices imply a process of imagery, meaning a group of some creativity fostering
techniques (used unconsciously), we shall see that this method can itself foster creativity.

Visual imagery implies that the memorizing process has to be set upon some visual figures that
are imagined and associated with the words given. It works especially when the words are concrete
(they have a real representation), but it can be used even with abstract words (throw association
technique) [59]. The mnemonics must be unusual, out of the ordinary, clear at first view, include at
least two objects to have efficiency, and include motion, color, or exaggeration [60]. Lorayne and Lucas
(1970) define four rules for an efficient visual mnemonics: substitution, exaggeration, out of proportion,
and action [61].

Creating a visual mnemonic device by analogy means that one should imagine some analogical
concept with the information that needs to be remembered. By the definition of the analogy, we search
to create an abstract parallelism between two concepts from different areas and it can be used in
visual mnemonics to find an easy to figuratively represent concept in a different area that is abstractly
connected to the main concept, so the easier concept is easily remembered and it can be linked to
the main one [48]. Talking about elaboration (Torrance cited in [46]), the process of adding details to
information, we observe that it can be used in visual mnemonics [62] by adding details to the main
information, more precisely a specific, very important detail, that can be easily remembered by its visual
representation and will boost the process of remembering the main information by extrapolating the
detail or linking it to the initial information. The combination technique refers to combining different
attributes with an apparent unlinked object and may be used when there is a need to remember a list
of information presented in various forms [50]. The details of the different concepts may be visually
linked, so there is an easier way to remember the visually linked details and to extrapolate to the initial
form. Feature listing can be used when there is a need to remember a very important concept that can
have visual feature listing (Crawford, cited in [47]). The feature listing will be made visually, so it will
be easier to remember and, after that, extrapolated to the initial information.

By the definition of the visual mnemonics [55,58,63] listed above, it is implied that visual
mnemonics also take the use of imagery process (the literary process of transposing the information
gained from stimulus into literary text), but without an external stimulus. This and the other definitions
of the visual mnemonics (the device implies a verbal enumeration, classification or definition of one
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concept (or more) and the imagery process of the component objects in their visual perception [57])
imply that the process must rely on the use of analogy, elaboration, combination, or feature listing.

We specified that all the listed techniques can be used to augment creativity and the visual
mnemonic devices use only extrapolation or the listed techniques to return to initial information.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview

Our goal was to verify if mnemonic devices could improve creativity. To achieve our purpose,
we tested the subjects before and after the device was applied. We had two groups, a test group and
a control group.

2.2. Participants

We targeted two groups, one called the experimental group, who used visual mnemonic devices
and the control group, who were not briefed to use visual mnemonic devices. The sampling technique
applied was convenience sampling, the groups being from two different classes.

The set was composed of 17 university undergraduates, age 23, and 20 high school undergraduates,
adults only. The Torrance creativity tests in figural form were aggregated with the national percentile
and score, using the highest age possible (16 years for Romanian score and percentile database).

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of LBUS-IRG-2019-05.

2.3. Materials

In order to compare the results of using visual imagery mnemonics on the creativity of the
subjects, we chose creativity tests, one given before they used the mnemonic technique and one after.
Regarding this aspect, the Torrance figural creativity tests were the most appropriate for observing
the imagery mnemonic results, especially because of their figural form, enhanced with drawings and
regular and irregular forms [29,53,54]. The reliability of the evaluation method used lies between
0.89 and 0.94, according to TTCT-Figural Manual of 1998 [64].

The visual mnemonic method [63] was used to heighten the following aspects:

• Types of production systems, which the students were familiar with.
• Classification of production systems using the way of processing the inputs in order to obtain

the outputs.
• A succession of interior design styles.
• A list of countries classified by GDP.

The words that needed to be memorized were abstract in general, but also included some
concrete words (labor, gothic, Victorian, art deco, art nouveau, shaker, eclectic, minimalist, neo-classic,
shabby chic, Canada, South Korea, Russia, Spain, Australia, Mexico) [57,65,66], as Paivio’s dual code
theory assumed that concrete words “elicited more distinct imagery” than abstract words [59,67].

2.4. Procedure

For the experimental group, the form A was applied before using the visual mnemonic devices,
and form B was applied after a visual mnemonic exercise. For the control group, the form A was
applied before using a classical memorization process (they needed to memorize the same aspects but
without further visual mnemonic device explanations), and form B was applied after.

All four exercises were accompanied by directions to develop the visual mnemonics and the usage
of a paper was permitted, with the observation that the paper must only include drawings and must
be turned to the other side when the evaluation form was addressed. The evaluation form was a form
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of evaluating the visual mnemonic method composed of a simple question regarding the memorized
information. The directions that were given included the types of visual mnemonics that were possible
for the specific case, including shapes, colors, means of hands and fingers, animals, letters, continents,
body parts, etc.

The results were analyzed using the comparison of means, standard deviation, and relative
standard deviation (as proposed in [68]) of the basic scores obtained, along with the variation of the
composed creativity score from form A to form B and a statistical hypothesis test to validate the results.
The significance level taken into consideration was the standard 0.05 and the hypothesis test chosen
was the two-sample pooled test, mainly because the variances were not equal but under the significance
level of failing the test [69].

3. Results

3.1. General Results of the Influence of Visual Mnemonic Method over Creativity

The results, represented in Figure 1, show a growth in the mean standard score, along with
the standard creativity index and the percentile rank, from form A to form B. It is important to
remember that form A was applied before the visual mnemonics exercises and form B was applied
after. The absolute growth of the mean creativity index was nine points, meaning that the techniques
that are implied in the usage of visual mnemonics are linked to creativity.
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Creativity grew with a variance of 12% (see Table 1). Due to the use of the specific mnemonic
device technique, creativity was raised 45% in the national percentile system. Next, we will analyze
which were the main dimensions that contributed to this variance.

Table 1. Variation of the mean basic scores for each creativity dimension, from form A to form B, for
test and control group.

Index Fluency Originality Elaboration
Degree of

Abstracting of
Titles

Resistance to
Premature
Close-Up

Mean
Standard

Score

Bonus
Points

Creativity
Index

Test
group 8% 1% −13% 15% 24% 8% 41% 12%

Control
group −32% −9% −11% −38% 54% −2% 40% 0%

Variation of the mean basic scores for each creativity dimension.
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3.2. The Five Dimensions of Creativity, before and after Visual Mnemonic Device

The standard creativity score consists of five dimensions of creativity proposed by Torrance and
their scores with the percentiles attributed to each one. In Figure 2, standard scores for creativity
dimensions, we observe that fluency and the degree of abstracting had the most benefit of using
visual mnemonics, but an up going rate exists for all of the five dimensions. Resistance to premature
close-up remains on the same level of manifestation among respondents, presumably due to the lack
of connectivity between the technique used in visual mnemonics and their power to create motivation,
desire to create more, and maintain the active cognitive process. Table 1, variation of the mean basic
scores for each creativity dimension, shows that originality stands with a positive variation of 5%,
showing that the visual mnemonic devices did not have a big impact on originality, being a tool created
for reproduction of the initial information, by creating a visual representation of a settled information.
Elaboration grew 5%, from 94 to 98 points in the mean standard score and from 26 to 38 rank on the
percentile system, exclusively because elaboration is already a technique that is part of the visual
mnemonic device and could be used in the exercise proposed for the respondents. Fluency grew 9%,
from 101 to 110 points in the mean standard score and from the 48 to 62 rank in the national percentile
system. Fluency was enriched by the analogy and elaboration techniques that were used in the visual
mnemonic devices. The two techniques also created new neurological connections between known
concepts in order to find a suitable answer for the stimulus (that is the way fluency is measured).
The degree of the abstracting of the title grew with the highest variance, 21%, from 67 to 87 rank
in the national percentile system, likely since the abstracting of the initial information was the first
phase of the visual mnemonic device and it was consciously and extensively used in the process,
therefore creating an ease of usage when the form B of Torrance tests were applied.
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The graph below shows the growth of the five dimensions, from form A to form B.
In the following table, we can observe the relative variation of each dimension along with the

general results for both groups (mean standard score, bonus points, and standard creativity index
among its national percentile rank).

3.3. Overall Results

There is an observable difference between the means of the variations of the two sets of creativity
indexes, the experimental group means being 12.16% and the control group being 0.25%. The control
group had only a tiny increase in creativity with a stability in time.
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The null hypothesis was the zero effect that visual mnemonic devices would have on creativity.
The null hypothesis was rejected, thus the t stat was 3.81 and the t critical two-tail was 2.0322.

The probability of observing a considerable difference in a null state, when visual mnemonic
devices were not applied is 0.00055, placed under the significance level of alfa 0.05. The null value
was rejected and there was evidence of difference between the variations of the scores obtained by the
experimental group and control group.

4. Discussion

The results successfully validate the hypothesis involved in the study, arguing that visual
mnemonic devices had a positive impact on creativity. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
empirical studies to show the relationship between visual mnemonic devices and creativity in this
direction (the impact of visual mnemonic over creative performance). In contrast, some studies debate
the opposite relationship, the impact of creativity on visual mnemonic performance. In [70] and [59],
the visual imagery and mnemonics depend on one’s creativity, so a good creativity score could improve
the performance on visual mnemonic devices.

Although in [71], one mnemonic device designed to help students when they get stuck during
a creative process (SCAMPER) is mentioned. It is not a technique that boosts creativity by its mnemonic
structure but is based on six different types of mental processes that could be applied to a piece of
information to enhance creativity. The book does not mention visual mnemonic devices or other types
of mnemonics as creativity techniques.

A review integrated visual mnemonics as a creativity technique based on its structural relation
with imagery, and the “intimate” relationship between imagery and creativity. The visual mnemonic
technique is presented as a creative method used to boost memory, which is based on imagery and aids
to boost creativity through imagery [67]. Our study was focused on the five dimensions of creativity
(fluency, originality, elaboration, degree of abstracting of titles and resistance to premature close-up),
from which elaboration [67] and originality are the basic dimensions used in the imagery. By definition,
the visual mnemonic technique is a device based on the visual imagery [55,57,58,63], imagery has
a profound relationship with creativity, enforcing the connection between visual mnemonics and
creative performance. Using a rational argument based on the fact that “Visual intelligence increases
the effect of human intelligence, extends the creative spirit” (Dondis, cited in [72]), Eriksson states
that using visual imagery in education is reasoned on the fact that visual thinking is an important
part of the type of intelligence for generating creative ideas [72]. He argues for a holistic curriculum
that includes creativity and he underlines visual intelligence as a factor to increase interactivity and
diversification of the curriculum. To boost creativity, he proposes visual imagery as a within reach tool.

In [73], Brade stated that interactive mnemonic visualizations are suitable for managing creative
works, involving highly complex data, without restricting creativity regarding a creative task.
He specifies that the interactive mnemonic visualizations are to be structured as a map, containing
connected information surrounding an issue, so the creativity being reinforced by flexibility and
complexity of the data could be achieved by the proposed device. In [74], Brown proposed a visual
mnemonic device (Loci’s method) as a creative technique used to enhance memorization in the
educational process. The technique’s purpose is to enforce memorization, but Brown considered it
a creativity technique due to its connection with imagery. The correlation between creativity and
visualization underlines that “successful creating seems to depend on the degree to which mental
images can be manipulated” [62]. The visualization process includes mental synthesis of sensory
experiences, transformed into mental images. In the visual mnemonic devices, the visualization
process is exactly the principle process used in order to gain the mnemonic needed [55,57,58,63],
thus influencing immediate creativity, as shown in our study.

A study, presented during a conference focused on critical thinking, showed that visual imagery
had positive implications in critical and creative thinking [75]. Similarly, Durio marks up the relationship
between the two of them by the degree of imagery used in creative functioning [76]. Moreover, the first
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study implied the relationship between visual mnemonic performance and critical thinking test scores
and interpretation. The results show that visual mnemonic performance was directly proportionate
to the critical and creative thinking and scores. Although, it was shown that the mnemonic device
was not helpful with students having difficulties with visual imagery, the advantage of using imagery
was maintaining a “relaxed receptiveness to the review of information” and a “lessening of anxiety in
approaching the midterm as the information was ‘owned’ by the learner” [75].

The present study confirmed the hypothesis considered; the visual mnemonic devices were able
to boost creativity, as the results showed different means by the variations of the creativity tests before
and after (12.16 for the experimental and 0.25 for the control group). Due to the profound connection
to creativity and imagery [67], the visual mnemonic devices seemed to affect creative performance.

Limitations of the study involved the circumstance sampling technique and a relatively small
sample (17, 20) for each group, due to limited resources. That interfered with the hypothesis
testing but was validated due to a normal distribution and a small difference between variances [69].
The measurements of the level of imagery and internal visualization were not taken into consideration
when observing the effect that visual mnemonic devices had on creativity, but were appreciated as
average (due to direct observation and drawings of the internal visualization realized by participants
through the experiment).

5. Conclusions

The creativity domain is always expanding, like creativity itself, from any point of view. The present
study concluded that there were effects of the visual mnemonic devices on creative performance,
thus supporting the initial hypothesis that visual mnemonic devices would be able to enhance creativity.
Through the primary research that was performed, it was shown that creativity increased with 45%
in a national percentile system (corresponding to 12% in standard creativity index) after using the
visual mnemonic devices, supporting the case that the visual mnemonic devices should be considered
a technique that fosters creativity. The present study extended the literature in the creativity field
by adding a new creativity technique to the ones already established. A visual mnemonic device is
a technique that can be used in any type of environment and circumstance, being also extremely suitable
for educational purposes, promoting creativity in the curricula adaptations in practice. Future studies
may focus on investigating visual mnemonic devices’ effect on creativity on bigger samples of groups
or choosing a different sampling technique. They may also focus on studying the influence of the other
mnemonic devices on creativity or critical thinking.
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W r i t i n g  &  L a n g u a g e  D e v e l o p m e n t  C e n t e r  

M n e m o n i c s  f o r  L i t e r a r y  A n a l y s i s :  
A n n o t a t i o n  A c r o n y m s  
Every day you have tons of information thrown at you in English class that you have to be able to recall and utilize at a 
moment's notice. So what can you do to remember? This list of common mnemonic devices for literary analysis will help 
you remember important strategies to use in reading and annotating many different kinds of literature. These strategies will 
strengthen your interaction with and compression and analysis of texts. 

Analyzing Point of View: S.O.A.P.S.Tone 
Speaker: Who is the voice that tells the story? The author and the speaker are NOT necessarily the same. An author may 

choose to tell the story from any number of different points of view. Is someone identified as the speaker? What 
assumptions can you make about the speaker? What age, gender, class, emotional state, education? In nonfiction, 
how does the speaker’s background shape his/her point of view? What socio-economic class does the speaker 
come from? What political bias or gender can you infer? Is the speaker/narrator reliable or unreliable? 

Occasion: What is the time and place of the piece – the context that encouraged the writing to happen? Is it a memory, a 
description, an observation, a valedictory (a farewell address), satire, an elegy (a poem for the dead), a critique, a 
journal entry? Writing does not occur in a vacuum. There is the larger occasion: an environment of ideas and 
emotions that swirl around a broad issue. Then there is the immediate occasion: an event or situation that catches 
the writer’s attention and triggers a response. What may have prompted the author to write this piece? What event 
led to its publication or development? 

Audience: Who is the audience – the (group of) readers to whom this piece is directed? The audience may be one person, 
a small group, or a large group. What assumptions can you make about the intended audience? Is it a mixed group 
in terms of race, politics, gender, social class, relationship? Does the speaker use language that is specific for a 
unique audience? For example, does the speaker evoke Nation? Liberty? God? History? Hell? Does the speaker 
allude to any particular time in history, such as ancient times? The Industrial Revolution? World Wars? 

Purpose: Why was this text written? What does the speaker want the audience to think or do as a result of reading this text? 
What is the message? How is the speaker trying to spark a reaction in the audience? How does the text make the 
audience feel? What techniques are used to convey this message? Consider the purpose of the text in order to 
examine the argument and its logic. What is the speaker’s purpose? What is the emotional state of the speaker? 

Subject: What is the subject? How has the subject been selected and presented by the writer? What are the general topics, 
content, and ideas contained in the text? You should be able to state the subject in a few words or a phrase. Is the 
subject introduced immediately or is it delayed? Is the subject hidden? Is there more than one subject? 

Tone: What is the author’s attitude toward the subject? How is the writer’s attitude revealed? What words or phrases show 
the speaker’s tone? In conversation the spoken word can convey the speaker’s attitude through tone of voice. With 
the written work, it is tone that extends meaning beyond the literal. If the author were to read aloud the passage, 
describe the likely tone of that voice. What emotional sense pervades the piece? How does the word choice 
(diction) point to tone? How do the author’s diction, imagery, language, and sentence structure convey feeling? 

Analyzing Style: D.I.D.L.S 
Diction: How do the denotative (dictionary) meanings and connotative (emotional) meanings of words compare? Different 

words for the same thing often suggest different attitudes (for example, happy vs. content or happy vs. ecstatic). 
Similarly, dead and passed away both denote death, but have different connotations. Cacophonous and 
euphonious both describe sound, but the first is a harsh-sounding, raucous croak while the second is a pleasant-
sounding, languid murmur. Is the diction concrete and tangible, appealing to the five senses, or is it abstract and 
intangible, referring mostly to ideas or concepts that exist in one’s mind? 



    
   

    
       

    
     

         
    

   
 

  
        

       
  

    
      

  
    

  
        

   
       

 
     

       
     

    
 

  
 

    
  
        

     
    

   
 

  
     

       
        

   
   

 
     

 
 

   
 

  
  

Images: How are vivid appeals to understanding made through the five senses (hearing, seeing, touching, tasting, 
smelling)? If a narrator visiting a farm describes the awful smells rather than the beautiful countryside, that would 
tell us something about her attitude about farm life. 

Details: Which facts are included and which are omitted? If a narrator withholds gory details, his attitude would be different 
than that of a narrator who focuses mostly on the gory details (e.g. Dateline vs. CNN) 

Language: What is the overall use of language? Is it formal, informal, clinical, slang, dialect? What is the effect? 
Syntax: How does the sentence structure promote the message? Long, flowing sentences give a different feeling than short, 

choppy ones. If the narrator has awkward sentence structure, we might think he is uneducated, while long, flowing 
sentences might suggest sophistication or artistic creativity. 

Analyzing Rhetorical Elements: S.O.L.L.I.D.D.D 
Syntax: How does the author use syntax, or sentence structure? Does the author use a variety of sentence lengths (for 

example, simple, compound, and complex sentences)? How does the author use punctuation? Is there repetition 
(parallel structure) within the sentences? 

Organization: How does the author structure sections within passages and as a whole? Does the author write in 
chronological order? Is a thesis statement embedded within or near the beginning? Why does the author choose 
this structure? 

Literary Devices: Does the author use metaphor, simile, personification, irony, hyperbole, understatement, allusion, 
alliteration, satire? What effect do they create? 

Levels of discourse: What seem to be the cultural levels of the language used? Does the narrator’s voice represent a 
particular social, political, or cultural viewpoint or perspective? 

Imagery: How does the author deliberately appeal to the audience’s five senses using sensory details (seeing, touching, 
smelling, tasting, hearing)? 

Diction: What is the effect of the author’s word choice? What is the denotative and connotative significance? 
Detail: Which descriptive details are included and why? What is excluded? How does the author show instead of tell? 
Dialogue: How does the author use spoken exchanges between characters? Does the author create tension or drama with 

dialogue? What does dialogue reveal about a character or the author? 

Evaluating argument and persuasion: S.M.E.L.L. 
Sender/receiver relationship: Who is the speaker? What is his or her authority? Who is the audience? What is the tone 

directed from the speaker to the audience? Is it a respectful relationship? A disdainful one? 
Message: What is the content and /or claim? 
Evidence: What kind and how much evidence does the author give? Is it ample and clearly cited, or thin and unattributed? 
Logic: What is the quality of the reasoning? What types of appeals are used (for example, logos, ethos, or pathos)? 
Language: What stylistic and rhetorical devices are employed? What of figures of speech? Does the word choice suggest 

irony or does it seem intended to stir up emotion? 

Evaluating visual texts: O.P.T.I.C. 
Overview: What does the visual appear to be about? What is the topic, subject, or issue it addresses? 
Parts: Zero in on the parts of the visual. Which elements or details seem most important? Why? 
Title: Notice the title if there is one. How does the title support the topic or subject? Does the title hint at the author’s attitude 

or opinion about the topic? How does the title reveal tone? 
Interrelationships: Use the title as the theory and the parts of the visual as clues to detect and specify the interrelationships 

in the graphic. 
Conclusion: What can you conclude about the visual as whole? What does it mean? What is the author’s opinion about the 

topic? Summarize the message of the visual in one or two sentences. 

Submitted by Kelly Cunningham 
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Abstract

Difficulties with spelling can impact students’ reading acquisition and writing, having a critical 

impact on overall literacy development. Students with learning disabilities (LD) often struggle 

with spelling. We describe a case study  with three elementary-aged students with LD using a 

mnemonic approach to spelling sight words. Our approach, called PESTS, included acrostics, 

pictorial representation, and stories. The instruction was applied to key words in daily  instruction 

and compared to a traditional approach to spelling sight words. Each of the students improved 

his or her spelling, as measured by a standardized spelling test, a developmental spelling test, and

 a researcher-developed instrument.
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! The relative importance of spelling is 

difficult to measure, yet its effects extend to 

other aspects of literacy including reading 

acquisition (Adams, 1990) and writing (Bern-

inger et al., 1998). Spelling errors and other 

factors related to transcription may  also influ-

ence a reader’s perception of the overall qual-

ity  of a composition. For example, a study by 

Marshall and Powers (1969) indicated that 

teachers rated essays without errors in spell-

ing or grammar as higher in quality than those 

containing transcription errors, when the es-

says differed only in the number of words 

misspelled or in the number of grammatical 

errors. A more recent study by Boynton, Hau-

erwas and Walker (2003) indicates a link be-

tween spelling and grammar as spelling defi-

cits impacted children’s ability  to 

spell verbs both in their basic 

form (e.g., “smile”) as well as in 

their inflected form (e.g., when 

applying a rule to double a con-

sonant as in the past tense of 

“slip”). Further, an intervention 

by Graham, Harris, and Chor-

zempa (2002) demonstrated that 

instruction in spelling had a 

positive impact on children’s 

ability to write sentences. 

Students with learning disabilities 

(LD) in particular, do not acquire the ability 

to spell words as well as students without 

learning problems either with instruction 

(Dreyer, Luke, & Melican, 1995) or without 

instruction (Graham, 2000). Moreover, they 

use inefficient procedures to recall the spell-

ing of unknown words (Darch, Kim, Johnson, 

& James, 2000). Further, their spelling errors, 

while not  qualitatively  different than those of 

normally developing children at the same de-

velopmental level, are less mature (Schlagal, 

2001). Finally, traditional aids such as the use 

of spelling checkers and spell check features 

of word processors often do not work as in-

tended because children with deficits in this 

domain often are unable to recognize a cor-

rectly spelled word from a list of word op-

tions (MacArthur, Graham, Haynes, & De La 

Paz, 1996).

 Fortunately, at this time there appear 

to be many validated approaches to spelling 

instruction (see Wanzek, Vaughn, Wexler, 

Swanson, Edmonds, & Kim, 2006). These 

approaches often include explicit instruction, 

multiple practice opportunities, and immedi-

ate feedback regarding the accuracy of stu-

dents’ spelling attempts. In general, instruc-

tion in reading is combined with spelling in-

tervention to provide a strong focus on pho-

nemic awareness and phonological process-

ing. These results indicate clear 

benefits for teaching children 

with and without LD common 

spelling patterns and generaliza-

tions. Other spelling interven-

tions that have been well de-

scribed in the literature include 

synthetic and analytic phonics 

approaches (c.f. Adams, 1990), 

as well as developmental (word 

study) approaches, in which 

teachers examine children’s in-

vented spellings to determine both the child’s 

stage of development as well as goals for in-

struction (Bear, Ivernizzi, Templeton, & 

Johnston, 2004).

However, for at least some children 

with LD, learning to spell irregular words 

may require specific study methods that are 

more intense than those mentioned thus far, 

due to difficulties that these children have in 

working memory (Masoura, 2006). If students 

with disabilities face difficulties in acquiring 

and remembering information, one remedy in 

the area of writing may be to combine mne-

monics with spelling instruction.
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Mnemonic Approach

Mnemonic instruction has benefited 

students in general and special education 

classrooms, ranging from the elementary 

grades (Uberti, Scruggs, & Mastropieri, 2003) 

to college students (Rummel, Levin, & 

Woodward, 2003) when students are required 

to learn content for academic tasks. Acrostics, 

a particular form of mnemonic that may be 

most familiar for their frequent use in stimu-

lating children’s interest  in poetry  (Hopkins, 

2004) have also been suggested for helping 

high school chemistry  students memorize fac-

tual material (Swain, 2006). With respect to 

the needs of students with learning difficul-

ties, Margo Mastropieri, Tom Scruggs, and 

their colleagues have provided extensive re-

search on the use of mnemonics with students 

with LD for vocabulary  instruction (Terill, 

Scruggs, & Mastropieri, 2004) and factual 

information required in social studies 

(Scruggs & Mastropieri, 2001). Others have 

applied the use of mnemonics to help students 

with LD learn mathematics facts (Irish, 

2002). 

In this article we share the first 

author’s method for teaching students with 

LD to spell sight words using three mne-

monic strategies (acrostics, pictorial represen-

tation, and a story to link them). The interven-

tion is for sight words only, and is to be used 

in combination with other spelling approaches 

that emphasize phonological awareness and 

recognition of common spelling patterns. For 

the purpose of this article we also compared 

the use of the mnemonic approach to a more 

traditional form of spelling instruction. 

PESTS 

The PESTS method can be used for 

any word from across the curriculum, or for 

any word an individual finds confusing, such 

as a student’s last name; however, it  is most 

applicable for basic sight words. The first 

author chose the name “PESTS” because it 

refers to ‘words that bug you’ (i.e., difficult 

words to spell). She developed the strategy 

when working with students with severe dys-

lexia in primary  schools around the south of 

England. Teachers liked the flexibility of be-

ing able to choose which words to focus on as 

well as its inexpensive format. It  was quick to 

teach and could be adapted to suit any word 

the student was finding troublesome. Moreo-

ver, her homespun pictures were engaging for 

students. Typically  in her teaching, the first 

author used the PESTS approach with stu-

dents whenever the need arose; for example, 

by adding one or two words to a given spell-

ing list from a commercial basal series, or a 

particular teacher’s spelling program. How-

ever, in order to compare the PESTS ap-

proach against a more standard method of 

teaching spelling, the first author applied 

PESTS to targeted spelling words in daily in-

struction. 

Instruction

Although the first author has been us-

ing the PESTS approach for teaching spelling 

for twenty years with success before coming 

to California, she decided to compare this ap-

proach to a more traditional approach with 

three elementary students (Brandon, a third 

grader, Alicia, a fourth grader, and Robert, a 

fifth grader) who were each receiving “pull 

out” special education services for learning 

disabilities in a suburban school district serv-

ing students primarily from low- to middle 

socioeconomic backgrounds. For the purpose 

of the project, each student received individ-

ual spelling instruction; however, the inter-

vention has also been used with small groups. 

The only  modification was that  when there 

were several words being studied within a 

group, each student would work at his or her 
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own pace and then present their word to the 

others.

Also for the purpose of this project we 

developed fifteen lists (five sight words each) 

of comparable difficulty by consulting a list 

that had been prepared by Graham, Loy-

nachan, and Harris (1993) to identify poten-

tial target words at multiple grade levels. 

Sight words that were considered to be 

“words children have difficulty spelling” 

were selected and distributed evenly into 

groups of five, with one word each from the 

second, third, fourth, and fifth grade level (the 

final word came from an unspecified grade; 

see Figure 1). Second, each classroom teacher 

gave additional sight words that 

would be relevant for our use. 

The children were tested on the 

sight word lists, and we dis-

carded any  words that they 

knew before beginning instruc-

tion.

During the comparison 

(i.e., traditional) form of in-

struction, students practiced 

spelling the target sight words using a method 

referred to as “look, cover, write, check” 

(Nies & Belfiore, 2006). In this condition, 

students examined each word, one at a time, 

covered it  with a sheet of white cardstock, 

attempted to write it correctly from memory, 

and then checked whether the word was 

spelled correctly or incorrectly. Mistakes 

were compared with the target and discussed. 

If an error was made, the student attempted 

the procedure again. This process typically 

took 10 minutes, and was repeated once more 

on a different day before the student took the 

posttest. The comparison form of instruction 

was conducted during baseline, in a multiple-

probe across subjects design for Alicia (Hor-

ner & Baer, 1978) and ABAB design for 

Brandon and Robert (Richards, Taylor, Ra-

masamy, & Richards, 1999).

We implemented the PESTS proce-

dure (see Figure 2) as a comparison to the 

more traditional form of spelling instruction. 

We presented students with mnemonics to 

facilitate their learning of the words. These 

mnemonics (acrostic, picture, and story) were 

presented on a series of worksheets with one 

worksheet for each target sight  word on the 

first day  of instruction (see Figure 3). The 

PEST worksheet presented the sight word 

with an acrostic (e.g., “trouble” = “turn right 

off uncle Ben’s exit”) and an accompanying 

picture (a car heading for a sign labeled “last 

exit”).  The acrostic was identified as a story 

to the children, and together the 

teacher and child talked about it 

as the child colored the picture. 

“Do you have an uncle?” said 

Alicia; “What direction is he 

turning?” said Brandon; “Why 

do you think the uncle is going 

to exit there?” said Robert, and 

so on. The children often col-

laborated in generating ques-

tions as they discussed the story.  The first 

author found that the more the children 

looked at the pictures before tackling the rest 

of the page, the more they focused on features 

relevant to the spelling of the word.

The children then were asked to iden-

tify  the target spelling word, given one choice 

(e.g., “trubble” vs. “trouble”). The third task 

was to write the word in capital letters, saying 

the story, which was followed by tracing it 

using cursive writing (designated as “write 

over” on the worksheet), while simultane-

ously saying the story a second time. Writing 

in both capital and cursive form gave addi-

tional spelling and handwriting practice. The 

child then wrote it a third time with his or her 

eyes shut, while saying the story. Finally, the 
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child generated a novel sentence with the tar-

get word in it, and said the story as each letter 

of the word was written. 

This process typically  took the entire 

class period (30-45 minutes), as the child 

worked on five words (with five worksheets). 

On the second day of instruction, the child 

completed a word search with the five target 

words that the first author generated using  

www.WorksheetFactory.com, and the child 

spent approximately  10 minutes completing 

the search.

Figure 1: Sight Word Lists.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

want many use while too first could buy little

sugar where thought balloon aunt high heard brought noise

laugh eighth build ninth clothes pretty whose whole women

through decide usually among beautiful special surely attention piece

practice circuit sincerely nuclear design either fruit dread success

10 11 12 13 14 15  (6-weeks 
later)

brother some here folk genre cousin

write might world mirror issue guest

trouble Saturday caught pause health ancient

future cousin receive answer guard bicycle

separate oxygen February prove pour suppose

Outcomes

PESTS was developed as an alterna-

tive to more traditional spelling interventions 

because the experience of the first author was 

that traditional methods did not work for stu-

dents who had difficulty  with spelling. When 

our evaluation of the intervention began, the 

students found five words to learn during 

each session a lot to manage. However, as the 

routine became established, they would 

launch into each new word with interest and 

begin to explain what they saw rather than 

wait for their teacher to start instruction. 

When the project was over they  wondered 

why and asked whether they could “bring in 

words from class” that they had to learn. 

In our comparison of the spelling ap-

proaches we found that, on average, students 

did not learn any  sight words beyond what 

they  initially knew on the weekly pretest 

when they were taught using the traditional 

“look, cover, write, check” method. However, 

when using PESTS, all of the children im-

proved their spelling. The average gain scores 

were 1.5 to 2.5 words spelled correctly  from 

the list of five target words. Each child dem-

onstrated a maximum gain in words spelled 

correctly  of at least three words, which may 

reflect a ceiling effect as they knew 1-2 words 

on the weekly pretest just over 75% of the 

time (despite spelling the word incorrectly 

before the study began). Further, two months 
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after instruction ended we tested the children 

on 12 of the words they had learned with the 

PESTS approach. The students spelled 8, 9, 

and 10 words correctly. 

We also administered the Test of Writ-

ten Spelling (TWS-4; Larsen, Hammill, & 

Moats, 1976-1999) and Words Their Way 

(WTW) elementary  spelling inventory  (Bear, 

Ivernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston, 2004) be-

fore and 6 weeks after instruction with 

PESTS. In each case, the students showed 

progress in their spelling. Alicia went from 

the 4th percentile on the TWS to the 24th per-

centile, reflecting an improved score from one 

standard deviation below average to the low 

average range. The gap between her spelling 

and that of her peers diminished by  more than 

one year. Brandon’s TWS score went from 

the 3rd to the 34th percentile; in his case the 

gap between his spelling and that of his peers 

also diminished by at least one year. Finally, 

for Robert the gap between his spelling and 

that of his grade level peers diminished by 

two grade levels, as reflected on the TWS; he 

scored in the 3rd percentile in October and the 

17th percentile in June.

Figure 2: Steps in using the PESTS worksheets.

PESTS Cue Card

Step 1: Teacher presents worksheet with word, acrostic, picture, and story to child.
Step 2: Teacher and student  discuss the word, its meaning and the story as the child colors the 

picture and the initial letters of the story one beneath the other. 
Step 3: Student is asked to identify the target spelling word given choice of correct and 
 incorrect spelling. 
Step 4: Student writes the word in all capital letters, while saying the story aloud. 
Step 5: Student traces the word in cursive, while saying the story aloud a second time. 
Step 6: Student writes the word a third time, with eyes shut, while saying the story aloud. 
Step 7: Student generates a novel sentence using the word, while saying the story as each 

 letter of the word is written. 

On the WTW, Alicia’s initial devel-

opmental spelling level was determined to be 

at the early-to-middle, within word pattern 

stage, at the post-test  she was at the late-

within word pattern stage. Brandon showed 

progress also, moving from the late-letter 

name-alphabetic stage to the late within word 

pattern stage. Finally, before instruction in 

PESTS, Brandon was at the mid-within word 

pattern stage, and after instruction he was at 

the early-syllables and affixes level. 

 Feedback from the teachers was also 

positive. Brandon and Alicia’s teachers were 

especially appreciative of the additional focus 

on spelling instruction. They did not have 

enough time during regular classroom instruc-

tion to focus on spelling, which was clearly 

needed by these children. Robert’s teacher 

found PESTS so helpful that he used it  to 

teach all of the children in his class to spell 

difficult social studies words that were going 

to appear on upcoming unit tests. With re-

spect to the children, they  believed they could 

remember how to spell more using the 

PESTS method, and Brandon in particular felt 

that he learned more words using this ap-

proach. On the other hand, they agreed that 

there was more work needed to master the 

spelling, as compared to the “look, cover, 

write, check” used in the comparison condi-

tion.
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Further Thoughts

Students with learning and writing 

difficulties typically  have difficulty spelling 

(Johnson & Myklebust, 1967), generating far 

more spelling errors than their normally 

achieving peers. Before instruction in PESTS, 

the children in this project were no different.  

Their daily  work contained multiple spelling 

errors, and performance on both standardized 

spelling tests and a commonly used develop-

mental spelling test revealed performance two 

to three years below what was expected given 

their current grade levels.  In contrast, after 

PESTS instruction, all three children earned 

standard spelling scores within the low-

average to average range on the norm refer-

enced test (appearing one grade level below 

their peers) and they evidenced measurable 

growth on a common developmental spelling 

measure. In an era in which special educators 

are expected to “close the gap” between chil-

dren with special needs and their normally 

achieving peers, the three participants did just 

that, in one academic content area.

The PESTS method of instruction is 

intended for use in a somewhat different con-

text than reported here.  It should be used for 

specific words that children consistently mis-

spell, and for high impact words (i.e., items 

that the child uses frequently in his or her 

writing). Thus, we do not advocate using the 

PESTS strategy with five words in a single 

session. In fact, when not under constraints 

necessary  for data collection, the first author 

used the PESTS approach whenever needed. 

However, even in a more controlled context, 

under circumstances different from those 

originally  intended, students benefited from 

instruction in PESTS, as evidenced by their 

scores on the TWS and WTW. 

It is important to remember that a 

mnemonic approach to spelling is only one 

part of a successful spelling program. To de-

velop  a balanced approach to spelling instruc-

tion for students with LD, one should con-

sider using rule-based lists from basal pro-

grams (Darch et al. 2000), systematic instruc-

tion that  is linked to students’ developmental 

spelling levels (Invernizzi, & Hayes, 2004 & 

Templeton, 2002), whole-word multisensory 

techniques for teaching irregular words 

(Spear-Swerling & Brucker, 2004), structured 

language approaches such as those developed 

by Orton and Gillingham (Schlagal, 2001), as 

well as incidental learning methods (Graham, 

2000). 

The first author1 recently  had an occa-

sion to reflect on the utility of her approach 

when a teenager in the supermarket greeted 

her. She had last seen him when he was eight. 

After greeting her with a hug, he proudly re-

ported that  he could still spell “because”. He 

then proceeded to say, “Big elephants can act 

up so easily,” as he traced the letters with his 

fingers on a bag of carrots. 
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Figure 3: Sample PESTS worksheet.
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ABSTRACT
A multitude of psychiatric disorders have been 
described in classification systems like the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition 
(DSM V). Diagnosing a specific mental disorder requires 
memorising specific symptom criteria, and their improper 
recall may result in misdiagnosis. Clinicians may use 
mnemonics, considering them as narratives or anecdotes 
of the diagnostic criteria. A scoping review of previously 
described mnemonics for DSM diagnostic criteria was 
carried out. An electronic search was done in PubMed, 
Google Scholar, Google Books and Google Search engine 
using a prespecified search strategy. Reference lists 
of relevant articles and chapters were hand searched 
to identify original and additional articles. Mnemonics 
retrieved from websites were manually searched in 
Google to identify published journal articles or chapters 
for the same mnemonics. Additionally, some mnemonics 
were developed, modified or added based on the author’s 
knowledge. The comprehensive search identified 93 
records (44 journal articles, 45 books and 4 websites) 
eligible for the review. Most of the mnemonics retrieved 
were related in some way to the disorder itself. They were 
listed under the heading of their respective disorders and 
indexed in the same order as in DSM V. The mnemonics 
that reflect a facet of their respective disorders were 
elaborated in detail.

InTRoduCTIon
Mnemonics are specific devices for improving 
memory and have been used since clas-
sical times. It is unlikely that any of us come 
through life without relying on a mnemonic 
at some time or another.1 Mnemonics use 
cognitive cuing processes of organisation, 
elaboration and mental imagery during both 
learning and recall.2 Most mnemonics are 
categorised into acrostic sentences, acronyms, 
peg word, keyword, method of loci, rhymes or 
word play. Acrostic mnemonics are sentences 
in which the first letter of each word is the 
first letter of one of the things that need to be 
remembered. An acronym is a word created 
by using the first letter of each word of the 
information to be recalled. Mnemonics made 
by oneself are often the most useful. Often 

the sillier and more ridiculous the mnemonic 
is, the better one can remember it.2 3

Mnemonics as narratives or anecdotes are 
particularly useful in medicine, where it is 
often necessary to learn clusters of symptoms 
corresponding to a particular diagnosis.1 Reli-
able diagnoses are essential for treatment, 
research, documentation and epidemiolog-
ical purposes. The current and Fifth Edition 
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM V) serves clinicians as 
a guide to identifying the criteria for the diag-
nosis of mental disorders.4 The current paper 
presents a scoping review of mnemonics 
available in recalling the DSM diagnostic 
criteria for mental disorders. Alongside, some 
mnemonics developed or modified by the 
author are also presented.

MeThod
This review aims to provide an overview or 
map the available mnemonics rather than 
to critically appraise or provide concrete 
guidance for their use in clinical practice. 
A method of scoping review was selected to 
summarise and disseminate the available 
mnemonics for DSM diagnostic criteria.5 6 
The methodology for this scoping review was 
based on the framework outlined by Arksey 
and O’Malley and ensuing recommendations 
made by Levac et al.7 8 The review included 
the following four key phases: (1) defining 
the research question and selection criteria; 
(2) comprehensive search of the litera-
ture; (3) data extraction, and (4) collating, 
summarising and reporting the results.

Research question and selection criteria
This review was guided by the question, 
‘What are all the mnemonics available for 
remembering the DSM diagnostic criteria for 
mental disorders?’ Mnemonics published in 
any way, whether journal articles or chapters 
in books or websites or presentations and 
those developed or modified by the author, 
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Table 1 STARLITE principles applied to the literature 
search

Criteria Result

S Sampling strategy Comprehensive

T Type of study Any kind of qualitative study

A Approaches Electronic and citation 
snowballing

R Range of years No restrictions to the beginning—
to the end of September 2019

L Limits Language (English)

I Inclusion and 
exclusions

Included all the articles published 
in any way, whether in journals or 
chapters in books or websites or 
presentations

T Terms DSM, psychiatry, psychiatric, 
mnemonic, mnemonics

E Electronic sources PubMed, Google Scholar, Google 
Books, Google Search engine

DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; 
STARLITE, Standards for Reporting Literature searches.

Figure 1 Flowchart of the study. DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.

were included. Search for mnemonics was limited to the 
English language, with no date restrictions applied. No 
exclusion criteria were defined based on the publication 
type, as long as the article described original research.

Comprehensive search of the literature
Literature was searched systematically in an expansive 
manner. It allows search strategies to emerge as the 
research investigation takes shape and ensures that 
data collection efforts yield more than narrowly redun-
dant data.9 Electronic searches were carried out using 
PubMed, Google Scholar and Google Books to locate 

the relevant mnemonics. A search was also done by the 
Google Search engine to identify grey literature. A deci-
sion was made to screen only the first 100 hits in Google 
Books and Google Search engine because it was believed 
that further screening was unlikely to yield many more 
relevant articles.10 Articles from Google Scholar were 
retrieved by using Publish or Perish software.11 The 
keywords used in various combinations were: [‘DSM 
OR psychiatry OR psychiatric] AND [mnemonic OR 
mnemonics]’. Searches were completed in September 
2019. The results of searches were entered into a 
bibliographic software program (Zotero) for the auto-
matic removal of duplicates.12 The STARLITE (Stan-
dards for Reporting Literature searches) principles 
were used to report the literature search (table 1).13 
The selection process was also presented in a flowchart 
(figure 1).

The titles and abstracts of all the articles, the content 
of chapters and websites retrieved by the initial searches 
were screened. Full- text articles of those deemed relevant 
were retrieved for subsequent review. Reference lists and 
secondary citations in relevant articles and chapters were 
hand searched to identify original and additional articles in 
a ‘snowball’ technique.14 15 The articles with no secondary 
references were taken as original sources of the mnemonics 
and cited the same. There was no appraisal of the quality 
of the records. Mnemonics taken from the journal articles 
and chapters in books were given higher preference as they 
may be peer reviewed or edited systematically. Mnemonics 
retrieved from websites were manually searched in Google 
to identify published literature (in the form of journal 
articles or chapters) for the same mnemonics. If multiple 
records with the same mnemonic were available, then the 
oldest published article was given preference.
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data extraction
The data of mnemonics for diagnostic criteria were 
extracted by retrieving full- text articles or chapters of the 
books. The mnemonics from websites without published 
literature were retained by citing the website itself. Few 
articles and chapters were included based on the author’s 
knowledge if mnemonics for any psychiatric disorder were 
not found by the search strategies applied. The authorship, 
year of publication, type and source of the articles were 
extracted and tabulated. The reasons that led to the devel-
opment or collation of mnemonics were discussed.

Collating, summarising and reporting the results
The mnemonics were collated and summarised under 
the heading of each disorder. The disorders were indexed 
in the same order as in DSM V. Some mnemonics were 
modified or developed by the author. Those mnemonics 
that have no citation are the works of the author. Those 
mnemonics that reflect a facet of their respective disor-
ders were elaborated in detail.

ReSulTS
The comprehensive search identified 4288 records 
(PubMed 692, Google Scholar 2996, Google Books 300, 
Google Search engine 300). After the automatic removal 
of duplicates by software (Zotero), 2741 records were 
identified. Screening the titles and abstracts of these 
records, followed by the full text of relevant articles and 
chapters in books, retrieved 60 eligible records. Of these, 
31 were journal articles and 25 were book chapters. The 
remaining four were websites without published liter-
ature. Eleven records were added when searched for 
published literature (of journal articles and chapters) for 
the mnemonics in websites. Ten records were retrieved 
from the reference lists of relevant articles. Twelve were 
added based on the author’s knowledge. A total of 93 (44 
journal articles, 45 books and 4 websites) were eligible for 
this review. The authorship, year of publication and type 
and source of the articles were tabulated and available in 
the online supplementary file 1.

Mnemonics for diagnostic criteria of dSM mental disorders
Neurodevelopmental disorders
Intellectual disability
‘During development Intellects adapt by conceptual, 
social and practical support.’
1. Onset during developmental period.
2. Deficits in intellectual functions.
3. Deficits in adaptive functioning.

Severity defined on the basis of adaptive functioning in 
conceptual, social and practical domains that determine 
the level of supports required.

Language disorder
‘Express or Comprehend words, sentences, discourses 
expected for age during development.’
1. Persistent deficits in expression and comprehension of 

language that include:

 – Reduced word knowledge (vocabulary).
 – Limited sentence structure.
 – Impairments in discourse.

2. Below expected for age.
3. Onset in the early developmental period.

Speech sound disorder
‘Sound limits communication during development.’
1. Persistent difficulty with speech sound.
2. Limits effective communication.
3. Onset in the early developmental period.

Childhood-onset fluency disorder (stuttering)
‘Repeat or prolong or substitute the pauses or block 
repetitive tensions during development.’
1. Persistent disturbances in normal fluency and time 

patterning of speech, inappropriate for the individu-
al’s age and language skills. Frequent and marked oc-
currences of one (or more) of the following:
 – Sound and syllable repetitions.
 – Sound prolongations.
 – Substituting problematic words (circumlocutions).
 – Pauses within a word (broken words).
 – Audible or silent blocking.
 – Monosyllabic whole- word repetitions.
 – Words produced with an excess of physical ten-

sion.
2. Onset in the early developmental period.

Social (pragmatic) communication disorder
‘Understand social and contextual rules of conversation 
during development.’
A. Persistent difficulties in the social use of verbal and 

non- verbal communication as manifested by:
1. Difficulty understanding what is not explicitly stat-

ed or non- literal language.
2. Deficits in using communication for social purpos-

es.
3. Disability to change communication to match con-

text or the needs of the listener.
4. Difficulties following rules for conversation and 

storytelling.
B. Onset in the early developmental period.

Autism spectrum disorder
‘Reciprocate, relate and communicate in social inter-
actions; Restrict repetitive, rigid and unusual reactive 
behavior during developmental period.’

A. Persistent deficits in social communication and social 
interaction, manifested by:
1. Deficits in socioemotional reciprocity.
2. Deficits in developing, maintaining and understand-

ing relationships.
3. Deficits in non- verbal communicative behaviours used 

for social interaction.
B. Behaviour or interests manifested by at least two of 

the following:
1. Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal 

in intensity.
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2. Repetitive or stereotyped motor movements, use of ob-
jects, or speech.

3. Rigid adherence to routines, or ritualised patterns of 
verbal or non- verbal behaviour, insistence on same-
ness.

4. Hyper- or hypo- reactivity to sensory input or unusual 
interest in sensory aspects of the environment.

C. Onset in the early development period.
Other mnemonics for autism spectrum disorder (ASD; 

modified by the author) are:
1. AUTISTICS:16

Again and again (repetitive behaviour/speech)
Unusual (hyper or hypo) reactivity to sensory aspects
Toddlers (during early development)
Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to 

routines; Interests restricted and abnormal in intensity or 
focus

Socioemotional reciprocity deficits
To relate with others is a difficulty
Impairment in social, occupational or other functioning
Communication (non- verbal) poor for social 

interaction
Social communication below that expected for 

general development; that is, not due to intellectual 
disability

2. SCARE:17

Social relationships and reciprocity deficits
Communication for social interaction poor
Activities restricted, rigid and repetitive
Reactivity to sensory aspects hyper or hypo
Early onset
3. AUTISTIC PEOPLE18

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
Symptoms of inattention include (mnemonic: ATTEN-
TION): six or more

Attention difficulty
Trouble listening to others even when spoken directly

Tasks that require sustained mental effort are difficult
Easily distracted
Necessary things for tasks are lost

To finish what he/she starts is difficult
Is forgetful in daily activities
Organisational skills lacking
Not concerned about details or makes careless mistakes

Symptoms of hyperactivity and impulsivity include 
(mnemonic: RUN FIDGET) (developed by the author 
based on other mnemonic: RUNS FASTT)19: six or more

Runs, climbs or restless
Uninhibited in conversation
Not able to play quietly
Fidgets or squirms in seat
Interrupts or intrudes on others
Difficulty waiting his or her turn
Get going or acting as if driven by a motor
Evacuates seat unexpectedly
Talks excessively

Other mnemonics for ADHD
1. Inattentive symptoms: when the child is inattentive, 

CALL FOR FrEd (six of nine). Hyperactive- impulsive 
symptoms: with these symptoms, the child RUNS 
FASTT (six of nine).19

2. Inattention: (mnemonic: SOLID); hyperactivity and 
impulsivity: (mnemonic: WORST FAIL).20

3. You’ll need a MOAT around the classroom for the 
hyperactive child. Movement excess, Organisational 
problems, Attention problems, Talking impulsively.21

4. RAPID GIRL for symptoms of hyperactivity and impul-
sivity; DETAILS OFF for symptoms of inattention.22

5. CAN’T FOCUS? For inattentive subtype, DO I 
FIDGET? For hyperactive/impulsive subtype. The sev-
en I’s of ADHD combined type.23

Schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders
Delusional disorder: ‘DeluSIONAL’
Delusion/s

Schizophrenia A criteria not met
Impairment of functioning is absent
Odd or bizarre behaviour absent
Not due to substance or another medical condition
Absence of mood episodes and if occurred are brief 

relative to the duration of delusional periods
Lasts 1 month or more
Another mnemonic for the delusional disorder is ‘NO 

FAME’.24

Brief psychotic disorder
‘HalDol disorganizes speech and behavior in cat for at 
least 1 day but less than 1 month’ (≥1; at least one in first 
three).
A. Presence of one (or more) of the following, with at 

least one must be 1, 2 or 3:
1. Hallucinations.
2. Delusions.
3. Disorganised speech.
4. Disorganised behaviour including catatonia.

B. Duration for at least 1 day but less than 1 month.

Schizophreniform disorder
HalDol disorganises speech and behaviour in cat nega-
tively for at least 1 month but less than 6 months (two of 
five; at least one from first three).
A. Two (or more) of the following, with at least one must 

be 1, 2 or 3:
1. Hallucinations.
2. Delusions.
3. Disorganised speech.
4. Disorganised behaviour including catatonia.
5. Negative symptoms.

B. Duration for at least 1 month but less than 6 months.

Schizophrenia
‘HalDol disorganizes speech & behavior in cat negatively 
impairing function for 6 months’ (two of five; at least one 
from first three):
A. Same as that of schizophreniform disorder.
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B. Impairment of functioning.
C. Duration for at least 6 months.

Criteria A of schizophreniform disorder or schizo-
phrenia can be remembered by the mnemonic: Delu-
sions Herald Schizophrenic’s Bad News.19

Other mnemonics for schizophrenia that may be 
useful are Haldol- D,25 A HARD CRASH26 and HALDOL 
BENDER.24

Catatonia
Catatonia associated with another mental disorder (cata-
tonia specifier):
‘G- MAN SWEEPS MineCraft’ (≥3 of 12)
Grimacing, Mannerism, Agitation, Negativism, Stupor, 
Waxy flexibility, Echolalia, Echopraxia, Posturing, Stereo-
typy, Mutism, Catalepsy
Other mnemonics that may be helpful are Wired & 
Mired,27 LIMP MEN26 and A SLIME- posture.28

Bipolar and related disorders
Manic episode
An abnormal and persistent elevated, expansive or irri-
table mood and increased goal- directed activity or energy 
plus DIGFAST (three or four of seven) for 7 days. Dr 
William Falk at Massachusetts General Hospital devel-
oped the mnemonic DIGFAST.29–31 The term may refer 
to the speed with which a patient who is manic would dig 
a hole if put to the task, as they may appear as if ‘driven 
by a motor’.19

Distractibility
Indiscretion, pleasurable activities with painful 

consequences
Grandiosity
Flight of ideas/subjective racing thoughts
Activity increased or psychomotor agitation
Sleep need decreased
Talkativeness
Other mnemonics for the manic episode are:
DAFTSIG,32 33 FASTPED,34 GIDDY HIGH,26 GRAN-

DIOSE,25 IE RATE DIS (emphasises bipolar disorder an IE 
(ie—that is) RATE DIS (order) or a disorder with variable 
rates of activity and thinking),35 GIDDINESS,36 DeTeR the 
HIGH (Dr Carey Gross developed it),37 GREAT SAD,38 
DR MANIA,23 GST PAID,39 Grand Sex Through Impulse 
Distracts (from) Appropriate Pleasure.40

Hypomanic episode
FLIGHTY (The dictionary defines ‘flighty’ as frivolous, 
irresponsible, capricious, mercurial and volatile, words 
that also could describe hypomanic individuals),41 TAD 
HIGH,37 HIGH-4.42

Major depressive episode/major depressive disorder
SIG: EM CAPS (five out of nine symptoms for over 2 weeks 
to fulfil the definition of major depression, including 
either depressed mood or loss of interest).43 That is, an 
individual must have a depressed mood for at least 2 
weeks continuously along with four of eight depressive 
neurovegetative symptoms. Or an individual may have 

anhedonia for at least 2 weeks continuously, along with 
four of the other seven depressive neurovegetative symp-
toms (without having depressed mood as such).30 The 
eight neurovegetative symptoms of depression can be 
remembered with the mnemonic ‘SIGECAPS’ developed 
by Dr Carey Gross at Massachusetts General Hospital. 
The mnemonic refers to a prescription one might write 
for a patient who is depressed and anergic—SIG: Energy 
CAPSules (‘sig’ is written before the directions on a 
prescription).34 44

Suicidal thoughts
Interests decreased
Guilt
Energy decreased
Concentration decreased
Appetite disturbance (increased or decreased)
Psychomotor changes (agitation or retardation)
Sleep disturbance (increased or decreased)
Other mnemonics are C GASP DIE—it overcomes 

the problem of the two S’s (and trying to recall what 
they stand for) in the mnemonic SIGECAPS. Here, D 
represents thoughts or acts of death,45 46 DEPRESSION,25 47 
DISGUSTED,23 DEPRESSING,48 SAMPLEIDS,26 Depres-
sion Is Worth Seriously Memorizing Extremely Weighty 
Criteria Sorry,32 33 Depression Is Worth Studiously Memo-
rizing Extremely Grueling Criteria. Sorry (DIWSMEGCS),49 
DIGSPACES,50 DEAD SWAMP,51 SAD IMAGES, MASS FEE 
GAP FITS,24 Two weeks of A SAD FACE,52 SAD FACES,53 IN 
SAD CAGES,54 ESCAPISMS (as many patients want to escape 
their condition),55 ESCAPERS.56

Specifiers for bipolar and related disorders
With anxious distress: ‘CARLoT’ (two of five)

Concentration difficulty
Awful or apprehension
Restless
Lose control
Tense or keyed up
With mixed features: manic or hypomanic episode with 

mixed features: SIG E DR (three of six)
Suicidal thoughts
Interests decreased
Guilt
Energy decreased
Depressed
Retarded
Depressive episode, with mixed features: MIGFAST (three 

of seven): the acronym is the same as the ‘DIGFAST’ 
mnemonic of the manic episode with ‘D’ replaced by ‘M’. 
M stands for Mood elevated and expansive.

With melancholic features: PRe MED GAP
Pleasure loss; Reactivity loss (one of two)
Three or more of six:
Morning worsening
Early morning awakening
Distinct quality of mood
Guilt
Anorexia
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Psychomotor changes (agitation or retardation)
Other mnemonics that help remember the specifier 

for melancholic features are: ‘MELANcholic’: Morning 
worsening of symptoms/psychoMotor agitation, retarda-
tion/early Morning awakening/Mood distinct, Excessive 
guilt, Loss of emotional reactivity/pLeasure (one of two), 
Anorexia (or weight loss)/aNhedonia ( bestmedicalm-
nemonics. blogspot. com, 2011),57 PAGER MAD,24 MAD 
GRADS.20

With atypical features: ‘RAILS’20

Depressive disorders
Disruptive mood dysregulation disorder
‘SITs 3 times per week, irritate others for 1 year, started 
before 10 years; Not diagnosed first before 6 or after 18 
years, neither BIO nor MDD, exclude mania & others.’

Severe
Inconsistent Temper outbursts
3 or more times per week
Irritable mood in between observed by others
Others (parents, teachers, peers; in at least two of three 

settings, severe in one)
for 1 year (never without above symptoms for 3 or more 

consecutive months)
started before 10 years by history or observation
Not diagnosed first before 6 years or after 18 years
Neither coexist with Bipolar, Intermittent explosive, 

Oppositional defiant disorder nor occur exclusively 
during MDD

Exclude full symptom criteria of hypomania or mania 
lasting more than 1 day, or any other mental disorders 
(substance or medical condition induced also)

Persistent depressive disorder (dysthymia)
HE’S 2 SAD,58 Depressed mood plus CHASE E,59 or 
ACHEWS,21 ‘the rule of twos: 2 years of depressed mood, 
2 of 6 neurovegetative symptoms, no more than 2 months 
without symptoms.’60 Six neurovegetative symptoms 
can be remembered by mnemonic ‘SIGECA’ (the same 
mnemonic for depression, except that the last two criteria 
(psychomotor agitation/retardation and suicidality) and 
interest decreased, guilt criteria replaced by low self- 
esteem and hopelessness, respectively),61 DESPOND,23 
HE TAILS,24 CHASES.32 33

Premenstrual dysphoric disorder
‘SAIL Over CASPIAn SEA 5 Times In 2 months’ (five, 
with one from SAIL, one from Over CASPIAn)

Sad
Anxiety
Irritability
Lability
Overwhelmed or out of control
Concentration
Appetite changes
Sleep changes
Physical symptoms

Interest decreased
Anergia (energy loss)
Symptoms not an Exacerbation of another disorder or 

Attributable to effects of substance or another medical 
condition

5—at least five symptoms present
Times—final week before the onset of menses, improve 

within few days of onset, minimal in the week after menses
In—interference with work or causing distress
2 months—confirmed during at least two symptomatic 

menstrual cycles
Another mnemonic for premenstrual dysphoric 

disorder is TOUGH MENSES.23

Anxiety disorders
Separation anxiety disorder
‘HUG PANDaS’ (three of eight for 4 weeks in children 
and adolescents or 6 months in adults) (A child will HUG 
PANDaS when he or she fears or anticipates separation of 
major attachment figure).

Harm or loss of an attachment figure
Untoward event that causes separation from attach-

ment figure worry
Going out of home
Physical symptoms with anticipated separation
Alone is a big fear
Nightmares involving the theme of separation
Distress of separation
Sleeping without an attachment figure
Another mnemonic is ‘PUSH or NAGS’.19

Specific phobia: ‘PHOBIA’
Persistent (>6 months)

Handicapping (restricted lifestyle)
Out of proportion
Beginning immediately and almost always
Intense fear or anxiety about a specific object or situa-

tion leading to
Avoidance
Other mnemonics are PHOBIA62 and FEARED.24

Social anxiety disorder (social phobia)
1. FEARED

Fear of social situations where exposed to possible scru-
tiny by others; Fears of being negatively evaluated

Exposure to the social situation almost always provokes 
fear or anxiety

Avoids the social situation or endured with intense fear 
or anxiety

Recognises that the fear is out of proportion
Exclusion of fear induced by a substance or another 

mental or medical disorder; Excessive/unrelated to fear 
of another coexisting medical condition

Distress or impairment; Duration lasting for 6 months
2. ANTI- FEAR
Almost always provoke anxiety or fear of a social 

situation
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Negative evaluation of patient’s act or anxiety symp-
toms feared

Timing: duration lasting 6 months or more
Impairment or distress in social, occupational or other 

important areas of functioning
Fear or anxiety about social situations where possible 

scrutiny by others
Excessive/unrelated to fear of another coexisting 

medical condition; Exclusion of fear induced by a 
substance or another mental or medical disorder

Avoidance of social situations or endured with intense 
fear or anxiety

Recognises out of proportion
Other mnemonics are FAINT63 and FEARS.23

Panic disorder
1. A panic attack is an abrupt surge of intense fear or 
intense discomfort that reaches a peak within minutes 
and during which four or more of the following symp-
toms, remembered by the mnemonic ‘STUDENTS FEAR 
3 C’s’.64

Sweating
Trembling or shaking
Unsteadiness, dizziness, light headed or faint
Depersonalisation or derealisation
Excessive heart rate, palpitations
Nausea or abdominal distress
Tingling (numbness or paraesthesias)
Shortness of breath or smothering
Fear of dying, losing control or going crazy
3 C’s: chest pain, chills, choking
The other criteria can be remembered by using 

mnemonic ‘ABCD’.
2. At least one attack followed by ≥1 month of one or 

both of:
 ► Behaviour to avoid having panic attacks, such as avoid-

ance of unfamiliar situations or exercise.
 ► Concern or worry about the additional panic attack or 

their consequences.
3. Disturbance not attributable to effects of a substance 

or another medical or mental disorder.
Another mnemonic for the panic attack: 

ABC2D2F3P2S2.32

The other mnemonics that help remember panic 
disorder are CATASTROOF3IES,38 SUDDENLY SCARY,23 
STUDENTS,65 by visualising a patient with panic disorder 
clutching his chest (heart cluster), hyperventilating (breath-
lessness cluster), and shaking with fear (fear cluster) and 
screaming out ‘355! 355!’,21 PANICS.66

Panic attack specifier: same as criterion 1 of panic disorder.

Agoraphobia
A. Marked fear or anxiety about two or more of the five 
situations that can be remembered by the mnemonic 
‘COOPE’.67

Crowded area
Open spaces
Outside the home

Public transport
Enclosed spaces
B. Other criteria remembered by mnemonic ‘PHOBIA’
Persistent (>6 months)
Handicapping (restricted lifestyle)
Out- of- proportion fear or anxiety
Because of thoughts that escape or help might not be 

available in the event of developing panic- like symptoms 
or other incapacitating or embarrassing symptoms

Intense fear or anxiety provoked almost always with the 
agoraphobic situations

Avoidance

Generalised anxiety disorder
The criteria of generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) can be 
remembered by the mnemonic ‘WATCHER’ (modified by 
the author from the original mnemonic ‘WATCHERS’).68

Worry and Anxiety
Time for at least 6 months
Controlling the worry difficult
Handicapping
Exclude another mental disorder
Rule out worry, not due to physiological effects of a 

substance or another medical condition
The symptoms associated with worry and anxiety (three 

or more of six) can be remembered by the mnemonics: 
FIRST C,32 33 MERCI- S,59 Macbeth Frets Constantly 
Regarding Illicit Sins (based on the idea that Macbeth had 
GAD before and after killing King Duncan),21 TICKES,69 
BE SKIM,65 ‘Does Mr Fisc worry excessively about minor 
matters?, MR FISC’,70 I C REST (‘I see rest’).71

Other mnemonics for GAD that are useful are 
STOMACH,38 72 Worry WARTS,73 WATCHERS,68 AND 
I C REST,71 I’M TENSED,23 DEFICITS,26 I’M A FICKLE 
CASE.24

Obsessive-compulsive and related disord
Obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD): ‘Thoughts RIDE TIME, 
Acts Reduce TIME’
A. Presence of obsessions, compulsions, or both

Obsessions: ‘Thoughts RIDE’
1. Thoughts, urges or images that are:

Recurrent and persistent.
Intrusive and unwanted.
Distress (anxiety) provoking

2. Effaced by ignoring or suppressing or neutralis-
ing with other thought or compulsion.

Compulsions: ‘Acts Reduce’
1. Acts, mental or behavioral, repetitively performed 

in response to an obsession oraccordingto rigid 
rules.

2. Reduce or prevent anxiety or distress, prevent a 
dreaded event.

B. Time- consuming or IMpair socio- occupational func-
tioning.

C. Exclude being induced by a substance or another 
medical condition.

D. Exclude another mental disorder.
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Another mnemonic for OCD: ‘REORIENT PATIENT’.
Obsessions:
Recurrent and persistent thoughts, urges, images
Experienced as intrusive and unwanted
Often cause marked anxiety or distress
Resist by ignoring or suppressing the thoughts or 

neutralise with some other thought or compulsion
Impairing social, occupational and other areas of 

functioning
Exclude due to substance or another medical condition
Not related to other mental disorder
Time consuming
Compulsions:
Performing in response to an obsession or according 

to rigid rules
Acts, behavioural or mental, performed repetitively
To prevent or reduce anxiety or distress or
Impair social, occupational and other areas of 

functioning
Exclude due to substance or another medical condition
Not related to other mental disorder
Time consuming
Other mnemonics that may help remember criteria for 

OCD:
1. RITUALS (obsessions require first four—RITU, 

compulsions next two—AL, both require last one—S), 
REPEATER MRS PETER (obsessions require REPEATER; 
compulsions require MRS; both require PETER),23 A BIT 
FORCED,24 RESIDENT PRISONER,72 RITUAL.25

Body dysmorphic disorder: ‘PAIN’
Preoccupation with perceived defects or flaws in physical 
appearance

Acts, mental or behavioural, repetitive, in response to 
appearance concerns

Impairment in socio- occupational functioning
Not due to an eating disorder

Hoarding disorder: ‘PILED’
Perceived need to save items and distress associated with 
discarding them results in

Inability to discard or parting possessions regardless of 
their actual value

Litter up possessions
Exclude another medical condition or another mental 

disorder
Distress or dysfunction in socio- occupational 

functioning

Trichotillomania (hair-pulling disorder): ‘HAIR’
Hair loss, due to recurrent pulling out of one’s hair

Attempts repeatedly to decrease or stop hair pulling
Impairment in socio- occupational functioning or cause 

significant distress
Rule out another mental or medical disorder that 

causes hair loss

Excoriation (skin-picking) disorder: ‘SKIN’
Skin picking resulting in skin lesions

Keen to decrease or stop skin picking by repeated 
attempts

Impairment in socio- occupational functioning or cause 
significant distress

Not attributable to substance- induced, another medical 
or mental disorder.

Trauma and stressor-related disorder
Reactive attachment disorder: ‘LACK In EMPATHY’
Limited or Absent or Changing

(K) Caregivers for forming stable and selective 
attachments

Induce
Emotionally withdrawn or inhibited behaviour by not 

seeking or responding to comfort when distressed and
Minimal social and emotional responsiveness
Positive affect limited
Appearance of episodes of unexplained irritability 

or sadness or fearfulness even evident during non- 
threatening situations

To exclude ASD
Has a developmental age of at least 9 months before 5 

Years

Disinhibited social engagement disorder: LACK In WARING
Limited or Absent or Changing

(K) Caregivers for forming stable and selective 
attachments

Induce
Willingness to go off with unfamiliar adults
Absent or diminished checking back with an adult care-

giver after venturing away, even in unfamiliar situations
Reduced or absent reticence in approaching or inter-

acting with unfamiliar adults
Inappropriate overly familiar verbal or physical 

behaviour
Not limited to impulsivity (as in ADHD)
Got developmental age of at least 9 months
Post- traumatic stress disorder (PTSD): ‘TRAAUMA’ 

(modified by the author from the original mnemonic 
TRAUMA)37 74 75

Traumatic event: witnessed or experienced or occurred 
to dearest or exposure repeatedly to its aversive details

Re- experience one of following intrusion symptoms: 
memories, nightmares, flashbacks, psychological distress 
or physiological reaction to cues symbolising the trau-
matic event

Avoidance of memories, thoughts, feelings of the trau-
matic event or its reminders

Alterations in cognitions and mood negatively: forget-
ting, mislabelling, blaming, no positive emotions, always 
negative emotions, anhedonia, detachment (two of seven)

Unable to function or cause distress/Unattributed to a 
substance or another medical condition

Month or more of symptoms
Arousal and reactivity increased with two of the 

following: irritability, recklessness, hypervigilance, star-
tling, concentration and sleep disturbances
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The subcriteria to symptom clusters of PTSD can be 
remembered by75:

(1) Intrusion symptoms: ‘R3D2’ (think Star Wars and 
add an ‘R’) which stands for

Recollections, Recurring and Reactivity (physiolog-
ical) in response to cues of the traumatic event; Dreams 
(distressing) and Distress (psychological).

(2) Avoidance, negative cognitions/mood and dissocia-
tive symptoms: ‘AFRAID’ (modified by author)

Avoid internal or external stimuli associated with the 
trauma

False cognitions (mislabelling and blaming)
Recall difficulty
Affect (no positive, always negative emotions)
Interest (diminished)
Detachment
(3) Arousal symptoms: ‘SCARE’ (modified by the 

author)
Sleep disturbance
Concentration (difficulty)
Anger (outbursts or irritability)
Really vigilant/Reckless or self- destructive behaviour
Exaggerated startle response
Other mnemonics for PTSD that may help are: FIGHT,76 

DREAMS,38 CRASH,23 PRIDE AFRAID CHAINS,24 
ERAA.32

Acute stress disorder: the subcriteria to symptom clusters 
of acute stress disorder can be remembered by: ‘R3D2 
AFRAID SCARE’ (similar to PTSD) (presence of nine or 
more of the following 14 symptoms):

Intrusion symptoms:
Recollect (memories) (1), Dreams (distressing) (2), 

Recurring (flashbacks) (3), Reactivity (physiological) 
and Distress (psychological) in response to cues of the 
traumatic event (combined as 4).

Negative mood, dissociative and avoidance symptoms 
(cognitive symptoms removed):

Avoid internal (5) or external (6) stimuli associated 
with the trauma

(False cognitions (mislabelling and blaming) removed)
Recall difficulty (7)
Affect (no positive emotions) (8)
(‘Interest diminished’ removed)
Detachment (9).
Arousal symptoms:
Sleep disturbance (10)
Concentration (difficulty) (11)
Anger (outbursts or irritability) (12)
Really vigilant (13)
Exaggerated startle response (14)
Adjustment disorder: ‘EMOTES’ (modified by the 

author)23

Emotional or behavioural symptoms within 3 months of 
onset of stressor(s) with

Marked distress in excess of what would be expected 
from exposure to the stressor (or)

Occupational, academic or social functioning is signifi-
cantly impaired

Termination of symptoms within 6 months oftermina-
tion of stressor or its consequences

Exclusion of another mental disorder or exacerbation 
of pre- existing mental disorder ruled out

Symptoms do not represent bereavement
Another mnemonic for adjustment disorder: IT’S 

BAD.24

Dissociative disorders
Dissociative identity disorder: ‘DID’

Disruption of identity with two or more distinct person-
ality states including

Inability to recall properly traumatic events and/or 
everyday events or personal information

Distress or impairment in socio- occupational 
functioning

Depersonalisation/derealisation disorder: ‘DREAM’ (modi-
fied by the author)25

Detachment experiences
Reality testing intact
Exclude other primary mental disorders
Attributable not to a substance or another medical 

condition
Marked distress caused by symptoms

Somatic symptom and related disorders
Somatic symptom disorder: the B criterion can be remem-
bered by the mnemonic ‘TEA’.

Thoughts: disproportionate and persistent about the 
seriousness of somatic symptoms

Emotion: persistently high anxiety about health or 
symptoms

Actions: excess time and energy devoted to these 
symptoms

Illness anxiety disorder: ‘Persistent search for any big 
disease’

Preoccupation of having or acquiring an illness
Somatic symptoms absent or of mild intensity/Signifi-

cant preoccupation about the risk of developing or for an 
existing disease

For at least 6 months
Anxiety about health
Behaviour—excessive health- related behaviours (care- 

seeking type) or maladaptive avoidance (care- avoidant 
type)

Disturbance not better explained by another mental 
disorder

Conversion disorder (functional neurological symptom 
disorder): ‘CONVERSION’77

Feeding and eating disorders
Anorexia nervosa: ‘Weight Fear Bothers Anorexics’ (modi-
fied by the author)19

Significantly low body Weight in the context of age, sex, 
developmental trajectory and physical health

Fear of gaining weight or becoming fat or persistent 
behaviour that interferes with weight gain

Body weight and shape are perceived in a distorted way
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Seen in Anorexics
Other mnemonics for anorexia nervosa: RAID,32 33 

FLAB,25 I FEAR LARD.24

Bulimia nervosa: ‘Bulimics Over- Consume Pastries’19 21

Recurrent episodes of Binge eating (at least once a 
week for 3 months) with a sense of

Out of control overeating
Excessive Concern with body shape and weight
Purging behaviours, such as self- induced vomiting, 

misuse of laxatives, diuretics, enemas, or other medica-
tions; fasting; excessive exercise

Other mnemonics that may help remember criteria 
for bulimia nervosa: A BINGE,24 BASTE,78 BORCEN,72 
BINS,32 33 FRIDGES.25

Sleep-wake disorders
Insomnia disorder: ‘SLEEP’ (modified by the author)23

Sleep quantity or quality dissatisfaction associated 
with one or more of difficulty initiating, maintaining, 
returning back to sleep

Lasting for at least 3 months, occurring at least three 
times a week despite adequate opportunity for sleep, 
causing significant distress or impairment

Exclude this diagnosis if a disturbance occurs exclu-
sively during the course of another sleep- wake disorder

Exclude the complaint of insomnia not being due to 
coexisting mental and medical disorders

Physiological effects of a substance do not attribute to 
insomnia

Hypersomnolence disorder: ‘SLEEP LOT’ (modified by the 
author)23

Sleep excess despite the main sleep period lasting at 
least 7 hours

Lasting for at least 3 months, occurring at least three 
times a week, causing significant distress or impairment

Excludes this disorder if disturbance occurs exclusively 
during the course of another sleep disorder

Exclude the excess sleep not being due to coexisting 
mental and medical disorders

Physiological effects of a substance do not directly attri-
bute to hypersomnolence

The three subcriteria of criterion A can be remem-
bered by:

Lapses into sleep recurrently within the same day or
Overcoming sleepiness and being awake is difficult 

after abrupt awakening or
Time spent on the main sleep episode is more than 9 

hours though unrefreshing.
Narcolepsy: ‘CHES’
Cataplexy or
Hypocretin deficiency or
Evidence in sleep studies (polysomnography or multiple 

sleep latency test) in the presence of
Sleep attacks (recurrent daytime naps or lapses into 

sleep)
Mnemonics that may help in remembering the criteria 

and associated symptoms of narcolepsy: CHESS79 and 
CRASH80

Breathing-related sleep disorders
Obstructive sleep apnoea-hypopnoea
A mnemonic validated for screening obstructive sleep 
apnoea- hypopnoea is STOP- BANG. It is a simple, easy- 
to- remember and self- reportable screening tool, which 
includes four subjective (STOP: Snoring, Tiredness, 
Observed apnoea and high blood Pressure) and four 
demographic items (BANG: BMI, Age, Neck circum-
ference, Gender).81 The DSM V criteria and associated 
features can be remembered by this mnemonic.

Parasomnias
Non-rapid eye movement sleep arousal disorders
‘Forgets or recalls little of incomplete awakening 
happened while walking or shouting during the first third 
of sleep’.

Forgets (amnesia of) the episodes
Recalls little of dream imagery during episodes of
Incomplete awakening from sleep presenting as
Sleepwalking or
Shouting (sleep terrors)
During the first third of sleep
Restless legs syndrome: ‘URGE’82

Urge to move
Rest induced
Gets better with activity and
Evening and night accentuation

Disruptive, impulse control and conduct disorders
Oppositional defiant disorder
When children and adolescents are oppositional and 
defiant, they act like ‘REAL BADS’19 (four of eight symp-
toms within the last 6 months).

Resentful
Easily annoyed
Argues with adults
Loses temper
Blames others for his or her misbehaviour
Annoys people deliberately
Defies rules or requests
Spiteful

Conduct disorder
The behaviours of conduct disorder are ‘BAD FOR A 
BUSINESS’19 (three of the following 15 criteria in the 
past 12 months, with at least one present in the past 6 
months)

Bullying
Animal cruelty
Destroying others’ property
Fighting
Out late at night
Running away from home
Actively forcing sex
Being cruel to people
Using a weapon
Setting fires
Into someone’s house, building or car
Not going to school
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Everyday lying or conning others
Stealing while confronting a victim
Stealing without confronting a victim
The four categories of criteria for conduct disorder can 

be remembered by the mnemonic ‘TRAP’.83

Theft—breaking and entering, deceiving, non- 
confrontational stealing

Rule breaking—running away, skipping school, out late
Aggression—people, animals, weapons, forced sex
Property destruction
Another mnemonic that may be helpful is DDAVP.24

Substance-related and addictive disorders
Substance use disorders
‘Haphazard knowledge of or failure to control problems 
in activities urges excess tolerance with time’

Hazardous use
Use despite knowledge of having a persistent or recur-

rent physical or psychological problem caused or exacer-
bated by the substance

Failure to fulfil major role obligations at work, school 
or home

Persistent desire to cut down or control substance use 
and report multiple unsuccessful efforts to decrease or 
discontinue use

Use despite social or interpersonal problems caused or 
exacerbated by the substance

Important social, occupational or recreational activities 
given up or reduced

Intense urge or desire for the drug (craving)
Taking in excess amounts or over a longer period than 

was originally intended
Tolerance
Withdrawal
A great deal of time is spent for obtaining or using the 

substance or recovering from its effects
Another mnemonic is: ‘WITHDRAW THE substance’.
Work, school or home obligation failures
Interpersonal or social consequences
Time spent too much for obtaining, using or recov-

ering from effects of substance
Hazardous use
Desire for the drug
Reinstatement
Activities (important or recreational) given up
Withdrawal
Tolerance
Harmful use
Exceed the intended amount or time
Other mnemonics available for remembering DSM V 

criteria are:
1. The Wise Know: Decline Tender Loving Care And 

Respect Silver Hair.84

2. ‘CHEW THAT COP’.85

Other mnemonics that may aid in remembering the 
criteria of substance dependence in the Text Revision of 
Fourth Edition of DSM (DSM IV- TR) are ADDICTD,86 
WHATCAT,87 WE are unable TO CUT our drinking,88 

Tempted With Cognac,21 ROLAID PUPILS,24 PEWTERR,89 
TWO 6 PACK,90 Won’t Resist Imbibing and Seeks Tipple 
Every Night,91 I DRANK MORE.23 The behavioural 
patterns of compulsive substance use that is characteristic 
of dependence in DSM IV- TR can be remembered by the 
mnemonic ‘TEACH’.92 The criteria for substance abuse 
in DSM IV- TR can be remembered by the mnemonics: 
CLOD,92 WILD,89 FOLD,87 ‘When alcohol takes HOLD 
of you’,88 DRiNK,90 FAILS.23 The DSM V criteria for 
substance use disorder are a combination of DSM IV- TR 
dependence and abuse criteria, with the ‘craving’ crite-
rion added and ‘legal consequences’ criterion removed.93 
The mnemonics ‘WILD PEWTERR’89 and ‘DRiNK TWO 
6 PACK’90 represent this combination.

Alcohol intoxication
The six features from criterion C can be remembered by 
the mnemonic: SAM’S GIN.94

Alcohol withdrawal
The eight features of criterion B can be recalled using the 
mnemonic: PAST NITE.94

Cannabis intoxication
The four features in criterion C can be recalled by the 
mnemonic: MEAT.94

Phencyclidine intoxication
At least two of eight features from criterion C develop 
within an hour of phencyclidine use. These eight features 
can be recalled by the mnemonic: MAP STAND.94

Other hallucinogen intoxication
Criterion D can be recalled using the mnemonic: 
DISTORT.94

Inhalant intoxication
The 13 criterion C features can be recalled using the 
mnemonic: DISRUPTS GLOBE.94

Opioid intoxication
Pupillary constriction (or dilation following an overdose) 
is present along with one of three features from criterion 
C. These three features of criterion C can be recalled by 
the mnemonic SAD.94

Opioid withdrawal
These nine features from criterion B can be recalled by 
the mnemonic: ARMY FINDS (as in a possible headline: 
Army finds Opioid Withdrawal In Troops).94

Sedative, hypnotic or anxiolytic intoxication
The six features from criterion C can be remembered by 
mnemonic: SAM’S GIN.94

Sedative, hypnotic or anxiolytic withdrawal
The eight features of criterion B can be recalled using the 
mnemonic: PAST NITE (as in an individual who is expe-
riencing symptoms of withdrawal from decreased intake 
over the past several nights).94
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Stimulant intoxication
The nine features from criterion C can be recalled using 
the mnemonic: A CODE BLUE.94

Stimulant withdrawal
The five features from criterion B can be recalled by the 
mnemonic ‘PANTS’ (as in an individual who pants when 
out of breath).94

Neurocognitive disorders
Delirium: ‘4A and 3C’
Disturbance in Attention and

Awareness
Abrupt or Acute onset with
Altering in severity during the course of a day
Cognitive disturbance
Consequence of another medical condition or 

substance related
Can’t explained by another neuroCognitive disorder or 

Coma
Another mnemonic that may help in remembering the 

diagnostic criteria is ‘Medical FRAT’.21

Mnemonics that may aid in remembering the criteria 
and supporting features of delirium are:

DELIRIUM,95 PHYSICAL,96 ‘C, DIPPS’,97 FEELS 
SPACED,38 72 CCCC.32 33

Major and mild neurocognitive disorder
The neurocognitive domains can be remembered using 
the mnemonic SAMPLE.

Social cognition
Attention
Memory and learning
Perceptual motor
Language
Executive function

Major neurocognitive disorder: ‘DIRE’
Decline from a previous level of performance in one or 
more cognitive domains

Interfere with independence in everyday activities
Rule out delirium
Exclude another mental disorder
Another mnemonic that may be helpful: DEMENTIA.95

Personality disorders
General personality disorder: ‘AIM COIN As Per Distance’
An enduring pattern of inner experience and behaviour 
that deviates markedly from the expectations of the 
individual’s culture. Manifested in two (or more) of the 
following areas:

Affectivity
Impulse control
Cognition
Interpersonal functioning
Adolescence or early adulthood onset
Pervasive and inflexible across a broad range of 

personal and social situations

Distress or impairment in social, occupational or other 
important areas of functioning

Cluster A personality disorders
Paranoid personality disorder: SUSPECT,37 98 GET FACT.24 69

Schizoid personality disorder: DISTANT,37 98 SIR SAFE,24 
DISORDER,23 CLOSED IN.25

Schizotypal personality disorder: ME PECU-
LIAR,37 98 PERSONALITY,23 UFO IDEA,20 UFO AIDER,24 
PERCEPTS.25

Cluster B personality disorders
Antisocial personality disorder: CORRUPT,37 98 CALL ASPD,14 
CALLOUS MAN,24 CAR FIRM WAGER.72

Borderline personality disorder: AM SUICIDE,98 
DESPAIRER,37 DISTURBED,23 BIAS IRA,72 I RAISED A 
PAIN24 I DESPAIR99 I DESPAIRR,44 PRAISE,100 IMPUL-
SIVE,101 ARISES MAD,32 33 LABILITY25 I’M A SAP (criti-
cised as being stigmatic),102 103 DARE.104

Histrionic personality disorder: PRAISE ME,37 98 
ACTRESSS,29 I CRAVE SIN,24 SEDUCTIVE,23 Five S’s.25

Narcissistic personality disorder: SPE3CIAL,98 GRAN-
DIOSE,37 105 SELF- IMPORT,23 A FAME GAME,24 Five E’s.25

Cluster C personality disorders
Avoidant personality disorder: CRINGES,37 98 RESERVED,23 
RIDICULE.24

Dependent personality disorder: RELIANCE,37 98 DEPEN-
DENT,23 DARN HUT,24 FEARS.20

Obsessive- compulsive personality disorder: LAW FIRMS, 
SCRIMPER,37 COMPULSIVE,23 PERFECTION,20 LOW 
MIRTH.24

The mnemonics of individual personality disorders are 
only enumerated without description, as most of them 
are described together in the provided references.

Medication-induced movement disorders and other adverse 
effects of medication
Neuroleptic- induced parkinsonism; other medication- induced 
parkinsonism: the mnemonic ‘TRAP (tremor at rest, 
rigidity, akinesia and bradykinesia, and postural insta-
bility)’ used for describing cardinal features of parkin-
sonism can also be used for remembering the criteria of 
this disorder.106

Neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS): the mnemonic 
FEVER (Fever, Encephalopathy, Vital sign unstable, 
Enzyme elevation, Rigidity) can help identify clinical 
and laboratory NMS markers in patients.107 Another 
mnemonic that aids in remembering the criteria of NMS 
is: RECTAL.108

Antidepressant discontinuation syndrome: FINISH.109

dISCuSSIon
The objective of this review is to scope the field and 
to summarise the mnemonics as presented across 
articles rather than to synthesise or distil the articles 
to make a qualitative meta- synthesis. Any memory- 
improving strategy can be termed a mnemonic strategy. 
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It becomes the most useful memory aid when one needs 
to remember items in a sequence or where there are 
no meaningful connections to be made between the 
items.110

Main findings
Mnemonics usage in psychiatry started as it moved 
towards the medical model with more emphasis placed on 
making diagnostic criteria. The use of diagnostic criteria 
started with DSM III and its revision classifications, as the 
diagnosis of mental disorders moved towards an atheo-
retical, descriptive approach. This approach led to the 
practical problem of recalling a large number of complex 
criteria by clinicians, especially by the primary care physi-
cians. To overcome this problem and in search of tools 
that assist in recalling these criteria, clinicians started 
developing and publishing mnemonics in journals and 
chapters in the textbooks. The use of mnemonics helps 
in screening or recognising various disorders and may 
avoid misdiagnosis or delay in accurate diagnosis.34 38 42 
They were also reported as being developed or modified 
by some authors, largely as an outcome of several years of 
experience in teaching psychiatry and medical students. 
Most of the mnemonics are related in some way to the 
disorder itself, facilitating easy recall. The students may 
use them for their training and completion of certifica-
tion examinations.32 110 111 Some mnemonics were devel-
oped or modified to overcome the limitations of certain 
previous mnemonics that are phonologically, heuristically 
and aesthetically less than ideal for meaningful assimila-
tion and practical application.45 One of the mnemonics 
published was criticised for being stigmatic.102 103 Simi-
larly, disagreement had arisen over the possession of 
mnemonics and resolved.75

Strengths and limitations
There are many sources of mnemonics for the diagnostic 
criteria and can be time consuming to go through many 
phrases from different sources for the same condition. 
Little work was done until now in the systematic compi-
lation of these mnemonics. This was further restricted to 
selected topics like DSM IV personality or substance use 
disorders or description of a single mnemonic for each 
major psychiatric disorder.25 26 32 33 37 94 98 The recently 
published fifth edition of the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation’s DSM V largely continues the previous edition’s 
criterion- based descriptive approach. To date, this is the 
first review that gathered almost all the available acrostic 
sentences and acronyms that aid in remembering diag-
nostic criteria of most of the psychiatric disorders in DSM 
V. Electronic search for the mnemonics may miss some of 
the mnemonics that were described in the older books or 
journals not available online. Some original mnemonics 
are modified by the author to cater to the changed criteria 
of some of the disorders in DSM V. These are intended to 
be used in conjunction with DSM V classification and not 
a substitute for it.

Future recommendations
There is a need to validate the usefulness of mnemonics 
for remembering the criteria of psychiatric disorders. 
A survey can be conducted on clinicians, academicians 
and students about their previous or current mnemonic 
usage in clinical practice or in preparation for exams. A 
single or group of mnemonics can be provided to them 
and assess their perceived helpfulness. Reliability and 
validity indices of the usefulness of a specific mnemonic 
or preference of a particular mnemonic over others for 
a specific disorder can be found. Additionally, a study 
that compares the clinical or learning outcomes between 
those who were exposed to mnemonics and those who 
were not can be carried out. Further, the mnemonics that 
aid in the treatment of psychiatric disorders need to be 
reviewed and validated as well.

Implications
Despite several studies showing the effectiveness of 
mnemonic strategies, these remain the least frequently 
used formal memory aid in medical practice. The present 
compilation helps the clinicians or the students memo-
rise a mnemonic for a particular DSM mental disorder 
that is fascinating for them. They can further create their 
mnemonics as one’s own mnemonics are often the best 
and, therefore, more memorable. They can also experi-
ment with other types of mnemonics such as picmonics, 
rhymes and peg words that are not described in the 
present review.
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Abstract 

The objectives of the study were to introduce the technique called “Mnemonic Keyword Method (MKM)” to low 
proficiency English learners, and to explore the effectiveness of the method in terms of short-term and long-term 
retention. The sample was purposefully drawn from one intact class consisting of 44 students. They were 
first-year university students studying a non-credit English remedial course. The materials used in the study 
consisted of 40 target words, with half of them taught using MKM and the other half with mixed methods, 
namely contextual clues, word structure analysis, and opposite word-pairs. Students’ retention was measured by 
using a 40-item-vocabulary test and two cued-recall sheets. The results from the vocabulary test and the 
cued-recall sheets showed that compared to those mixed methods, words taught by MKM could be better 
recalled both in short-term and long-term memory.  

Keywords: mnemonic, keyword method, mnemonic keyword method, vocabulary learning strategy, vocabulary 
retention 

1. Introduction 

Although English is considered a foreign language in Thailand, many educators, scholars as well as learners, 
have placed great importance on it as it is regarded as an important tool to obtain a better career and higher 
achievement in the workplace. The majority of Thai learners have learned English since Prathom 5, comparable 
to Grade 5, if not earlier in Prathom 1 or Grade 1. By the time they reach tertiary education, they have studied 
English for at least 8 years. It is expected that they have enough knowledge to cope with English studies at 
university. However, in reality some of these students, despite studying English for many years, still struggle 
when trying to use or understand the language. They obtained a very low score in English tests as shown by the 
mean scores of the Ordinary National Educational Test (O-Net), which were 21.51, 19.22, and 21.8 out of 100 in 
the years 2009, 2010, and 2011 respectively. As a result, some universities have arranged English remedial 
courses to prepare them for advanced English courses. One factor accounting for the substandard scores of these 
students could be their lack of vocabulary knowledge.  

To enhance students’ ability in remembering or acquiring new words, vocabulary learning strategies should be 
taught (Sagarra & Alba, 2006). Celce-Murcia (2001; as cited in Amiryousefi & Ketabi, 2011, p.178) asserted 
that “strategies can help learners both in discovering the meaning of the words, and consolidating it, and are 
specially needed when they are encouraged to learn independently.” Storing a large number of new words into 
our memory is a challenging task. Many scholars and researchers have been trying to seek the best method in 
achieving the goal. One alternative technique that has long been employed to boost reminiscence since the 
ancient Greek era is a mnemonic method. According to Solso (1995; as cited in Pillai, 2004), mnemonics are 
techniques or devices, either verbal or visual, which can be utilized to increase a learner’s capacity to memorize 
and recall new information.  

Many teachers have tried to find ways to motivate students to learn more vocabulary, and the keyword method 
might be the answer. In order to prove the effectiveness of the technique in various circumstances and show how 
the technique helps learners retain the words in their memory, a great deal of studies have been conducted (e.g., 
Amiryousefi & Ketabi, 2011; Brown & Perry, 1991; Sagarra & Alba, 2006; Shapiro & Waters, 2005). Some 
studies required the subjects to make their own imagery linkage between the sound in L1 and L2, while some 
were teacher-oriented. However, most of the reviewed studies were involved with vocabulary acquisition in 
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Spanish (Gruneberg & Pascoe, 1996), Russian (Sagarra & Alba, 2006), or other languages such as Egyptian 
(Brown & Perry, 1991), with quite a few studies conducted with Thai learners, using Thai words as keywords. In 
this study, the mnemonic keyword method (MKM) was used because the researcher wanted to provide all 
learners with the same picture, instead of having them create their own images, each of which might have 
different effects on memory. The MKM would provide them with both verbal mnemonic and visual mnemonic; 
that is, pictures and short phrases or sentences with the keywords and their meanings were displayed in the 
presentation. Using a picture with the linkage of sounds between two languages would stimulate learners’ 
interest and enthusiasm to learn and memorize new words.  

Therefore, the purposes of the study are to introduce the technique called “Mnemonic Keyword Method 
(MKM)” to native Thai EFL learners, and to explore the effectiveness of the method in terms of short-term and 
long-term retention with the aim of answering the following research questions: 

1) Are there any significantly different effects between the two treatments: the MKM and mixed methods? 

2) Can the mnemonic keyword method help increase both short term and long term retention of the newly 
learned words?  

2. Literature Review 

2.1 The Importance of Vocabulary Knowledge and Vocabulary Learning Strategies 

Vocabulary has been regarded as one of the most important factors in language learning as can be seen from 
David Wilkins’s strong claim cited in Thornbury (2002, p. 13) that “Without grammar very little can be 
conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed.” However, knowing a word is beyond knowing merely 
its form and meanings; that is learners should have other relevant knowledge about that particular word, such as 
its grammatical functions, and pronunciation (McCarthy & O’Dell, 1999). Thornbury had a very similar idea on 
that, and he claimed that learners should also know word collocation, its connotation, and cultural meaning of 
the word. In addition, he noticed that many learners tend to know a word receptively, but not productively.  

According to Schmitt (1997; as cited in Takač, 2008), vocabulary learning strategies are divided into five main 
types. The first type is determination strategies in which learners analyze the word’s meaning by looking at its 
structure, and parts of speech. The second one is social strategies where learners interact with others to find the 
meaning such as asking a teacher, a friend, or a native speaker for translation or meaning. The third type which is 
related to mnemonic approach is memory strategies. Learners will try to memorize the information by relating it 
to their own experience or images, grouping words with the same meaning together, and so forth. Repetition 
either orally or by writing, taking notes in class, and labeling things are categorized as cognitive strategies, the 
fourth type. The last one is metacognitive strategies which include self-testing, skipping unknown words and 
enhancing vocabulary knowledge by using L2 media. Numerous research studies were conducted to find the 
most effective way to acquire words, and various strategies, including contextual clues, word analysis, semantic 
mapping, rote rehearsal, keyword, or a combination of these, were applied as the variables. The findings of some 
studies supported that subjects who use various strategies in learning words could perform better (Lawson & 
Hogben, 1996; Rodiguez & Sadoski, 2000). 

With regard to vocabulary instruction, many teachers seemed to have a strong presumption in favor of contextual 
clues. It is believed that students would reduce their dependency on dictionaries by this method. Some 
researchers (e.g., Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985; Nuttall, 1996) asserted that learners who employ contextual 
clues while reading could learn the words little by little. In other words, it created an incremental knowledge if 
those words were repeatedly found in other contexts. However, some researchers (e.g., Kelly, 1990; Schatz & 
Baldwin, 1986) raised a question on the effectiveness of this strategy due to the fact that guessing the word’s 
meaning from context seemed to be useful and appropriate for strategic readers who are flexible and able to use 
different techniques while reading. In contrast to those readers, poor readers seemed to struggle not only with the 
target words but also with the surrounding context because of their limited vocabulary. Failure to use contextual 
clues, therefore, indirectly denotes the importance of having a large vocabulary bank.  

Despite realizing the significance of vocabulary knowledge, there are still some arguments concerning the 
vocabulary size that learners should possess. For example, Thornbury (2002) stated that readers should have 
vocabulary knowledge of at least 2,000 high frequency words so as to comprehend 90% of everyday text. Na and 
Nation (1985) argued that learners who know 2,000 common words would know approximately 80 percent of 
the reading text. They will, therefore, encounter one unknown word in every five words, leading to failure in 
using contextual clues. Laufer (1992; as cited in Saitakham & Syananondh, 2004) specified that EFL students 
should have a vocabulary bank of 3,000 common words at university level and 5,000 words for academic 
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learning. Those numbers seemed to be small comparing with the numbers suggested by Nation (2006), who 
claimed that knowing 8,000-9,000 word families are necessary for those who want to read and comprehend 
authentic written texts, and knowing 6,000-7,000 word families for spoken text. In opposition to these views, 
Kelly (1990) commented that it is not appropriate to specify the threshold of words that learner should know, as 
that would lessen the importance of vocabulary learning. As evidenced by these researchers’ suggestions, both 
teachers and students should pay a lot of attention on vocabulary because limited vocabulary knowledge might 
lead to poor performance on every skill, especially reading. 

2.2 Theoretical Background 

According to the Multi-store Model (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968), input data will flow through three levels of 
memory. First, it will pass our sensory organs and enter our sensory memory, holding the data for only a few 
seconds. If we pay attention to the data, it will then pass onto the short term memory. Then if the data is rehearsed 
and recalled, it will be stored in the long-term memory. Forgetting occurs along the process either because of 
displacement of information or inattentiveness. Thornbury (2002) supported that attention or arousal is required 
when learning vocabulary as can be proven by the fact that people can remember swear words well, though having 
heard them only a few times. He also added that “words that trigger a strong emotional response, for example, are 
more easily recalled than ones that don’t (p. 25).” 

Apart from finding effective ways to store newly learned information, teachers should also take into 
consideration that students have different learning styles and that they have their own preference in acquiring 
information. According to Fleming’s VARK Model (2001), learners are categorized into four different learning 
styles: visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic. Those who are categorized as visual learners like to 
learn through their eyes, such as seeing pictures, graphs, maps, and so forth, while auditory learners prefer to 
learn through their ears, including listening to lectures, songs, or people’s discussions. Some learners are more 
likely to learn better through reading and writing. For example, they might prepare themselves by reading a 
textbook before class, and reviewing it after class, or they might prefer to take notes while studying. For those 
kinesthetic learners, they will learn better with experiments or through their own experience. Therefore, various 
media and methods should be used in class so as to attract different types of learners and facilitate them in 
acquiring new knowledge. 

Although there are many kinds of mnemonic approaches, the one that has long been used to teach vocabulary is 
called the keyword method by Atkinson in 1975. The method has been investigated ever since for its effectiveness 
in helping learners retain newly learned words in their memory. It is a two-step-approach used especially for 
learning new foreign words. Firstly, learners need to make an acoustic link between a familiar word in L1 and the 
target word in L2, which are sound-alike. Then learners create some imagery link between the two. For example, 
when learning a Spanish word “pato,” which means duck, and is pronounced as /pot-o/. The keyword in English 
is “pot,” which sounds like the original word in Spanish. To link the sound with its meaning, a learner needs to 
imagine “a duck hiding their head under an overturned pot.” In this way, they can supposedly better memorize the 
word and its meaning because they relate the new information to existing knowledge. Consequently, the new word 
can be retained in memory for a longer time. The strategy appears to be in line with the Depth-of-Processing 
Theory by Craik and Lockhart (1972). According to the theory, learners require a deep level of processing in order 
to retain new information in their memory. In other words, how deeply the information is cognitively triggered and 
processed affects the incorporation of prior knowledge and newly learned information being transferred into 
long-term memory. Their theory also pointed out that elaboration at all levels would enhance memory above at any 
one level alone.  

Shapiro and Waters (2005) asserted that the superiority of the keyword method lies on the fact that visual images 
are considered strong stimuli for the human brain. Likewise, Amiryousefi and Ketabi (2011) believed that new 
words would be learned if they were combined with pictures. Not only can pictures facilitate recall, but they can 
also increase learners’ motivation and interest. Pictures in this aspect can be the real pictures or the visualized 
images.  

2.3 Research on the Effectiveness of the Keyword Method 

Many research studies were conducted to find out how the keyword method could help students acquire new 
words and retain those words in long-term memory. Brahler and Walker (2008) divided their subjects into three 
groups; the keyword method, rote memorization, and the combination of both. The findings revealed that students 
in the keyword group could significantly outperform the other two groups in terms of recall. In other words, the 
keyword group could remember the medical terminology better than those in rote memorization group or the 
mixed method group. The keyword method works well not only for young learners, but also for the elderly as 
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evidenced by Gruneberg and Pascoe’s study (1996). They found that 40 female elderly subjects who had a mean 
age of 70.45 could significantly improve their receptive and productive learning of 20 Spanish words, compared 
with a control group who received no treatment.  

Some studies (e.g., Brown & Perry, 1991; Sagarra and Alba, 2006; Wang & Thomas, 1995) focused on the effects 
of the method over time by using the immediate and the delayed tests. In Brown and Perry’s study (1991), the 
findings revealed that students in the keyword group gained a higher score in the immediate test, and the effect was 
greater with low-proficiency students, while the students in the combined keyword-semantic strategy could retain 
the words better than using either one strategy alone in the 9-day delayed test. Similarly, the keyword group in 
Wang and Thomas’s study (1995) also performed significantly better than the other group (semantic-context 
strategy) in the immediate test. However, the semantic-context group could produce better performance in the 
2-day delayed test. When incorporating practices into the experiment, the keyword group showed the tendency to 
retain the words better than the semantic-context group, implying that repeating tests and rehearsal are necessary in 
order to enhance the effect of the keyword method in the long run. In contrast to the aforementioned studies, 
Sagarra and Alba (2006) found different outcomes. With regard to short term retention, the keyword learners 
outscored the rote memorization in which learners studied the new words with their L1 translation, and the rote 
memorization group outperformed those learning by semantic mapping, in which L1 words relating to the L2 
word were presented in a diagram. With respect to long term retention, the scores from the 3-week delayed posttest 
showed that the lowest one was from semantic mapping (31%), followed by rote memorization (26%), and the 
keyword method (23%). 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Participants 

The population selected consisted of low proficiency EFL learners who enrolled in a non-credit English remedial 
course at Thammasat University, Thailand. Their entrance scores (O-Net) in English ranged from 10-25, with the 
mean score of 19.6 out of 100. As a result, they were defined as low proficiency students. The sample group was 
purposefully drawn from one intact class, which initially consisted of 44 students. They were all first year 
students from the Faculty of Science and Technology. Only students who participated in every process were 
included in the statistical analyses of the study. At the final stage, there were altogether 37 participants since 
seven students missed some classes. 

3.2 Materials 

The main materials in the study consisted of forty target words selected by considering the syllable length and 
their frequency level. The mean length of syllables taught by MKM was 2.75, and those taught by mixed 
methods was 2.61. The selected words were of various frequency levels ranging from high frequency ones such 
as consent, venture, and contribute to low frequency ones such as divulge, emulate and jeopardy. However, the 
mean frequency level of the words taught were at a similar level (MKM = 4246.8, Mixed Methods = 4178.1) 
based on the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). In addition, a multiple-choice vocabulary test 
consisting of 40 items was used to measure students’ scores before and after the treatment. The test was piloted 
with 48 students who were of a similar proficiency level. The results showed that the mean difficulty level of the 
first 20 words expected to be taught by MKM was 0.24, while another 20 words expected to be taught with 
mixed methods was 0.33. It could be implied that the second group of the words was a bit easier. One possible 
explanation could be that these students had some background knowledge about contextual guessing and word 
structure analysis. To assess students’ short term retention, two cued-recall sheets in which students were 
required to complete the words’ meaning(s) or synonym(s) were distributed in week 2 and week 3 at the end of 
each class hour that the new words were taught. 

3.3 Procedures 

First, the vocabulary pre-test was distributed in week 1. Then the researcher presented twenty target words in 
two consecutive weeks (weeks 2 and 3) of the normal class hours. Each presentation took approximately 15-20 
minutes. In the first presentation, the researcher started with a short introduction of what mnemonic keyword 
method is, along with its advantages. Also, the subjects were informed that these vocabulary words would not be 
evaluated in the midterm or the final exam. However, these words would be beneficial for them as they were 
likely to appear in academic texts or news articles. Twenty words were presented at the beginning of each class 
before the normal lesson, with half of them taught by MKM, and another half by mixed methods including word 
structure analyses, contextual clue guessing, and opposite word-pairs.  

Two examples of MKM presented with a PowerPoint can be seen below. For the word “amendment,” the 
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synonyms—change, adjustment, improvement—were written in the arrow along with its meaning in L1. 
“Ah!..mend…ment” which means “Ah! What a stink!” acts as a keyword. “Ah” is an interjection word in Thai, 
and “mend” means smelly, the word is used twice with the rising tone to mean “very.” Then it was linked with 
the meaning in the phrase “Go get changed.” For the word “culprit,” its synonyms and meanings were also 
provided in the arrow. Surprisingly, the keyword “kao-pid” in L1 has a very similar sound and meaning to the 
newly learned word “culprit.” In Thai, “kao” acts as either a 2nd or 3rd personal pronoun representing either male 
or female, and “pid” means wrong, incorrect, or mistake. Therefore, “kao-pid” was interpreted as “he is the 
criminal.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following the presentation of 20 words in each week, a cued-recall sheet was distributed requiring students to 
fill in the word meaning in Thai or its English synonym(s). The purpose of giving them a cued-recall sheet was 
to test their ability to retrieve the target words, or to measure their short-term retention. The words shown in the 
recall sheet were rearranged to avoid the effect of remembering words or their meanings in order. All the forty 
target words were reviewed in week 4 so as to avoid differential time effects between those taught in week 2 and 
week 3. No treatment or test was given in week 5. However, the subjects were required to do the post-test in 
week 6 without being informed in advance of the test.  

Scoring: Answers appeared on the cued-recall answer sheet were checked according to the following criteria. 
One point will be rewarded for any correct meaning in Thai or synonym in English. Half a point was given if the 
subjects wrote one correct answer and one wrong answer for the same item. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The results and discussion of the study are divided in two main parts, with the first part focusing on the first 
question whether there are any significantly different effects between the MKM and mixed methods. Following 
that, the second part will answer the question whether the MKM can help increase both short term and long term 
retention of the newly learned words. 

Part 1 

To compare the effectiveness of the teaching methods, the scores from the multiple-choice test consisting of 40 
items were divided into two sections: the first half and the second half. The words taught by MKM were in the first 
half, while the second half consisted of the words taught by the mixed methods.  

 

Table 1. Means and standard deviations from the pre-test and the post-test according to the different teaching 
methods 

 M SD Std. error mean t-test Sig. 
Pre-test (MKM) 
 
Post-test (MKM) 

5.35 
 
9.89 

1.62
 
3.22 

.27
 
.53 

8.06 
 
.000***

Pre-test (Mixed Methods) 
 
Post-test (Mixed Methods) 

6.22 
 
7.22 

1.95
 
2.65 

.32
 
.44 

2.35 
 
.025* 

n =37, *** p ≤.001, *p ≤ .05 

 

The mean scores that the subjects received in each section both in the pre-test and post-test are provided in Table 1. 
It can be seen that prior to the treatments, the mean score from the section expected to be taught with the MKM was 
lower than the section expected to be taught with mixed methods (MKM = 5.35, Mixed Methods = 6.22). However, 
after the treatments, the mean score increased to 9.89 points with the MKM (t(36) = 8.06, p ≤ .001), while the 
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subjects received only 7.22 points in their mean score with mixed methods (t(36) = 2.35, p <.05). The t-test results 
revealed that the subjects could significantly enhance their vocabulary knowledge by both treatments, but MKM 
(t(36) = 8.06, p ≤.001) seemed to have a greater effect than mixed methods (t(36) = 2.35, p ≤ .05). 

 

Table 2. The increase in mean scores from the post-test comparing between words taught by MKM and mixed 
methods 

Methods M SD Std. error mean t-test Sig. 
MKM 
 
Mixed Methods 

4.54 
 
1.00 

3.43
 
2.59 

.56
 
.43 

5.01 
 
.000*** 

n =37, ***p ≤ .001 

 

Table 2 revealed the differences in the increase in mean scores from the post-test with different methods of 
teaching. Students could increase their performance by 4.54 points in the post-test with MKM, while they could 
have only a one-point-increase with mixed method. The t-test result showed that the rising score from the MKM 
was significantly higher than the mixed method at p≤.001 (t(36) = 5.01). This suggests that learning new words 
through MKM seemed to be more effective in terms of retention. 

Figure 1. Scores of individual subjects from the pre-test and the post-test using MKM 

 

Figure 1 clearly illustrates that 35 out of 37 students (94.6%) could gain an increasing score in the post-test for the 
words taught by MKM. The greatest effect was found in student No. 7 and student No. 22, who performed 
obviously better in the post-test; that is, they both received 11 points higher. Apart from those two, student No. 31 
also received 10 points higher. However, there were two students (No. 11 and No. 25) who received a lower score 
in the post-test, which was accounted for 5.4 % of the total population. 

Figure 2. Scores of individual subjects from the pre-test and the post-test using mixed methods 
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As can be seen in Figure 2, using mixed methods to teach new words seemed to have a non-consistent effect on 
students’ performance. Although the mean score obtained from the post-test was higher than that in the pre-test, 12 
out of 44 students (27.27%) received lower scores as can be noticed from the fluctuating line graph when 
compared with the pre-test scores, and the scores of four students (9.09%) remained the same.  

There are many possible reasons why the mean score from MKM was generally higher than that of mixed 
methods. Even considering the individual score, we can see that the majority of the students could gain a higher 
score when the score was compared with mixed methods. One possible explanation comes from the fact that the 
MKM matches various styles of learners, apart from facilitating the learners’ memory. Based on the VARK 
Model by Fleming (2001), the teacher-provided-presentation consisted of pictures which were supposed to 
attract those visual learners and the keyword with a similar sound written in L1 and L2 which might appeal to 
both auditory and read types of learners. Apart from that, the supplementary sheets were provided so that those 
prefer writing could take some notes. However, there was no activity for kinesthetic learners who prefer to learn 
through experience. This might be one reason why those two students received a lower score in the post-test. 
Educators should be reminded that each learner has their own preferred style of learning; therefore, the teaching 
styles and media selected to apply in the class should be varied to attract the majority of students and motivate 
their interest. In contrast, employing only one teaching style for the whole semester could definitely lead to a 
dull class environment. Additionally, the findings support the Depth-of-Processing Theory (Craik & Lockhart, 
1972) due to the fact that learners who used the MKM have to link the familiar sound in L1 with the new word in 
L2. In the information processing level, it is believed that the newly learned information will be combined with 
the pictures, contributing to longer term information retention. 

Part 2 

To compare the effectiveness of both teaching methods in terms of retention, the scores from two cued-recall 
sheets were used to measure students’ short-term retention, while a 40-item-multiple-choice test previously used 
as a pre-test was distributed two weeks after the vocabulary revision to assess students’ long-term retention. The 
two cued-recall sheets were distributed on the same day that the vocabulary was taught and they were referred to as 
the immediate test, whereas the multiple-choice test was given two weeks after reviewing all the 40 words; 
therefore, it was referred to as the delayed test. The items in the recall sheet and the multiple choice test were not in 
the same order as the items taught in each week.  

 

Table 3. Mean scores of students from the immediate and delayed test according to the methods of teaching 

Methods M SD Std. error mean t-test Sig. 
MKM 
         immediate 
 
         2-week-delayed 

 
15.07 
 
9.89 

 
3.57 
 
3.22 

 
0.59 
 
0.53 

 
 
-9.83 

 
 
.000*** 

Mixed Methods 
         immediate 
 
         2-week-delayed 

 
10.07 
 
7.22 

 
3.37 
 
2.65 

 
0.55 
 
0.44 

 
 
-5.28 

 
 
.000*** 

n = 37, ***p ≤ .001 

 

Table 3 reveals that the mean score of the students obtained from the immediate test and the delayed test from 
different methods of teaching. As regards MKM, the mean score from the immediate test (M = 15.07, SD = 3.57) 
was higher than the delayed test (M = 9.89, SD =3.22). The t-test showed that the mean score reduced significantly 
over two weeks (t (36) = -9.83, p ≤ .001). Likewise, as for mixed methods, the immediate test score (M =10.07, SD 
= 3.37) was higher than the delayed test (M = 7.22, SD = 2.65), and the reducing rate was significant (t(36) = -5.28, 
p ≤ .001). 
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Table 4. The decrease in mean scores from a 2-week-delayed test obtaining from the MKM and mixed methods 

Methods M SD Std. error mean t-test Sig. 
MKM 
 
Mixed Methods 

-5.18 
 
-2.85 

3.20 
 
3.29 

0.53 
 
0.54 

 
3.19 

 
.001*** 

n = 37, ***p ≤ .001 

 

Table 4 presents the decrease in mean scores from MKM and mixed methods by comparing between the scores 
students obtained from the cued-recall sheet and the 2-week-delayed post-test. The mean score of MKM (M = 
-5.18, SD = 3.20) showed the higher decreasing rate than that of mixed methods (M = -2.85, SD = 3.29). When 
using one sample t-test to compare the reducing scores between the two strategies, it was found that there was a 
significant difference in the scores for MKM and other mixed methods (t-test = 3.19, p ≤ .001), suggesting that 
the rate of forgetting words taught by MKM is higher than those taught with other mixed methods. 

The findings were consistent with Brown and Perry’s study (1991), which summarized that the keyword method 
tended to show a greater effect with short-term memory, and it was suitable for low proficiency English learners. 
In addition, they also found that the effectiveness of the method reduced over time. As implied by Wang and 
Thomas (1995), to transfer information from short-term into long-term memory, learners need to encompass 
other methods—rehearsal, retrieval, reading widely, doing vocabulary exercises, and etc.--to make the 
information fixed into their mind. By using more than one strategy to learn new words, it was found that the 
words could be better retained and recalled (e.g. Brown & Perry, 1991; Lawson & Hogben, 1996; Rodriguez & 
Sadoski, 2000). Although the forgetting rate of MKM seemed to be faster than mixed methods, the mean score 
from MKM was still higher, partly supporting Sagarra and Alba’s study (2006), which revealed that the keyword 
group attained the highest score in both the immediate and the delayed tests, compared with rote learning and 
semantic mapping. 

Apart from the different conditions of immediate and delayed testing time, one possible explanation why most 
students could obtain a higher score from the immediate test than the delayed test might lie in the different test 
formats. When noticing from the cued-recall sheet, the researcher found that the majority of students preferred to 
provide the meanings of the words in Thai, with a few writing their English synonyms as answers. Therefore, 
they could get higher scores in the cued-recall test where they wrote the answers in their native language, while 
they got lower score in the multiple choice test where the correct answer and the distractors of each item are all 
in English. This implies that the effect of linking the sound of L1 and L2 together can enhance learners’ retention 
in memorizing the meaning in L1, and these low-proficiency students did not pay attention in remembering the 
synonyms of the vocabulary, though the synonyms were also provided both in the presentation and the 
supplementary vocabulary sheet. 

5. Conclusion and Implications 

This study aimed to introduce the technique called “Mnemonic Keyword Method” to native Thai EFL learners, 
and explore the effectiveness of the method in terms of short-term and long-term recognition. The study showed 
that low proficiency EFL students can retain more words both in short-term and long-term with MKM than with 
other mixed methods, though its effectiveness reduced over time. MKM’s superiority might be attributed to the 
fact that the method combined both verbal and visual aids together, and it also linked the newly learned 
information to the existing knowledge in our mind. 

Some pedagogical implications can be drawn from the study. First, using MKM should be one of the alternatives 
for teaching hard-to-remember or low frequency words as the findings show that the method can enhance 
learners’ performance in retaining the words in memory. To prevent the new information from fading, teachers 
might use MKM along with other methods such as asking learners to rehearse new words, do vocabulary 
exercises, or create a sentence with new vocabulary so as to enable the learners to transfer the information into 
long-term memory. This was in line with Atkinson and Shiffrin’s Multi-store Model (1968), which posited that 
apart from attention, rehearsal and recall loop were indispensable for maintaining information for a longer time. 
Second, the distinctiveness of MKM is to enable students to recognize words and their meanings, but its 
weaknesses can be found regarding pronunciation and spelling. To solve the problems, students should be 
encouraged to further practice how to accurately pronounce the particular words such as using an online 
dictionary, and a spelling quiz might be required as a way to stimulate rehearsal. Moreover, some might argue 
that many words do have multiple meanings, and teaching each word with only one meaning is insufficient. 
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However, in the researcher’s viewpoint, vocabulary learning involves many steps and recognizing its form and 
meaning is regarded as the first step. During our childhood when learning a new word in L1, we normally 
learned one of its meanings at a time, and more meanings were added later. With regard to the word 
“amendment,” teachers might subsequently add more information that the word is a legal technical term. Lastly, 
teachers might start with a teacher-oriented one, and then let students produce their own MKM, as it is 
demonstrated by many studies that students could outperform with the self-produced keyword. 

There are still a lot to be explored regarding the effects of MKM on vocabulary acquisition. Further studies 
should be conducted with an increasing number of students, and with different backgrounds to increase the 
generalizability of the findings. The study needs to be replicated with higher proficiency students to find out 
whether the MKM yields similar results. As noticed from the cued-recall sheets, the majority of the subjects 
wrote the word’s meaning in Thai, with a few writing its English synonyms. It implies that they prefer to 
remember new words with its meaning in L1. Assessing students’ long-term memory with choices in English 
might affect students’ performance; therefore, the cued-recall sheets might be used once again as the post-test. 
Moreover, we could not be certain regarding the reason why some students got a lower score with MKM in the 
post-test unless employing an interview as a tool. This would help confirm the prediction whether those two 
students were kinesthetic learners or not. 
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Abstract  Teaching foreign languages is becoming 
more and more common trend in the world, also on spheres 
of education. New pedagogical, didactical methods and 
technics are coming to tutorial process. German teachers 
and students often express the complexity of German 
grammar. This is true. With the help of new techniques, we 
can solve these problems and at least relieve them. The 
following are some of the problems we have in learning 
and teaching German grammar and vocabulary and 
addressing them. Learning and teaching languages as 
foreign or second language has their own difficulties for 
Uzbek teachers and also for students. New methods of 
learning and teaching foreign languages can help to solve 
these difficulties. One of effective way for foreign 
language classroom is using mnemonics for teaching 
foreign grammar and vocabulary. There are some 
parameters need to be considered in order to integrate 
mnemonics into a foreign language classroom. This article 
proposes a theoretical foundation of parameters of 
mnemonics. Unlike to traditional teaching and learning, 
modern use of mnemotechniques is considered to have a 
stronger effect on language learning. At the same time, it 
becomes the focus of the learning process, not the teacher, 
but the learner. The lessons will be interesting, effective 
and it gives opportunity to keep in mind the new 
information you have learned.  

Keywords  Language Learner, Mnemonics, Parameter, 
Foreign Classroom, Information, Data, Interaction, Color, 
Recoding, Relating, Retrieving 

1. Introduction
Language learners expect their foreign language teacher 

to “deliver” the target language, to transmit their 
knowledge and skill to them without them having to raise a 
finger. This is a result of the classic foreign classrooms 
“teacher-centered” paradigm of learning and teaching. 

When the teacher is the main source of knowledge, the 
learners will be “orbit” around the teacher in an effort to 
obtain that knowledge. Mnemonic strategies are to help 
language learners recall information that needs to be 
remembered in a particular order. Thus we use mnemonics 
to help learners remember the order of the colors in a 
rainbow, the order of musical notes on the stave, the order 
of the planets. 

2. Materials and Methods
In order to integrate mnemonics into a foreign language 

classroom, a number of parameters need to be considered. 
According to H. Sperber [11], N. Schleicher [10] and K. 
Higbee [7], these parameters of mnemonics are generally 
six. They are: 
 Interaction; 
 Familiarity; 
 Livelihood; 
 Color; 
 Antiquity; 
 Creation by the learner. 

J. Levin (1983) [9] tried to filter these parameters of 
mnemonics in the 1980s. He explained that the 
mnemotechnic had to conform to the 3R rule and explained 
what 3R is. 3R is an acronym for Recoding, Relating and 
Retrieving in English. According to Levin, all other 
parameters depend on it. 

3 R: According to Levin, Recoding, Relating, 
Retrieving are the main parameters of mnemonics. The 
purpose of the coding is to provide abstract and 
comprehensive information to better understand, simplify 
learning, and can also be viewed as a process of refinement. 
This process is shown as an important parameter in further 
research. In the process of making concrete, the learner 
must have a clear idea of what to learn. 

When connecting, two or more information are 
combined for one purpose. When you choose to merge 
information, the most likely information is recalled. This 
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process is treated as an interview. Retrieving is a clear 
call-to-action mechanism for accessing to any information. 
The components of the call depend on the above 
components.  

Bower outlines the components that facilitate the 
interaction and interconnection process. For example, the 
words "Fahrrad: Hund" (a bike / a dog) show that a dog can 
be imagined or portrayed on a bicycle. The vibrancy is of 
particular importance, because the picture of a dog riding a 
bicycle is more interesting for language learners than a dog 
in front of a bicycle. And this situation helps for visualize 
the information. From this it can be said that they all have a 
strong relationship. This means that Recoding can be 
coaxed and Relation can be described as interactions.  

The following parameters are again completely disabled: 
Interaction: Interaction is should be used for 

connecting logical unrelated information. The effect of 
learning is even greater when these data are interconnected. 
His theoretical foundations have been studied by Bower. 
Miller also sought to better cover this topic with his 
research. He said that "chunking", like others, would 
expand the branches. For example, chunk can be used to 
link der Affe / monkey and der Straßenbahn / tram. You 
have to imagine that a monkey drives a tram. 

Concreteness: It is easier to remember specific things 
than abstract concepts. The more specific the information, 
the easier it is to remember and accept. Specific things are 
also easy to visualize and describe, and language learners 
may not have problems coding such things. Therefore, it is 
best to clarify the abstract word under study. For example, 
to describe the meaning of der Traue/mourning, one can 
imagine or portray a woman in mourning. This is most 
effective when remembering and retrieving specific 
information. For this you need to use learning tools such as 
pictures, movies or models. 

H. Sperber teaches methods for learning specific things 
and abstract concepts. It is best to use images to remember 
specific information. And abstract concepts can be better 
remembered by verbalization. In his view, it is more 
effective way to study abstract information through verbal 
context and poetry. Sperber's opinion is of particular 
importance: "… the more specific the information, the 
easier it is to receive." When you are staying in front of car, 
its picture or model becomes more abstract than it looks. In 
concreteness is also important to portray as a painting. 
Higbee notes that the more vibrant the association is, the 
stronger it will be to remember. In his view, visual learning 
is more effective than verbal learning. The language 
learner should also be aware of how mnemonics can be 
used. 

Livelihood: Livelihood and interaction are also 
interrelated. It has a positive effect on data retention and 
helps language learners learn data that has more than one 
semantic dimension. This means that not only the 
superficial part of the data is described, the interconnected 
also semantic meaning. At the same time, the associated 

data is remembered as one. Mobility is also important, and 
the two hemispheres need to be connected. 

Familiarity: Using of familiar rhythm allows language 
learners to remember the data well. As a result, a positive 
result is guaranteed. For example, the monkey, baby, singer 
Beyoncé, a drummer, a dancer and a lion recommended by 
Akkiz Koskun, used to teach articles in German, have 
shown how familiarity can give effect for foreign language 
classrooms. The same method can be used to learning a lots 
number of nouns. Concrete coding of abstract concepts 
facilitates learning. 

According to Nordkämper-Schleicher [10], using 
rhythm can provide context for what language learners 
learn. Kox Francis [6] notes in his research the possibility 
of using the Frère Jacques song for children to teach Dative 
prepositions. This is what H. Sperber has said. Dating is 
not just about rhythm. The drawings relate to this, and He 
explains this based on the logos of the firms. 

Colors: Psychologists' research has shown that colors 
affect the learning process. According to Buzan [1], 
working on learning materials takes a long time to use 
colors. Colors are an alternative to understanding, and the 
information is well absorbed. Colors are especially 
effective when grouping information. Both authors 
emphasize the importance of colors, not only in 
understanding and retaining information, but also in 
linking them. For example, it is possible to understand the 
layout of the Dative and Accusative prepositions used in 
the sentence in two colors. As a result, the language learner 
will be informed of the order in which they are to be used. 
It also facilitates the learner's recognition and 
decision-making process and helps them understand which 
way to remember. Kanner [8] also considers the amount of 
color that is another aspect of the use of colors, suggesting 
that the use of multiple colors undermines its value. You 
can test this by either remembering 10 marking words in 
the text or remembering 8 marking words from the text. 
Which is easier for your language learners? 

Creation by the learner: According to H. Sperber, 
creation of personal memory images will help to achieve 
the optimum level of learning. Craik and Lockhart [3] also 
shared the same view in 1972. They investigated how well 
the information is stored in memory and how fast the 
retrieval rate depends on the image created by the learner. 
They have conducted a case study to substantiate this, and 
the first group has been tasked with drawing the words that 
need to be learnt, and the second group has been tasked 
with drawing those words. Result of second group was 
higher than the first group. The reason for the high results 
is that the second group is the one who drew the paintings 
themselves. Language learners need more creativity in 
creating their own drawings. When it is creative, both 
hemispheres of the brain are active, and data storage will be 
better. 

The author of the work “Ad Herenium”, however, has no 
deep reflection in the paintings created by the learner 
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himself. Because it relates to the learning process, it can be 
used, for example, in the classroom. This shows that such a 
picture was created in a limited time. According to Higbee, 
language learners under the age of 11 cannot create such 
drawings. From the age of 11, as a teenager language 
learner can create visual mental images. P. Heinrich [12] 
believes that there is no distinction between real emotions 
and imaginative images. "Research on the human brain 
shows that only what is imagined and what is actually done 
is almost the same for brain activity." 

H. Sperber writes about the more effective study of 
verbalization of abstract concepts. Interactive mental 
images are especially effective. Heitkemper also makes 
this point, emphasizing the easier and longer retention of 
visual material or visual imagery. 

According to M. Duyar [4], the effectiveness of memory 
images depends on the following features: 
1. Images must be live and clear. 
2. Images must be interactive and portrayed in action. 
3. The picture must also be emotional. 
4. The learner must feel connected to the mental image. 
5. To practice mental learning, you must first focus on 

the eyes and close your eyes. 

The above guidelines should be taken into consideration 
when applying mnemonics. It is important to emphasize 
the simplicity of mnemotechnology in the classroom 
process. If the learner experiences difficulty in the first 
attempt, he loses sight of using it. 

Antiquity:  Although many studies have provided 
comments on the parameters of mnemotechnics, the 
advantages and disadvantages of antiquity are not 
substantiated. But it is remarkable that it is more lively and 
unusual than the usual association. Increasing livelihood 
enhances data storage. Buzan [2] says, "… funnier, comical, 
absurd and unreal images are easier to remember." Dwyer 
and Lemberski [5] study the studies from 1982 to 1983, 
written since 1945, to prove that color enhances learning 
success. Colors are remarkable, but their effectiveness 
depends on the learning material and process. Antiquity is a 
state that is different from the ordinary process. For 
example, a car is usually driven by a man, and being driven 
by an animal is unusual. 

3. Result and Discussion 
However, some researchers also suggest that language 

learning should be avoided, minimized, or completely 
ignored. This is because they are shown to be misleading 
language learners. If the above parameters are used in the 
creation of mnemonics, it will be more effective.  

German scientist Goethe said: “Only knowledge is not 
enough, one must also apply knowledge.” Many teachers, 
not only in the field of German as a Foreign Language 
(DaF), know that mnemonics exist and that they are easier 
to memorize than simple rules or mathematical formulas. 
Unfortunately, there are very few textbooks in which 
mnemonics are used or offered for teaching German. 
Creating mnemomaterials for the lessons is conducted to 
creative meaning of the teachers.  

Initially, there were lessons of 5 German teachers from 
Fergana Polytechnic Institute observed. As a result, 
researchers discovered what methods they use to convey 
grammar topics to students.  

Table 1.  Methods used in teaching grammatical topics 

Name and 
surname of 
teachers 

Grammatical themes Types of methods 
and tasks used 

Burkhonova G. Artikel im Deutschen  
(Article in German) 

Grammar 
Translation Method, 
Filling the Gaps 

Nishonova D. Präsens (Present 
Simple) 

communicative 
method 

Tursunova O. 

Präpositionen mit dem 
Dativ und Akkusativ 
(Prepositions of 
Dative and Accusative 
cases)  

Grammatical 
translation method, 
partial visual 
method.  
The task of filling in 
the gaps 

Muminova O. Präsens (Present 
Simple) 

Visual methods. 
Picture assignments. 

Aliyeva O. Starke Verben 
(irregular verbs) 

Grammar 
Translation Method, 
the task of verbally 
translating and filling 
in the sentences 

Discussion of Study Results 

As can be seen from the table above, these teachers used 
traditional methods of communicating grammar topics to 
students. None of them have applied for mnemonics. The 
reason for this is that teachers are not familiar with 
mnemonics.  

After they have been known with mnemonics the lessons 
were changed: 
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Table 2.  Methods used in teaching grammatical topics with mnemonics 

Name and surname of teachers Grammatical themes Types of methods and tasks used 

Burkhonova G. Präpositionen mit dem Dativ (Prepositions of Dative case) communicative method Dative song, 
pictures  

Nishonova D. Perfekt (Present Prefect) 
communicative method 
mnemotable, 
mnemosong 

Tursunova O. Aussagesatz 
(Declarative sentence) 

communicative  
 and visual methods  
mnemonic body movements 

Muminova O. Präpositionen mit dem Genetiv (Prepositions of Genetive case) Visual methods. 
Picture assignments. 

Aliyeva O. Starke Verben (irregular verbs) 
communicative method 
mnemotable, 
mnemosong 

 

After teachers used mnemonics in their lessons effect of 
lessons were higher than other lessons. Also students of 
teachers were tested in with pre- and post-tests. The results 
are so: 

Table 3.  Pre-test- post test results 

Name and 
surname of 
teachers 

Number of 
participants 

Mistakes 
in pretest 

Mistakes in 
posttest 

Burkhonova G.  15 150/121 150/138  

Nishonova D. 18 180/133 180/160 

Tursunova O. 12 120/98 120/115 

Muminova O. 17 170/138 170/164 

Aliyeva O. 22 220/173 220/201 

From Table 3, it could be seen that 82 participants had 
79 % right answers in pre-test, in post-test 82 participants 
had 92,6 % right answers, also participants scored well in 
the post tests.  

4. Conclusions 
When learning a foreign language, it should be borne in 

mind that students have to memorize not just large amounts 
of information. This information, especially grammatical 
phenomena that do not have analogues in their native 
language, is too abstract for understanding, and even more 
so for understanding. These problems can be partially 
eliminated through the use of mnemonics. For the effective 
use of mnemonics, it is necessary to pay special attention to 
the parameters of mnemonics. 

In conclusion we can say, mnemonics can be as powerful 
technique for memorizing foreign words and grammatical 
rules – in any language.  

Mnemonic devices often help students during tests and 
writing assignments in particular and assist in keeping rules 
straight in their memories. In the case of a systematic 
repetition, the increase retention is even more. 

Mnemonic devices enable an individual to summarize 
rules, so that they may be memorized and used more 
consistently. The effect of learning is even greater when 

this information is interconnected. It is easier to remember 
specific things than abstract concepts. Using of familiar 
rhythm allows language learners to remember the data well. 
As a result, a positive result is guaranteed. Creation of 
personal memory images will help to achieve the optimum 
level of learning. If the learner experiences difficulty in the 
first attempt with mnemonic device, he/she loses sight of 
using it. We need to choose simple mnemonics for our first 
attempt. After using 3 or 4 times we can use other devices. 
All parameters of mnemonics must be used for creating 
mnemomaterials for foreign language.  
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Recent research on music and brain function has suggested that the temporal pattern
structure in music and rhythm can enhance cognitive functions. To further elucidate this
question specifically for memory, we investigated if a musical template can enhance ver-
bal learning in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) and if music-assisted learning will also
influence short-term, system-level brain plasticity. We measured systems-level brain activ-
ity with oscillatory network synchronization during music-assisted learning. Specifically,
we measured the spectral power of 128-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) in alpha and
beta frequency bands in 54 patients with MS.The study sample was randomly divided into
two groups, either hearing a spoken or a musical (sung) presentation of Rey’s auditory ver-
bal learning test. We defined the “learning-related synchronization” (LRS) as the percent
change in EEG spectral power from the first time the word was presented to the average
of the subsequent word encoding trials. LRS differed significantly between the music and
the spoken conditions in low alpha and upper beta bands. Patients in the music condition
showed overall better word memory and better word order memory and stronger bilateral
frontal alpha LRS than patients in the spoken condition.The evidence suggests that a musi-
cal mnemonic recruits stronger oscillatory network synchronization in prefrontal areas in
MS patients during word learning. It is suggested that the temporal structure implicit in
musical stimuli enhances “deep encoding” during verbal learning and sharpens the timing
of neural dynamics in brain networks degraded by demyelination in MS.

Keywords: verbal memory, musical mnemonic, deep encoding, electroencephalogram, alpha/beta oscillations,
learning-related neural synchrony

INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have seen an increasing awareness of cog-
nitive deficits in multiple sclerosis (MS). Many MS patients have
cognitive deficits (Borghi et al., 2013; Rahn et al., 2012; Rogers and
Panegyres, 2007; Amato et al., 2001; Gaudino et al., 2001; Kujala
et al., 1996; Rao, 1990; Peyser et al., 1980). It is estimated that
up to 65% of persons with MS suffer from cognitive impairment
affecting their quality of life, vocational ability, and social function.
Although cognitive impairments in MS were described already in
the nineteenth century, not until 2001 standard tests were codified
to measure cognitive function in MS (Rahn et al., 2012).

Memory is one of the most prevalent types of cognitive deficit
in MS and some memory deficits present in early phases of the
disease (Gaudino et al., 2001; Landro et al., 2000; Thornton and
Raez, 1997; Kujala et al., 1996; DeLuca et al., 1994; Peyser et al.,
1980). However, no convincing evidence for effective pharma-
cological or other treatments for memory impairment in MS
does exist (He et al., 2011). Furthermore, despite new memory
test development (Camp et al., 2001) and several research stud-
ies aimed at isolating the memory problems in MS (Marie and
Defer, 2001; Minden et al., 1990), the exact nature of memory
deficits in MS remains unclear. One major theoretical approach

attributes memory deficits in MS to inadequate learning processes
(DeLuca et al., 1994) including reduced information processing
speed which may prevent “deep encoding” of learning material
(Rao et al., 1989; Litvan et al., 1988). More important clinically,
however, as Rao (1995) has ardently noted for many years, is the
lack of treatments for memory dysfunction in MS (Bennett et al.,
1991).

In the past two decades, research has discovered the effective-
ness of music as a temporal auditory language in neurorehabili-
tation (Thaut, 2005). The initial discoveries established the effect
of music and rhythm in motor therapies, most comprehensively
in stroke and Parkinson’s disease (DeDreu et al., 2012; Thaut
et al., 2007; Thaut et al., 1997; Thaut et al., 1996). Physiological
priming (Rossignol and Melvill Jones, 1976), anticipatory percep-
tual cue timing, and neural auditory motor entrainment (Grahn
and Watson, 2013; Thaut, 2013) have been proposed among the
most prevalent underlying mechanisms. Music and rhythm inter-
vention techniques (c.f., Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation RAS)
are now considered evidence based and are widely used within
neurologic rehabilitation (Hoemberg, 2013).

However, the recognition that timing and sequencing also have
a critical function in cognitive abilities (Conway et al., 2009) has led
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to research investigating the potential role of music and rhythm
as cognitive rehabilitation technique. Sound in music is inher-
ently temporal and sequential and may serve as a “scaffold” to
bootstrap the representation of temporal sequential patterns in
cognitive functions such as memory (Conway et al., 2009). In sup-
port of this concept, many clinical reports have emphasized the
relative “survival” of musical memories in neurologic memory
disorders (Haslam and Cook, 2002; Baur et al., 2000), dementia,
and Alzheimer’s disease (Son et al., 2002; Foster and Valentine,
2001). Music processing may recruit not only declarative but also
more automatic, procedural learning and memory systems that
are spared in amnesia.

There is considerable evidence that music can also enhance
memory for non-musical material (Thaut, 2005; Ho et al., 2003;
Jakobson et al., 2003; Rainey and Larsen, 2002; Wallace, 1994).
Previous evidence has shown that music memory provides access
to verbal knowledge in patients with memory disorders (Cavaco
et al., 2012; Moussard, 2012; Simmons-Stern et al., 2012; Sarkamo
et al., 2008; Mammarella et al., 2007; Haslam and Cook, 2002;
Foster and Valentine, 2001; Baur et al., 2000). Specific benefits
of musical mnemonic rehearsal over verbal rehearsal when learn-
ing non-musical material have been shown with learning disabled
and developmentally disabled students (Kern et al., 2007; Claussen
and Thaut, 1997; Wolfe and Hom, 1993; Gfeller, 1983). In a study
with autistic children – however without matched controls or
a comparable control condition – a structured music listening
protocol has shown to enhance a broad range of cognitive func-
tions including memory (Bettison,1996). However,Maeller (1996)
demonstrated that music can improve memory in MS patients,
with a trend toward greater improvement associated with severity
of the disease.

The rhythmic-melodic pattern of a song as an auditory “scaf-
fold” to bootstrap non-musical information may offer several
advantages to facilitate “deep encoding” for the learning and
retrieval process (Wallace, 1994). The rhythmic and melodic struc-
ture provides a temporal cue for the temporal order and sequenc-
ing of information. Additionally, the melody provides pitch con-
tour cues to which information units can be mapped. The phrase
structure of a melody segments information into chunks or sin-
gle overarching units of information with distinct sound shapes,
which is especially important when information units such as
words in word lists are unrelated to each other (Snyder, 2000;
Deutsch, 1982). In such process, several information units become
segmented into one learning unit. Chunking is an important mem-
ory strategy because it reduces memory load (Gobet et al., 2001).
Another critical element for learning via musical mnemonics is the
fact that musical mnemonics, such as short songs, are composed of
a relatively small “alphabet” of tones/pitches to which information
units from a larger “alphabet” can be mapped (Dowling, 1973).
Information such as a diatonic pitch scale (seven scale tones) is
much easier to group and encode than data from large alphabets
and we are much more likely to retain information from several
small alphabets than the same total amount of information from
a large alphabet. The English language uses 26 letters and up to 40
separate phonemes. Finally, in a well composed musical mnemonic
the small tonal alphabet is organized into redundant repetitive and
anticipatory units which are easy to remember (Snyder, 2000).

By pairing verbal material with a simple melody (e.g., one word
mapped to one note), a line of several unrelated words or numbers
can now be bounded and encoded into a single “small alphabet”
segment (Hitch et al., 1996; Deutsch, 1982).

Research on the neural basis of music and memory has mostly
focused on musical memory formation. There are some studies
that have investigated neural correlates of non-musical autobio-
graphical recall elicited by music (Ford et al., 2011; Janata, 2009).
However – despite the emerging behavioral evidence for musi-
cal mnemonics to assist in non-musical learning – no research
has directly studied so far the neural correlates of non-musical
memory training with musical mnemonics.

In other areas of brain and behavior function, there is emerg-
ing evidence that music modulates brain activity associated with
non-musical functions of the nervous system. For example, we
have evidence that rhythmic entrainment can be used for sen-
sorimotor rehabilitation: the temporal structure of music can
be harnessed to rehabilitate motor function and facilitate motor
plasticity in brain damaged patient populations (Rojo et al.,
2011; Luft et al., 2004; Hummelsheim, 1999). As another exam-
ple, musical training evokes brain plasticity during speech per-
ception (Kraus and Chandrasekaran, 2010). Therefore, in our
study we included an investigation of neural correlates related
to brain plasticity during verbal memory training using musi-
cal mnemonics. Plasticity in the functional organization of brain
networks is important in recovering verbal learning and mem-
ory function after, for example, traumatic brain injury (Ricker
et al., 2001). Music can play a role in brain plasticity, through
both its pitch characteristics (Shahin et al., 2003) and tem-
poral structure (Pantev et al., 1999; Merzenich et al., 1993).
Music training (to discriminate pitch) produces enhanced plas-
ticity of the N1 and P2 components of the auditory evoked
potential (AEP) (Shahin et al., 2003). The temporal struc-
ture of music influences the brain oscillations associated with
short-term memory for auditory patterns (Peterson and Thaut,
2002).

In this study, we investigated for the first time in persons
with MS whether a musical template for verbal learning not
only improves learning and memory but also involves a different
pattern of short-term, system-level brain plasticity measured as
changes in oscillatory network synchronization. Given the practi-
cal significance of sequencing in verbal information, we specifically
investigated whether music would improve learning and memory
for ordered word lists. We used the spectral power of the elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) to measure oscillatory synchronization
in patients with MS while they performed Rey’s auditory verbal
learning test (RAVLT).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SUBJECTS
Subjects were 54 right-handed volunteers (38 female/16 male) with
relapsing-remitting MS, with normal hearing, and no history of
other neurological or psychiatric conditions. Subjects showed at
least five brain lesions identified via MRI analysis. Subjects were
stable on their immunomodulatory therapy and had <2 exacerba-
tions within the 12-month prior to the study. Participants were not
in an active exacerbation phase at the time of testing and were not
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treated with pulse-cortical steroids or cognition enhancing AChE
inhibitors.

All subjects volunteered and provided written, informed con-
sent approved by the institutional review board. Subjects were
randomly assigned by computerized random number genera-
tor in concealed allocation to one of the two conditions: with
and without a musical template, hereafter referred to as the
“spoken” and “sung” conditions. Experimenters were blinded to
assigned condition. There were no statistically significant differ-
ences between participant characteristics in the spoken and sung
condition (Table 1).

TASK AND STIMULI
Unlike the more typical in-person administration of the RAVLT
(Lezak, 1995), we used pre-recorded sound files and remotely
recorded voice responses with the subjects isolated in a sound-
proof booth to eliminate experimenter bias and to control for
stimulus equality across subjects, to maximize consistency of the
test procedures and to avoid the increased risk of artifacts in the
simultaneously recorded EEG during interaction with another
person. A single standard list of 15 words was repeated over 10
trials. Subjects were asked to recall as many words as possible after
each list presentation (see Figure 1). The 15 words in the list were
semantically unrelated. The listed words were presented at a rate
of one per second and in the same order on every trial. On each
trial, subjects were instructed to listen carefully as they would sub-
sequently be asked to recall as many words as possible. Recall of the
list (M1) was tested without further presentation of the original
list after subjects heard and free-recalled a distractor list and again
after a 20-min non-verbal distractor task (M2). Subjects were not
given feedback on any trials.

In both conditions they were additionally instructed to recall
items in the order they were presented on the word list.

Identical word lists were used in both experimental condi-
tions. Overall durations for word list presentation in the spoken
or sung conditions had the same length. List was presented via
free field at 80 dB SPL. The same female voice was used to pro-
duce the sung and spoken word lists. In the musical mnemonic
condition, the words were sung to the melody of an originally com-
posed song. One-syllable words were assigned one-quarter note of
1 s duration, while two-syllable words were assigned one-eighth
note of 0.5 s (500 ms) per syllable to generate melodic-rhythmic
phrasing and to keep both conditions at 15 s durations (with
1 s rest at the end). We used an originally composed melody
that was not familiar but was simple and repetitive in structure
(AABA form).

The behavioral analysis measured results for overall recall of the
words and for word chunks recalled in proper sequence, assessing
chunk lengths of correct words’ pairs across the list sequence.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING AND ANALYSIS
We recorded from 128 scalp electrodes using Electrical Geodesic’s
Sensor Net. Continuous EEG was recorded using low- and high-
cutoff frequencies of 1 and 100 Hz, respectively, with a 1-kHz
sampling frequency. We used EGI’s ocular artifact toolbox (pre-
cursor to the current Polygraphic Recording Analyzer, PRANA) to
remove trials with ocular artifacts including eye movements and

Table 1 | Demographic data of MS participants: means (standard

deviations).

Spoken Sung t (52) P

Age (years) 53.3 (9.3) 50.3 (10.1) 0.98 n.s.

Education (years) 15.3 (2.6) 14.7 (2.0) 1.15 n.s.

Private music training (years) 8.9 (13.9) 5.2 (4.5) 0.72 n.s.

EDSS 4.3 (0.9) 4.9 (1.3) 1.53 n.s.

EDSS, extended disability status scale (Kurtzke, 1983) (0=no neurologic impair-

ment, 10= death due to MS).

blinks. Spectral power was calculated over the 250–750 ms post-
onset time window, common to most studies of verbal encoding
(see, e.g., Staresina et al., 2005). Spectral power was computed for
alpha and beta frequency bands, separately for each of the fol-
lowing subbands: alpha_1 (7–9 Hz), alpha_2 (9–11 Hz), alpha_3
(11–13 Hz), beta_1 (13–20 Hz), and beta_2 (20–34 Hz). Topo-
graphic EEG analysis was organized by quadrants defined by the
following electrodes:

left anterior: F3, F7, FC3, FT7
right anterior: F4, F8, FC4, FT8
left posterior: CP3, TP7, P3, P7
right posterior: CP4, TP8, P4, P8.

We defined the “learning-related synchronization” (LRS) as the
percent change in EEG spectral power averaged over the second
through tenth encoding trials (collectively) relative to the power
in the first encoding trial:

LRS =
power_learned

power_notlearned
× 100− 100.

Thus, LRS was defined in a fashion analogous to the more gen-
eral event-related de-synchronization (ERD) or, more precisely,
its inverted counterpart, the even-related synchronization (ERS)
(Pfurtscheller, 1999). The primary difference is that the baseline
for the LRS was not a period of time immediately preceding the
trial of interest, but the first trial in which the same word was
presented. By using the power ratio, we also mitigated absolute
differences in subjects’ baseline spectral EEG power. The LRS was
calculated individually for every subject, frequency band, and elec-
trode. We evaluated the average LRS from each of four quadrants:
left anterior, right anterior, left posterior, and right posterior. For
each frequency band the quadrant LRS averaged across subjects in
each condition was compared between groups to test for change
in short-term, systems-level plasticity associated with learning.

RESULTS
In overall recall, the music condition produced statistically signifi-
cant results higher than in the spoken condition [two-way ANOVA:
F (1.52)= 4.12; p= 0.45; mean squared error 0.057] (Table 2).

The analysis of pair-wise word order learning showed a statisti-
cally significant advantage for recall in music than spoken learning
at the end of the last learning trial and the two subsequent mem-
ory trials [F(1, 2)= 4.51, p= 0.038, two-way ANOVA] (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 1 | Rey’s auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT). There
were 10 presentations of the same word list and one presentation
of a new distractor word list. On each trial, subjects hear the full list
of 15 words before being prompted to recall. Subjects are asked to

perform free recall of the words again (without additional
presentation) in two memory tests, M1= immediate recall after the
distractor list and M2= recall after a 20 min delay and distractor task
(D, distractor task).

Table 2 | Percentage means of recalled words at M1 and M2.

M1 M2

Sung 77 76.6

Spoken 64.7 59.8

Musical verbal learning induced greater increase in word order
recall in early and late phases of learning, whereas spoken ver-
bal learning induced greatest increase in word order recall during
the middle phase of learning. The spoken verbal learners’ perfor-
mance actually decreased slightly in the last two learning trials,
and remained relatively lower than the musical verbal learners in
the later recall trials.

When analyzed for a longer word order sequence (five words
in correct order), the significant advantage for music disap-
peared during the acquisition trial. However, during M1 the
significant difference between musical and spoken condition
reemerged: the change between acquisition trials 6–10 and first
recall was significantly higher for music than the spoken condition
(Figure 3).

The stronger word order memory performance for the music
condition was associated with low-alpha band (“alpha_1”) LRS in
bilateral frontal areas, whereas low-alpha power actually decreased
in those same areas over the course of learning in the spoken
condition (Figure 4). The difference between the groups’ bilateral

frontal alpha LRS was significant at the 0.05 level [t (14) > 2.4].
Both groups exhibited low-alpha LRS bilaterally in posterior
regions, with no significant difference between the groups. In
the upper beta band, both groups exhibited LRS (synchroniza-
tion associated with verbal learning). In all but the left anterior
quadrant, the spoken condition involved greater synchronization
than the music condition, a difference that reached statistical
significance in the left posterior area [t (14) > 2.3, p < 0.05].

Regression analysis between correct word order recall as a pre-
dictor of magnitude of overall word recall was highly significant
in the sung condition for M1 (p= 0.15; R2

= 0.29; beta=−0.54;
Corr.=−0.54). Furthermore, higher EDSS scores were significant
predictors for word order recall, only evident in the sung con-
dition, however for both M1 and M2 (M1: p= 0.001; R2

= 0.57;
beta= 0.753; Corr.= 0.41) (M2: p= 0.005; R2

= 0.36: beta+ 0.60;
Corr.=−0.42).

DISCUSSION
Subjects in the music condition showed significantly better total
word memory, and more specifically, also paired word order mem-
ory than subjects in the spoken condition. Interestingly, general
performance in word memory was significantly predicted in the
music condition by correct word order recall, emphasizing the crit-
ical role of temporal structure in learning and retrieval of verbal
information. Subjects who had better word order memory showed
better overall word recall. This finding supports notions that
music’s facilitating mechanism is driven by its temporal structure
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FIGURE 2 | Music enhances pair-wise word order learning and memory. X -axis: trial (learning trials 1–10, distractor trial “Dd,” and memory trials 1 and 2).
The % of recalled word pairs in correct order (Y -axis) is the change relative to trial 1. Bars are standard error.

FIGURE 3 | Music enhances memory for correct five word order
sequences only during recall but not during acquisition. X -axis: trial
(learning trial 1–10, distractor trial “D,” and memory trials 1 and 2). The % of

recalled word sequences in correct order (Y -axis) is the change relative to trial
1. Bars are standard error. Bar graphs on right show % of correct word order
for learning trials 6–10.
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FIGURE 4 | Music induces a different form of learning-related
synchronization (LRS) during verbal learning in MS than non-musical
learning. Left: music enhances bilateral frontal alpha1 LRS. Right: music is

associated with significantly reduced left posterior beta LRS than
conventional spoken verbal learning (*denotes statistically significant
difference between the groups).

sequencing and chunking unrelated information units into sin-
gle segments (Beatty and Monson, 1991). Temporal structure for
sequencing and a small “alphabet” scaffold to reduce memory load
are – based on the study data – suggested to facilitate “deep encod-
ing” for patients with MS during the memory task. The advantages
for the music assisted over the spoken memory condition were
evident consistently during the learning as well as during the final
retrieval stages of the RAVLT.

Important to note, however, is the contrast in the longer word
order analysis where significant advantages for music in more
complex task measure only appeared in the retrieval phase and
not during the actual learning trials. During the acquisition trials
both conditions showed equal performance. However, the retrieval
advantage for music may indicate that already during the acqui-
sition trials the musical mnemonic facilitated deeper encoding
traces for word order memory.

Theoretical approaches have assigned memory impairments
in MS to inadequate learning strategies rather than insufficient
retrieval abilities. However, other suggestions have been made
pointing at impaired retrieval processes (Rahn et al., 2012). In
either case, our data suggest that musical mnemonics may suc-
cessfully operate in both memory processes by enhancing deep
encoding during initial information acquisition and providing
critical cues for successful memory retrieval. Our results show that
the advantage for deep encoding via music during more complex
measures (repeating five words in correct order vs. word pairs)
may not show immediately during acquisition trials. Evidence for
enhanced deep encoding may not show until the retrieval phase
indicating learning strategies based on “silent” processes whose
success may not become evident until recall.

Several subjects in the sung condition sang the word lists back.
The last point may be of clinical importance. In an earlier study
(Peterson and Thaut, 2007), we found no differences when healthy
subjects learned a version of the RAVLT in sung or spoken pre-
sentation. However, they were asked to speak the word lists back
in both conditions during the two memory trials. We proposed as
an explanation that the incongruence between learning and recall
(speak back information presented in a song) created a transfer
challenge that nullified a potential benefit for music. In the cur-
rent study, we therefore did not require a change in recall modality
(singing vs. speaking). This adjustment resulted in a significant
advantage for music-assisted learning and may be an important
clinical strategy for the use of musical mnemonics training as it
is codified in the Neurologic Music Therapy Taxonomy (MMT)
(Thaut and Hoemberg, 2014).

One important limitation in the current study is the absence
of a healthy control group to confirm the differences found in
the group with MS. However, memory is considered one of the
core affected cognitive functions in MS and core functions are
more affected than other more peripheral cognitive functions
(Calabrese and Penner, 2007). Many assessment approaches to
test for memory in MS use immediate and delayed recall of word
lists (Wallin et al., 2006). As such we may consider the improve-
ments during music in learning and recall using the tasks of the
RAVLT a salient contribution to cognitive treatment for patients
with MS.

Subjects in the music condition showed higher low-alpha power
in bilateral frontal areas than subjects in the spoken condition.
The increased power is usually attributed to an increase in oscil-
latory synchronization in recurrent cortical networks. However, it
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remains unknown whether it arises from a larger population of
neurons recruited into the oscillatory assemblies, or greater phase
synchrony in an assembly of a given size, or some combination
of both.

The remarkable increase in neuronal synchronization in corti-
cal networks in our cohort of people with MS after music-assisted
training needs to be further investigated in light of the fact that
the demyelination process of the disease will affect and inter-
rupt network dynamics of neuronal cell assemblies. One might
expect heterogeneous demyelination processes to variably increase
propagation delays, thereby increasing noise in phase relationships
among neurons in a given cell assembly and reducing synchrony
(Calabrese et al., 2009). However, in light of research showing that
increased frontal alpha power may represent less brain activity
(Laufs et al., 2003) and increased power has been proposed as a
sign for less mental effort (Jausovec, 1998), the results may indicate
that music template assisted learning resulted in less mental effort
by facilitating deep encoding.

This result is further underlined by the behavioral results that
higher EDSS scores (higher disease states) were correlated with
higher improvements in word order recall, suggesting that patients
in more severe disease stages benefited particularly from music-
facilitated “deep encoding” learning strategies. The results provide
evidence that melodic-rhythmic templates, as commonly inherent
in the temporal structure in music, may drive internal rhythm for-
mation in recurrent cortical networks involved in learning and
memory. It is particularly noteworthy that we found different
short-term plasticity between the two conditions during encod-
ing, a phase of memory processing associated with deficits in MS
(Sweet et al., 2004; Marie and Defer, 2001). At a functional level, in
light of past research implicating low-alpha band power in atten-
tional processes (Klimesch, 1999; Fuster, 1997; Klimesch, 1997),
the lower alpha band results in our study suggests that the influ-
ence of the musical condition may be at least partly mediated by
an influence on attention. Relatedly, our low-alpha findings may
also reflect some sort of adaptive processes, as seen in a conversion
from relative de-synchronization (ERD) to synchronization (ERS)
as subjects’ transition from the first to subsequent minutes of lis-
tening to music (Krause et al., 1999). Future studies are needed to
carefully control these various factors of modality, attention, and
adaptation.

While the exact nature of the neurophysiologic mechanisms
underlying the plasticity we measured with scalp EEG remains
elusive, and the short-term nature of the learning task preclude
changes in network structure, a few theories may be put forth.
Musical mnemonics may activate or access alternative or compen-
satory pathway circuitry for memory functions to compensate for
compromised prefrontal functions associated with learning and
recall. The temporal pattern structure of a musical mnemonic
may also facilitate deep encoding on a neurophysiological level
through the stronger synchronization of the same neuronal cell
assemblies underlying conventional verbal learning and memory.
In either case, the temporal structure implicit in musical stimuli
may sharpen the timing of neural dynamics in brain networks
degraded by demyelination in MS.

Based on Gestalt perception and learning principles, it has also
been proposed (Janata et al., 2002; Wallace, 1994; Deutsch, 1982)

that musical patterns engage effective mechanisms by incorpo-
rating temporal structure and redundancy that chunks informa-
tion into more manageable units (Deutsch, 1999; Gfeller, 1983).
“Chunking” is known to be not only a critical mechanism in
declarative memory learning and recall, but also in motor learning
(Verwey, 2001). Chunking as a mechanism in grouping and struc-
turing perceptual information may be an innate feature across a
broad phylogenetic range of nervous systems to optimize sensory
acquisition (Matzel et al., 1988). The intrinsic structure of sound
patterns in music is a highly effective mechanism to facilitate per-
ceptual grouping and chunking. The present study supports the
notion that “musical chunking” can be exploited to rehabilitate
verbal learning and memory. It extends previous research regard-
ing the beneficial effect of musical template learning on verbal
learning in healthy adult subjects (Peterson and Thaut, 2003). It
also extends findings from a previous pilot study, which suggested
that music can improve memory in MS patients (Maeller, 1996),
by also showing that music-induced enhancements were signifi-
cantly correlated with increases in severity of disease. The present
study is to our knowledge the first research to investigate phys-
iological correlates of enhanced memory capability in MS using
musical mnemonics. A physiological correlate of enhanced mem-
ory indicates that it is possible to induce plasticity in the neuronal
network activity of the dysfunctional brain.

There is a growing body of knowledge about the neurobiolog-
ical correlates of verbal memory, music, chunking, and plasticity.
Lesion (Peretz, 2002; Halpern, 2001), functional imaging (Parsons
et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998; Platel et al., 1997; Zatorre et al., 1996),
EEG (Peterson and Thaut, 2002; Ruchkin et al., 1997) and MEG
(Maess et al., 2001; Tecchio et al., 2000; Makeig and Jung, 1996)
studies have illustrated that both music and verbal memory recruit
widespread networks encompassing many brain regions. Theoret-
ical work is beginning to link the behavioral level phenomenon of
chunking to the dynamics of cell assemblies in cortex (Wickelgren,
1999). System-level research on brain plasticity has highlighted the
importance of temporal structure in stimuli (Pantev et al., 1999;
Merzenich et al., 1993) and associated cortical plasticity with ver-
bal learning (Tallal, 2000). Collectively, the research suggests that
physiological measures of brain network dynamics (Garrett et al.,
2003; Fuster, 1997), such as spectral analysis of the scalp EEG
(Basar et al., 1999; Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 1999), can
provide a window into how musical chunking may enhance verbal
memory.

In conclusion, we evaluated the use of musical mnemonics as
a specific strategy for enhancing verbal memory in MS patients
and to identify neural “markers” for short-term plasticity in brain
network activity that correspond to learning and improved mem-
ory. The combination of behavioral and physiological measures is
suggestive of the therapeutic potential and underlying neurobio-
logical mechanisms of musical mnemonics in verbal learning and
memory, an area of dysfunction in MS that is underserved in basic
research and therapeutic intervention. The finding that music can
improve word order memory is significant given the increasingly
recognized cognitive deficits in MS (Amato et al., 2001; Rao, 1990;
Peyser et al., 1980). This is the first known study to extend earlier
work on memory for temporal order in MS (Beatty and Monson,
1991) using an ecologically salient paradigm like the RAVLT.
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Assessing Effectiveness of Mnemonics for Tertiary Students in a Hybrid Introductory
Statistics Course
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ABSTRACT
Mnemonics (memory aids) are often viewed as useful in helping students recall information, and thereby
possibly reducing stress and freeing up more cognitive resources for higher-order thinking. However, there
has been little research on statistics mnemonics, especially for large classes. This article reports on the
results of a study conducted during two consecutive fall semesters at a large U.S. university. In 2014, a large
sample (n D 1487) of college students were asked about the usefulness of a set of 19 published statistics
mnemonics presented in class, and in 2015, the students (n D 1468) were presented 12 mnemonics related
to inference and then asked whether or not they used mnemonics on that exam. This article discusses how
students assess the usefulness of mnemonics and evaluates the relationship between using mnemonics and
reducing anxiety. Additionally, the relationship between mnemonic usage and learning outcomes
achievement will be discussed, along with this study’s limitations and implications for teaching.

KEYWORDS
Anxiety; Hybrid; Mnemonic;
Memory; Online; Statistics
education; Study aids

1. Introduction

1.1. Potential Benefits of Mnemonics

Mnemonic, a word derived from the Greek wordmnemonikos (“of
memory”), is a technique used to assist memory dating back to 477
BCE (Yates 1966). A mnemonic can be classified by its form (e.g.,
an acronym based on initial letters of the target material) and by
its function (e.g., recalling a fact versus recalling a process), and
Bellezza (1981) offers further refinements in classification. We
refer readers to Manalo (2002) and Bellezza (1981) for a review of
mnemonics in educational settings in general.

In the field of cognitive psychology, mnemonic techniques
are considered to be strategies for encoding new information in
memory in such a way that they can be more easily retrieved.
Among the most studied techniques are those involving imag-
ery or verbal mnemonics (Cook 1989), such as using the first
letters of a set of words to form an acronym or phrase or using
the words to make up a story. The materials typically used in
controlled laboratory experiments are lists of words, but more
applied studies have been conducted with K–12 students using
classroom materials. It has long been known that memory per-
formance is best when information is encoded in a meaningful
or organized manner (Bower et al. 1969; Craik and Lockhart
1972), for example, by connecting it to pre-existing knowledge
structures. Some mnemonic techniques take advantage of the
benefits of meaningful and organized encoding and supplement
them by setting up an organized retrieval structure in which
each retrieval cue is stored with a specific piece of information
to be remembered. To be maximally effective, these cues must

be memorable and have a good probability of reminding the
individual of the target information.

The unprompted use of mnemonic techniques among college
students has been documented in both laboratory and classroom
settings. Immediately after learning a list of words for later recall,
the most commonly reported mnemonic techniques were first-
letter mnemonics and sentence mnemonics (Boltwood and Blick
1970). In a retrospective study of undergraduate psychology
students who had recently studied for final exams, 30% of students
reported using mnemonic techniques of some sort, with most
being verbal mnemonics (Gruneberg 1973).

The efficacy of first-letter based mnemonics depends on the
nature of the materials to be learned (Cook 1989). When sets of
unrelated words were learned, first-letter mnemonics did not
enhance performance relative to study with no particular
instruction; however, when learning sets of related words, first-
letter mnemonics did enhance performance. Sentence mne-
monics helped later recall and recognition of concrete nouns
(Bower and Winzenz 1970). Both ready-made and self-pro-
duced sentence mnemonics were helpful in several studies, but
the evidence is mixed with regard to which is more effective
(Cook 1989). Sentence mnemonics were particularly robust
across delays of several days or weeks (Boltwood and Blick
1970). In a more applied study, instruction of algebraic con-
cepts using ready-made sentence mnemonics involving rhymes
improved student performance over standard instruction both
in an immediate test and after a two-week delay (Machida and
Carlson 1984).
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Statistics mnemonics are consistent with the Guidelines for
Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE)
College Report (ASA 2005; GAISE College Report ASA Revi-
sion Committee 2016) regarding reduced emphasis on mem-
orization because, as Lesser (2011a) noted, the mnemonics
are not “intended to replace higher-order thinking or concep-
tual understanding, but merely to stimulate students to take
into account more possibilities or to recall a low-level fact
more readily in order to have more cognitive resources avail-
able to apply to something more important and conceptual”
(p. 152). Lesser added that mnemonics might allow students
to “keep up better in real time with class discussion by being
able to apply to the conversation the mental energy or time
they would have had to spend trying to search their mind (or
book) to recall what a term meant” (p. 151). Mnemonics may
also help students perform better and/or with less anxiety on
exams. Also, as Stalder and Olson (2011) noted, mnemonics
are easily added to existing material and thus require less
instructor effort relative to other interventions. Stalder
(2005) also noted motivational effects for his introductory
psychology students: “Students generally reported that acro-
nyms increased their motivation to begin studying, that it was
helpful to solve review sheet acronyms [i.e., to review their
notes to fill in what each letter stood for] on their own, and
that they would try to use acronyms or other mnemonics on
their own in future courses” (p. 226).

That said, the value of mnemonics should not be over-
stated. Just as analogies can eventually hit limitations (see
Martin 2003, and its associated letters), so can mnemonics.
For example, there are many limitations of the famous PEM-
DAS (“Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally”) mnemonic used
to help mathematics students recall the correct order of
operations or procedure precedence in a mathematical
expression. For example, students may think multiplication
is of greater rather than equal hierarchy than division and
incorrectly evaluate the expression 8 � 4 £ 2. Also, Rogers
(2013) noted that parentheses do not always imply grouping,
and a vinculum, absolute value symbol, or square root sym-
bol can function as a grouping symbol without using paren-
theses. Lee and Messner (2000) noted that operations
involving additive inverses or towered exponents may not be
clear. And Urbina-Lilback (2016) noted that the particular
phrase “Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally” may be
completely unfamiliar or irrelevant in the culture of learners
from other countries. Another possible limitation is that
some mnemonics may not be easy to recall or implement,
although the latter may sometimes be addressed by the very
way a mnemonic is written (e.g., the modified representation
of SOHCAHTOA in Reilly 2014). The former may be
addressed by having the mnemonic be so explicitly tied to
the content that it cannot be forgotten, such as the acronym
mnemonics for mean, median, and mode that use those very
words (see Appendix A in the supplementary materials).

1.2. Prior Research

1.2.1. Identifying Statistics Mnemonics
Certain mnemonics in mathematics (e.g., FOIL, PEMDAS, and
SOHCAHTOA) seem to be far more widely known than any

mnemonics in statistics. It seems that until the current decade,
there was no attempt to compile (much less catalogue) a com-
prehensive collection of mnemonics that could be used in sta-
tistics courses. However, the papers of Hunt (2010) and Lesser
(2011a) collectively identify more than 30, with Lesser (2011b)
offering a couple of new ones and refinements for old ones.
These mnemonics serve a variety of roles, including helping
students recall facts, formulas, definitions, assumptions, or pro-
cesses. Lesser (2011a) gave a taxonomy for classifying mne-
monics by function (e.g., helping to recall a fact vs. helping to
implement a process) and by form (letter-based, image, and
rhyme/jingle). A subset of these mnemonics appears in Appen-
dix A and was used in the current study. The first two authors
subsequently encountered another 11 statistics mnemonics in
Table 1 of Stalder and Olson (2011), bringing the number of
published distinct statistics mnemonics to around 50.

1.2.2. Assessing Effectiveness of Statistics Mnemonics
There have been only a few studies on individual statistics-
related mnemonics, and these have generally had limitations.
For example, Lakin et al. (2007) found that students were better
at remembering and elaborating on the steps of the scientific
method if their instructor discussed the mnemonic acronym
HOMER more frequently—that is, as a structure for the entire
course rather than just when transitioning from one step of the
scientific method to the next. Those authors, however,
acknowledge the limitations that students were not randomly
assigned to sections of the course and there were two different
instructors as well. VanVoorhis (2002) sang mnemonic statis-
tics jingles in one section of psychology statistics and read defi-
nitions of the same terms in another section she also taught.
The section that was sung to performed significantly better
(t69 D 2.01, p < 0.05) on test items related to the content of the
definitions/jingles and had a significant correlation (r31 D .37,
p D 0.04) between performance and self-rated familiarity with
the jingle. While the sections were shown to have statistically
equivalent grade point averages (GPAs), randomization was
not used to assign students to the sections, and it is possible
sections varied in some important way other than GPA.

Stalder and Olson (2011) gave anonymous semester-end
surveys to n D 61 undergraduates from an introductory psy-
chology statistics course at a university in the midwestern
United States. The surveys assessed degree of recall and per-
ceived helpfulness for each of 11 listed mnemonics, finding sig-
nificant positive results (i.e., ratings significantly higher than
the midpoint of a 7-point scale) on both criteria for 8 of the 11
mnemonics.

Mocko (2012) discussed how and why her university took the
multi-section introductory statistics course and created a sepa-
rate section for students with learning disabilities, a population
for which mnemonics has been identified by researchers (e.g.,
Manalo et al. 2000) as often helpful for mathematics students.
During the Spring 2013 semester, she conducted a pilot study
(Mocko et al. 2013) at a large research university in the southern
United States on an (otherwise traditional) introductory statis-
tics class specifically designated for students with learning dis-
abilities (e.g., ADHD, reading comprehension, dyslexia, and
hearing impairment) registered with the campus’ disability
resource center. During two class periods of the pilot study,
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students were given a 15-min pretest on statistical concepts
(spanning descriptive statistics, graphs, and inference), then
given a review sheet to study for 10 min, then given a memory
cleansing activity (e.g., a unrelated word search, maze, or crypto-
gram), and then a 15-min posttest on the same statistical con-
cepts. The randomized review sheets included mnemonics
drawn from Hunt (2010) and Lesser (2011a). The findings were
limited due to the small size of the class. The class had only 26
students, of which 21 consented to have their data in the study.
Due to absences and tardiness as well as the length of the in-class
activity, only 17 of the 21 students appeared to complete the
questions on the activity. Additionally, of those who consented
to have their data used, only 11 out of the 26 responded to the
online survey and only 8 consented for their data to be used.
From this pilot, we learned that some students did use mnemon-
ics that were provided by the instructor, found in the textbook,
created by themselves, or created by a classmate. Because this
population was small, the research team decided to try to survey
a larger, more general population of students.

1.3. Research Questions

This study aimed to explore benefits and usefulness of using
mnemonics in a hybrid college course in introductory statistics.
In particular, the research questions are as follows:

1. Do students use mnemonics and find them helpful in
introductory statistics?

2. Is there an association between student self-reported
usage of mnemonics and self-reported reduction in anxi-
ety from taking tests or learning statistics?

3. Is there a difference in the self-reported and measured
learning objectives as measured by exam questions,
among those with high versus low self-reported use of
mnemonics?

2. Methodology

2.1. Population/Sample

The study was conducted over two consecutive Fall semesters at
a large public research university in the southeastern United
States where roughly 55% of the undergraduate students are
White non-Hispanic, 18% Hispanic/Latino/a, 8% Black
non-Hispanic, and 8% Asian-American. Also, roughly 55% of
the undergraduate students are female, according to the univer-
sity website. For the Fall 2014 phase of the study, the sample
consisted of 1487 students, of whom 66% were female. Virtually
all students in the sample were in the traditional age group for
college students: 92% were between 18 and 20 years and 7%
were between 21 and 23 years. For the Fall 2015 phase, the sam-
ple consisted of 1468 students, of whom 67% were female. Once
again, virtually all of the students were in the traditional age
group with 93% between 18 and 20 years and 6% between 21
and 23 years. Since both semesters represented only tradition-
ally aged college students (by not exceeding age 24; see, e.g.,
https://nces.ed.gov/pubs/web/97578e.asp), these results are not
generalizable to nontraditional age college students.

During both semesters, new lectures were recorded. Within
each semester, students could attend each lecture in person or

watch its recording online. For the recorded lecture, the mean
number of views or partial views of videos per lecture for Fall
2014 was 1829 and for Fall 2015 was 1974. The students within
each term took essentially the same quizzes (questions of simi-
lar difficulty were drawn from a quiz bank) and the same
exams. These students were divided into sections of 40 stu-
dents. During the Fall 2014 semester, there were 45 sections
taught by 16 different teaching assistants (TAs), and during the
Fall 2015 semester there were 46 sections taught by 17 TAs.
The students met with a TA once a week to complete an activ-
ity. In the Fall of 2014, since the use of the mnemonics by the
teaching assistants could have added much variation in the
introduction of the mnemonic to the students, the TAs were
not taught or encouraged to use them. In 2015, the TAs used
the PHANTOM mnemonic (item #16 of Appendix A), to dis-
cuss the properties of the significance test. Because of the online
nature of the course, the impact of memory usage from the TAs
would be minimal.

The students attending the institution may represent higher
achieving students than typical college students. The university
website states that the middle 50% of entering freshman stu-
dents in 2014 have SAT scores between 1810 and 2060. The
mean SAT score for the Fall 2015 incoming class was 1899 at
the university. For the U.S., the median SAT score for the 2014
college-bound seniors was 1490. The students in this class out-
performed other college students on this standardized test.

2.2. Course

The study was conducted during a Fall 2014 and a Fall 2015
course offered in a hybrid format. The course has been taught in
this format for over a decade. The students could watch the lec-
tures online or in person, but had to attend a weekly on-campus
50-min lab meeting that entailed collecting data and working
with Minitab or statistical applets. The course emphasizes con-
cepts, but still covers calculation by hand. The students are pro-
vided a formula sheet during the exam. The students can see the
formula sheet before the exam, but they are given a fresh one
during the exam period. The material covered includes explor-
atory data analysis, regression, probability, sampling distribu-
tions, and one- and two-sample inference. During the Fall 2014
semester, randomization or bootstrap methods were not taught.
During the Fall 2015 semester, these topics were briefly intro-
duced taking about 20 min of class time each. Each topic then
appeared as one question on a quiz. The course is run using the
Canvas course management system. This course is generally a
required course for business and social science majors.

2.3. Study Design

The study consisted of two phases, one that occurred in Fall 2014
and then another that occurred in Fall 2015. During the Fall 2014
semester, the instructor (the first author) introduced students to
the 19 mnemonics listed in the first part of Appendix A. During
the second week of November 2014, students were asked to com-
plete an extra credit survey (whose purpose had been explained in
the preceding lecture) about the use of mnemonics. Students were
asked to complete an informed consent form as a part of the survey
in Canvas. The survey mechanism allowed for anonymous
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responses, so the instructor would not know who consented to
their data being used. All students received extra credit for complet-
ing the survey, regardless of whether they gave consent for their
data to be used. Another benefit of the untimed online survey is
that students were able to give more thoughtful or complete
answers to certain questions. For example, in response to the ques-
tion asking students for any new mnemonics they may have
thought of, one student responded by giving the actual URL for a
YouTube music video (made by an AP statistics class about
hypothesis testing), a piece of information that would not have
been available if the survey had been pencil and paper without tech-
nology access. In the class, 178 students chose not to take the survey
or were already planning on dropping the course. Of those who
took the survey, less than 10% of the students did not give this con-
sent and there were only four students who gave consent who were
under 18 and therefore excluded by the IRB protocol.

In the Fall 2015 semester, the students were introduced to the
original 19 mnemonics, but also 8 additional mnemonics that had
not been covered the previous semester. The newmnemonics were
either suggested during the Fall 2014 survey or were related to con-
tent (e.g., Type I and Type II errors) covered after the completion
of the Fall 2014 survey and so could not be included in that year’s
survey. For Fall 2015, the focus turned to the mnemonics related to
inference. The students were asked to complete an extra credit quiz
that included nine questions about memory use and an informed
consent form. The students were asked if their responses from the
survey could be used as well as their responses to select exam ques-
tions. The students received credit for completing the survey
regardless of their decision to participate in the study. In addition
to the survey, mnemonics were linked to 10 questions from the
exams – 7 on the second exam and 3 on the last exam. The students
were then asked how confident they felt about that set of exam
questions. Because the exam questions would later be linked to sur-
vey questions, the survey results were not anonymous, but tracked
by a university assigned student identification number. These num-
bers were then deleted once the linkage wasmade. For the Fall 2015
semester, students who were under 18 or did not consent to have
their data used in the study were removed from the study as per
IRB protocol. Additionally, students who did not take the survey,
did not take the exams at the regularly scheduled times, dropped
the course or entered their school identification number incorrectly
on their Scantron form during one of the exams were also not
included in the study. After all of this was taken into consideration,
1468 students’ responses were studied (the starting enrollment for
the course was 1911).

2.4. Mnemonics Assessed

For the Fall 2014 phase of the study, all known mnemonics that
corresponded to content covered in the particular course were
chosen. All chosen mnemonics corresponded to examples from
Lesser (2011a), except for three (#2, #11, and #13) that were
provided by the first author. The mnemonics that were not
used were mnemonics for terms or concepts not discussed in
the course. For the Fall 2015 phase of the study, although the
first author continued to introduce mnemonics to the class
from the previous study, the study concentrated only on the
mnemonics that dealt with inference. The mnemonics used for
inference included the mnemonics listed in Appendix A (#16,

#17, #18, and #19). Additionally, eight other mnemonics were
added (listed in Appendix B in the supplementary materials).
Some (#20, #21, #22, #23, and #24) of these were suggested by
students in the Fall 2014 semester, one (#25) came from Stalder
and Olson (2011), another (#26) came from Lesser (2011a),
and one (#27) came from the first author.

2.5. Construction of the Surveys

The Fall 2014 survey included 2 demographic questions about age
and gender, and 17 questions about their previous/current mne-
monic usage, preferences for mnemonics, use of mnemonics to
help reduce anxiety, and use to help prepare for exams. Included in
these questions were also questions about the students’ perceived
memory ability. The students were also asked to provide any mne-
monics that they had thought of that could be used in an Introduc-
tion to Statistics course. The remaining 19 questions asked
students about their usage and perceived helpfulness of that partic-
ular mnemonic. An earlier version of the survey had been used in a
pilot study in Spring 2013 (Mocko et al. 2013). This survey was
adapted and improved upon, mainly in terms of how the questions
were organized. In the older version, students were asked “Which
mnemonic (mnemonics) did you remember during the exam
(even if you don’t remember them now)? Please write down the
actual mnemonics, if possible, or at least the name or topic of each
mnemonic that you remembered.” This question required that the
respondent write the mnemonic(s) into a short answer survey box,
and it did not get any responses during the pilot. This question was
revised in the new survey to improve response rate. This one ques-
tion was divided into 19 questions that asked specifically about
each mnemonic’s usage. The other main change on the survey was
that the students were also asked how many mnemonic aids they
felt helped them get a correct answer on the first exam or on the
second exam, rather than just lumping those two separate items
together by referring to “the exam.” The survey questions can be
found in Appendix C in the supplementarymaterials.

The Fall 2015 data collection, just like the Fall 2014 data collec-
tion, included two demographic questions about age and gender,
but it also included an additional question about the students’ lan-
guage spoken outside of school and nine other survey questions.
The same survey questions were not used because the authors
wanted to focus the students’ responses to questions related to how
difficult the students felt that the course was and around issues of
confidence. In order to assess whether the students had any previ-
ous statistical training, the students were also asked if they had
been in a course that discussed the p-value. This was done because
some courses in K–12may cover statistical concepts, but the course
namemight not be “Introduction to Statistics” or a similar title. The
survey questions for the Fall 2015 semester can be found in Appen-
dix D in the supplementarymaterials.

3. Results

On the survey, the students sometimes skipped a question or
two, but this was a relatively minor occurrence. For each ques-
tion, there were 0–5 missing values in the responses. In the fol-
lowing analyses, it is of primary interest to detect any
association between items in the survey. Hence, chi-squared
association tests are reported for detecting statistical
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significance and Cram�er’s V effect size measures are reported to
assess the practical significance. Reliabilities were computed for
the scale assuming a particular item is dropped. Small variation
in these item-deleted reliabilities (computed using Cronbach’s
a) is desirable since that indicates that no one item significantly
affects the scale’s internal consistency. For the Fall 2014 survey,
the item-deleted reliabilities are all either 0.84 or 0.85 when
considering all items in the survey asking about mnemonics
and for the Fall 2015 survey, they ranged from 0.62 to 0.69.

3.1. Usage and Helpfulness of Mnemonics

In this subsection, we will address the first research question
about usage and helpfulness of mnemonics by first looking at
past usage of mnemonics in previous courses and then usage in
the statistics course. First, students were asked to state their
level of agreement with the statement that they had used a
mnemonic in a previous course (Q5) or a mathematics/statis-
tics course (Q6). The students were asked to state if they
strongly agreed, somewhat agreed, agreed, neither agreed nor
disagreed, disagreed, somewhat disagreed, or strongly dis-
agreed. Out of 1486 students, 69.2% had some level of agree-
ment (includes agree, somewhat agree, and strongly agree) with
the statement for both types of previous courses, whereas only
7.5% had some level of disagreement (includes disagree, some-
what disagree, and strongly disagree) about usage in any course
and mathematics/statistics courses.

Students were also asked to give their past frequency of use
of mnemonics (frequently, occasionally, or not at all). The stu-
dents reported that they had used mnemonics frequently
(22.2%) or occasionally (69.6%) in any of their previous
courses, but only 11.4% used frequently or 67.0% occasionally
in other mathematics/statistics courses. In Fall 2014, students
were asked to describe to what extent they agreed that mne-
monics were helpful. Table 1 shows that 71.2% of the students
surveyed somewhat agreed, agreed, or strongly agreed that
mnemonics in the course were helpful.

3.2. Self-Reported Anxiety and Use of Mnemonics to
Reduce Anxiety

The second research question was about the frequency with
which students used mnemonics to reduce test anxiety as

well as the anxiety of learning statistics. To address this
question, the research team examined questions that related
to mnemonic usage and anxiety in learning statistics (Q10)
as well as mnemonic usage and anxiety in test taking (Q8).
Table 2 reports these results. In summary, 43.8% of students
agreed (somewhat agree, agree and strongly agree combined)
that test anxiety was reduced, and 41.2% reported that gen-
eral anxiety about learning statistics was reduced.

Additionally, the relationship between test anxiety and
the anxiety about learning statistics is reported in Table 3.
The expected cell count was less than 5 in multiple cells, so
the three levels of agree responses were combined and the
three levels of disagree responses were combined. The asso-
ciation was significant: X2(4) D 1046.2, p < 0.0001, with
1485 respondents. Cram�er’s V was equal to 0.594, and this
indicates a very strong effect (Cohen 1988, p. 49). This sig-
nificant association indicates that students who found the
mnemonics more helpful in reducing test anxiety also found
mnemonics more helpful in reducing anxiety about learning
statistics.

3.3. Learning Objectives and Use of Mnemonics

To answer research question 3, first the Fall 2014 survey results
were used to explore the students’ self-reported use of mne-
monics on the exam, and then the results of the Fall 2015 were
used to explore the students’ self-reported usage of mnemonics
while answering specific test items. On the Fall 2014 survey, a
question asked the students whether they remembered any of
the mnemonics while they were taking the test. The distribution
of responses to this question can be found in Table 4. In short,
only 14.3% of students said that they did not use any mnemon-
ics to help during the exam.

Students were also asked whether they felt that the mne-
monics helped them to get any of the questions correct on the
two exams that had already occurred during the semester. The
results for this can be found in Table 5. From these self-
reported results, about 80% used a mnemonic on each exam.

In Fall 2015, students were asked whether they had used a
mnemonic while working out problems during the exam
period. Appendix E in the supplementary materials lists the
exam questions. Some questions (Exam 2 question #1, Exam 2
question #3, Exam 3 question #1) were adapted from the

Table 2. Survey responses to questions about mnemonics and anxiety.

Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I have found mnemonics (memory aids) helped reduce my test
anxiety in this course. (n D 1487, reliability D 0.85)

79 (0.53%) 186 (12.5%) 117 (7.9%) 453 (30.5%) 350 (23.5%) 235 (15.8%) 67 (4.5%)

I find that using mnemonics (memory aids) helped reduce my
anxiety learning statistics in this course. (n D 1487,
reliabilityD 0.85)

104 (7.0%) 227 (15.3%) 145 (9.7%) 396 (26.7%) 380 (25.6%) 188 (12.7%) 45 (3.0%)

Table 1. Question related to mnemonics and helpfulness.

Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

“The Memory Aids in this course were helpful.”
Responses (n D 1485)

28 (1.9%) 72 (4.8%) 49 (3.3%) 278 (18.7%) 476 (32.1%) 427 (28.8%) 155 (10.4%)
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ARTIST database (https://apps3.cehd.umn.edu/artist/), while
others were written by the authors. After each question that
was linked to a mnemonic, the student was asked the following
question:

For the above question, which statement best describes your
experience?
(a) I used a mnemonic and it was very helpful.
(b) I used a mnemonic and it was somewhat helpful.
(c) I remembered a mnemonic, but I did not use it.
(d) I did not remember a mnemonic, but I would have used

it had I remembered it.
(e) I did not remember a mnemonic, and I would not have

used it even if I had remembered it.
The student was considered to have used a mnemonic if they

chose answer a or b. For each of the 10 questions (7 from Exam
2 and 3 from Exam 3), the percentage of students who used a
mnemonic is given as a function of whether their answer was
correct or incorrect in Appendix E.

Two of the ten exam questions stand out. Question #1 on
Exam 3 asked students about the definitions of Type I and
Type II error. For this question, 79.3% of the students who
used a mnemonic got it correct, compared to 73.1% of students
who did not use a mnemonic.

The other question was question #11 on Exam 2. This ques-
tion was asking for the students to apply the p-value rule. For
this question, 93.2% of the students who used a mnemonic got
it correct, compared to 88.5% of students who did not use a
mnemonic.

The question that had the lowest reported mnemonic usage
was question #5 on Exam 3 (i.e., Ex3 Q5). This question asked
about the concept of a significance test. For this question, only
66 students self-reported use of a mnemonic.

A chi-squared test was used to examine the association
between mnemonic usage and correctness for each question.
False discovery rate adjusted p-values (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995) are included in Table 6. These adjusted values
can be compared to a 5% significance level to assess evidence
for association between mnemonic usage and correctness. Note
that the association between mnemonic usage and correctness
was significant for all items except the first two.

The first two questions from Exam 2 do not show a differ-
ence in mnemonic use for students who answered correctly and
those who answered incorrectly. All but two of the remaining
questions showed that students who answered correctly were
more likely to report having used a mnemonic. The two excep-
tions were questions Ex2 Q7 and Ex3 Q5. For question Ex2 Q7,
there was only a small (3.2%) difference. For question Ex3 Q5,
there was a much larger difference of 22.2%, but, for this ques-
tion, the percentage of students who used a mnemonic was
quite small (only 4.5%). Cram�er’s V is also included in the table;
this measure reflects a small to moderate level of association
(Cohen 1988) for the questions showing statistical significance.

4. Discussion

4.1. Summary/Interpretations

4.1.1. Usage and Helpfulness of Mnemonics
For the sample, 91.8% of the students had used mnemonics fre-
quently or often in any past courses, but only 78.4% had used
mnemonics frequently or often in a past mathematics/statistics
course. The analysis suggests that there is a practical difference
in the use of mnemonics between the different types of courses.
Since nearly three-quarters (71.3%) of those surveyed expressed
some level of agreement that the mnemonics in the course were
helpful, there seems to be compelling evidence that there is a
demand or opportunity for mnemonics to be used more widely
in mathematics/statistics courses.

4.1.1.1. Why might mnemonics be considered useful? The stu-
dents were asked about the amount of memorization required
in the course. Out of the class, 44.5% agreed at some level that
they had trouble remembering symbols or notations in mathe-
matics/statistics courses.

When the students were asked to choose a completion for
the fill-in-the-blank sentence “Statistics/math involves ____
memorization,” 531 (35.7%) chose “a large amount,” 795
(53.5%) chose “a medium amount of,” 153 (10.3%) chose “a
small amount of,” and 7 (0.47%) chose “no.” So, a majority of
students still felt that there was a large amount of memorization

Table 4. Number of mnemonics that students reported remembering when they took the test.

None
Parts of a
mnemonic

1 or 2 complete
mnemonics

Bits and pieces of a few
mnemonics

3 or 4 complete
mnemonics

More than 4 complete
mnemonics

Number of mnemonics during exam,
Responses (n D 1486)

212 (14.3%) 217 (14.6%) 542 (36.5%) 295 (19.9%) 173 (11.6%) 47 (3.2%)

Table 5. Number of questions students reported answering correctly due to a
mnemonic.

0
questions

1
question

2
questions

3
questions

4 or more
questions

Correct for
first exam
(n D 1487)

281
(18.9%)

348
(23.4%)

504
(33.9%)

205
(13.8%)

149
(10.0%)

Correct for
second
exam (n D
1483)

335
(22.6%)

361
(24.3%)

401
(27.0%)

197
(13.3%)

189
(12.7%)

Table 3. Test anxiety (row) versus anxiety learning statistics (column).

Anxiety learning statistics

Test anxiety

Agree (that it
reduced anxiety
learning statistics)

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree (that it
reduced anxiety
learning statistics)

Agree (that it reduced
test anxiety)

507 101 43

Neither agree nor
disagree

70 261 121

Disagree (that it
reduced test anxiety)

36 34 312
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needed in the course even for a course that tried to emphasize
concepts.

These responses suggest that mnemonics could be used to
help recall information or procedures. For example, when the
students were asked whether they found that the mnemonics
provided in the course helped them with definitions of a term,
steps of a procedure or aspects of a concept, 70.7% agreed
(somewhat agreed, agreed, or strongly agreed combined).
When the students were asked whether they agreed with the
statement that they had specifically spent time studying mne-
monics to help with the exam, only 34.5% agreed (somewhat
agreed, agreed, or strongly agreed combined).

4.1.1.2. What qualities may lead to a mnemonic being consid-
ered helpful? One of the questions asked the students why they
remembered the mnemonic(s) that they did. Students were
allowed to mark any or all of the choices that applied. The
most endorsed reasons were “Mnemonic was brief” (57.8%)
and “Mnemonic was well connected to the content” (43.9%).
The mnemonics that had rhyme (37.1%), humor (35.6%), or a
visual representation (33.4%) also received support. The rea-
sons with the fewest endorsements were mnemonic was
“strange/bizarre” (24.3%) or “the time that I spent studying or
reviewing the mnemonics” (13.5%). For students who are
already having trouble remembering concepts, remembering a
long mnemonic may not be helpful when they might as readily
memorize the full statistical concept. As for the second most
common reason, if a mnemonic was well connected to the
material, it was more obvious why learning that mnemonic
would be beneficial—essentially, it was not yet another con-
struct to memorize but more of a tool to remember what they
needed to know. This finding was consistent with the notion
that the mnemonic itself must be memorable to be useful and
the notion that it must provide a strong cue to the target
information.

Surprisingly, the option of “Mnemonic was visual” was fur-
ther down the list—at about 33.4%. Students do not rank visual
mnemonics as helpful as a word or phrase. Note, however, that
in cognitive studies, imagery-based mnemonics were more
effective than verbal mnemonics (Bower and Winzenz 1970).
The other least common choices were “The piece of content
was something that I was already familiar with,” “Mnemonic
was strange/bizarre” and “The time that I spent studying or
reviewing mnemonics.”

4.1.1.3. Which mnemonics were perceived as the most use-
ful? The students were asked to mark the answer choice that
best reflected their reported use and usefulness of the mne-
monic. The distribution of responses for each of the 19 mne-
monics appear in Appendix A. No more than five students
skipped any particular item. The mnemonic with the highest
rate of reported usage and usefulness (63.7%) was the mne-
monic “Population and Parameters both start with p. Sample
and Statistics both start with s.” This mnemonic illustrates the
attributes of brevity and being well connected to the context.
This result is consistent with responses to the survey question
that asked about qualities preferred in a mnemonic. The mne-
monic with the second highest rate of reported usage and use-
fulness was “Explanatory variable on the x axis.” Once again,
this memory aid has the qualities of brevity and being well con-
nected. Also, notice that both of these mnemonics are of the
same type; both leverage the “first letter of a word” to recall a
fact. This finding is consistent with the finding that first-letter
based mnemonics have frequent spontaneous use relative to
other types of mnemonics and that they are effective for learn-
ing inter-related pieces of information (Boltwood and Blick
1970; Cook 1989).

The two mnemonics that received the lowest rankings were
the graphical image of the mean and the song about the p-
value. In the case of the graphical mean, it could be that to
make the visual image more helpful, it needed to be better con-
nected by the instructor. However, this result is consistent with
the finding that the quality of the mnemonic being visual was
not as highly endorsed as brevity and connectedness. As for the
p-value song, the instructor played the song for the students
over the classroom audio system. During the Fall 2014 semes-
ter, the p-value song was heard in both the recorded and live
lectures. During the Fall 2015 semester, the instructor played
the audio file again, but explained that some people learn more
easily with music. The instructor reported that the students
seemed more receptive and even clapped after hearing the p-
value jingle. The p-value song has more words than the two
more highly ranked mnemonic items, so it lacked the brevity
that the students seemed to prefer.

It is also of interest to observe whether students created their
own mnemonics. Students were encouraged to create and sub-
mit their own mnemonics to be shared with the class and asked
on the survey to report any that they had used as well. For this
question, 114 students (7.7% of those that took the survey) sub-
mitted a mnemonic in response to the request. Some of the
mnemonics provided by the students were only slight varia-
tions of the provided mnemonics in the course. For example,
the student submission “RAMP” (residual equals actual minus
predicted) is very similar to the mnemonic called “ROMP”
(residual equals observed minus predicted) from the list pro-
vided to the class.

The first two authors independently reviewed the student-
suggested mnemonics and after discussion came to 100% con-
sensus on a list of mnemonics that showed the most promise in
helping students remember key concepts and ideas in an intro-
ductory statistics course. The most common responses were
about a method to describe a histogram and for hypothesis test-
ing based on a p-value, with eight and seven suggestions,
respectively. There were also four suggestions for assumptions,

Table 6. Multiplicity adjusted p-values for chi-squared test of association between
mnemonic usage and correctness.

Exam Question
% Correct with
mnemonic

% Correct without
mnemonic

p-value
(adjusted)

Cram�er’s
V

2 1 83.3% 77.1% 0.1500 0.07
2 3 20.6% 20.0% 0.1500 0.07
2 5 73.9% 69.0% 0.0003 0.12
2 7 63.1% 66.3% 0.0050 0.10
2 9 79.6% 68.1% 0.0000 0.16
2 11 93.2% 88.5% 0.0003 0.13
2 13 92.9% 89.0% 0.0000 0.15
3 1 79.3% 73.1% 0.0000 0.14
3 3 99.3% 99.1% 0.0116 0.10
3 5 48.5% 70.4% 0.0005 0.12
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confidence intervals, scatterplots or regression as well as the test
statistic format. There were also six other areas (remembering
symbols, distinguishing Ho and Ha, p-value, mean/median,
parameter/population/sample/statistic, and sample size) that
received three or fewer suggestions. There were also mnemon-
ics suggested that were unclear (8), inappropriate for class use
(5), already on the list provided (5), or not really a mnemonic
(3). The mnemonics that showed the most promise and related
to inference were included in the Fall 2015 semester and are in
Appendix B.

4.1.2. Self-Reported Anxiety and Use of Mnemonics to
Reduce Anxiety
Almost half of the class agreed that using mnemonics helped
reduce test anxiety (43.8%) or anxiety over learning the mate-
rial (41.2%). The cross tabulation (Table 3) suggests that there
is an association between these two variables. Students who
reported that they agreed that mnemonics helped in one area
were more inclined to say that they helped in the other area.
This is consistent with Stalder and Olson’s (2011) finding that
students who remembered a high number of the mnemonics
had a higher reduction in anxiety ratings. This research finding
supports the use of mnemonics to relieve anxiety, particularly
for high-stakes assessments.

4.1.3. Learning Objectives and Use of Mnemonics
In the first exam of Fall 2014, 35% of students indicated some
level of agreement that they studied mnemonics for the exam,
but this figure likely underestimates the true proportion of stu-
dents who studied the mnemonics. This is because students
might have recalled the mnemonic while looking over their
notes, but they might not have felt that this was explicitly
studying the mnemonics for the exam. Also, only 14.3% of stu-
dents reported that they had not used any part of a mnemonic
during the exams and only about 20% (18.9% for Exam 1 and
22.6% for Exam 2) could not credit any mnemonic for helping
them get to a correct answer on the exam. This shows that
mnemonics in this study did provide at least a little aid to most
students during the exam periods.

In Fall 2015, the students were asked at the time that they
completed the question whether they used the mnemonic. The
results showed that students did use mnemonics on the exam
to answer questions. The question with the highest mnemonic
usage was the question that utilized the Type I/Type II error
mnemonic(s). There are two mnemonics associated with this
concept that were presented to the students. These mnemonics
are “A Type I error is a false Positive; and P has one vertical
line. A Type II error is a false Negative; and N has two vertical
lines” and “For a Type II error, you Fail to Reject Ho when Ho
is False—a description with 2 Fs. For a Type I error, you Reject
Ho when Ho is True.“

Additionally, out of the 10 questions included on the exam,
8 questions showed statistically significant association between
use of a mnemonic and question correctness, although only 6
of these showed higher mnemonic usage for those who
answered the question correctly. This gives further evidence
that teaching students about mnemonics can help them better
answer exam questions and hopefully better understand con-
cepts presented in an introductory statistics course.

4.2. Implications for Instruction

Based on what we observed in this study, we can say that stu-
dents have probably used mnemonics in their previous courses
and even in their mathematics/statistics courses, to a lesser
degree. Therefore, when teaching, the instructor can assume
that most students have experienced mnemonics positively in
another course. This may make some teachers less anxious
about trying mnemonics.

Additionally, the most commonly selected response to
where the students learned about the mnemonic was the
teacher (79.0%). The other sources were selected as follows:
themselves (54.2%), other students (36.5%), something online
but not on the course management system (22.5%), textbook
(14.3%), or other book (6.0%). Therefore, it does appear to be
worthwhile to spend valuable class time to present and practice
mnemonics. The students are less likely to get this helpful
information elsewhere, even in the age of the internet.

Additionally, when considering which mnemonics to pres-
ent to the class, it may be important to remember that in our
study, students preferred mnemonics that were brief and
directly related to the content. Moreover, these mnemonics
should be repeated in class in order to help students “practice”
their use. The students demonstrated their preference for these
qualities when they remarked about mnemonics they found the
most helpful as well as when asked to identify desirable quali-
ties for mnemonics.

When a student reveals to an instructor extreme test
anxiety, or even if the instructor is just discussing anxiety
with the entire class, perhaps the instructor can discuss the
use of mnemonics as an addition to the student’s toolbox
of possible resources and approaches. Encouraging students
to study some mnemonics for the exam may give the stu-
dents the edge that they need to help fight the anxiety that
they experience when working on a problem. Remembering
a mnemonic to help the student begin the problem may be
enough to get them started toward successful completion.
The instructor can also tell students that there is some evi-
dence that using mnemonics might help them with anxiety
during the exam and help them do well on the exam.

Instructors are encouraged to apply and fine-tune the find-
ings from this study by facilitating conversation with and
among their own students about memory and mnemonics in
order to get a direct sense of what aspects of the content seem
hard to remember and why. This local knowledge, together
with the suggestion of criteria for classification of mnemonics
(e.g., Lesser 2011a), can yield best practices for identifying
effective mnemonics for one’s student population. To help stu-
dents with their studying, the instructor can offer access to a
list of mnemonics, and let students collectively add to it, per-
haps on a wiki page. On the list used in this study, there is
sometimes (but not always) a sentence that visually or verbally
connects each mnemonic to its topic, and this is a recommen-
dation by Stalder (2005) that the authors support.

4.3. Limitations

While the sample size was quite large, the survey data was
collected from the students of only one instructor at one
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research institution in the southeastern United States. Since
the class size was so large, with around 1800 students ini-
tially enrolled in the course both semesters, there was lim-
ited opportunity for one-on-one interactions between
students and teachers. Students do not often get a lot of
personal attention from the instructor. Perhaps this charac-
teristic mitigates some of the instructor effect on the results.
Additionally, the list of mnemonics was posted on the
course website so that even students who may not have
watched or attended a lecture still had access to the mne-
monics. Because the instruction about mnemonics occurred
largely in the online lectures and not in the face-to-face lec-
tures, results from the hybrid course should reasonably
translate to an online course. However, the impact of mne-
monics in a smaller face-to-face course may be different,
due to the increased face-to-face dialogue with the instruc-
tor. Additionally, because there were very few students over
the age of 24 in the study, generalizations from this study
to nontraditional age students should be avoided.

It is possible that asking students about the use of mnemon-
ics could have increased the students’ overall use of mnemonics
on the exam. However, because these questions did not make
reference to any specific mnemonic, it seems unlikely that it
provided a strong cue to use the mnemonic that would be most
helpful for the particular question, especially considering that
so many different mnemonics were presented to the students.

5. Directions for Future Research

In light of the aforementioned limitations, it would be useful to
see how the mnemonics would be rated by students at addi-
tional institutions, including institutions that have students
with different cultural and linguistic backgrounds as well as
greater age diversity. Additionally, a study that compared the
progress on student learning outcomes between students who
were exposed to mnemonics and those who were not would
add to the discussion.

It would also be helpful to gather data that goes beyond self-
report and directly tracks student performance on items whose
content relates to the mnemonics, including information on
which mnemonic they used. This information could be helpful
in determining whether students are using and remembering
the mnemonic correctly. When tracking actual student perfor-
mance, it would be helpful to know what characteristics of the
mnemonics help students reach a further level of statistical rea-
soning than mnemonics with other characteristics. For students
with high anxiety, can mnemonics reduce the level of anxiety to
help them reach further success? In the future it would be help-
ful to also obtain a report of anxiety prior to instruction.

Additionally, we should consider how many and how often
mnemonics need to be presented in order to be helpful as well
as the appropriate distribution of these presentations. Do mne-
monics need to be presented every time that the material
related to that content is presented or is there an optimal tim-
ing and frequency? Additionally, how should the mnemonic
terms be presented—read out loud or as part of a problem solv-
ing experience? Jacoby (1978) stated that requiring problem
solving rather than just remembering a solution enhances the
impact of spaced repetition of tasks on memory. In studies

where only one mnemonic is being studied, there is often more
flexibility to control and measure this variable. For example,
Lakin et al. (2007) explored the effectiveness of the HOMER
mnemonic (for the scientific method) in three sections of a
course: in one section, it was used as a structure for the course
and presented on 71.4% of the course meeting days, while in
the other two sections it was used only on “transition days”
(23.8%). On the last day of class, the students were asked to
state the steps of the scientific method. The group that had seen
the topic as the structure of the course performed better than
those who only used it on “transition days” (p < 0.01).

Another consideration is the way in which the mnemonic is
presented. Mnemonics can be presented by being read out loud
by another person, read silently, displayed on a projector,
handed out on a worksheet, or connected with an in-class or
out of class activity. Additionally, the mnemonic could just be
words or a picture. Mnemonics can be used to remember a
term or a process. For more examination of taxonomy matters,
see Lesser (2011a).

In future work, it would be good to explore further how best
to incorporate mnemonics into a beginning statistics course.
This research may include how many, how frequently, and
what types of mnemonics, as well as the effect of mnemonics
on understanding and anxiety. There seems to be some promis-
ing evidence that using mnemonics helps students in introduc-
tory statistics courses, but there remains much room to
investigate how best to implement this resource.
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Abstract. One of the methods that can facilitates students to remember the formulas and terms 

in math easily is mnemonic technique. This study aims to determine whether there are differences 

in the effect of applying mnemonic techniques as a form of creativity in 21st century skills and 

conventional learning to learning outcomes. This research was conducted at Vocational High 

School and used the experimental method. The experimental class is treated mnemonic 

techniques as a form of creativity in 21st century skills and the control class is given conventional 

learning. Methods of data collection in this study using the method of documentation and test 

methods. The data analysis used t-test. Data obtained from experiment class and control class. 

The result of this study showed there are differences in the effect of applying mnemonic 

techniques as a form of creativity in 21st century skills and conventional learning to learning 

outcomes. Classes with mnemonic techniques as a form of creativity in 21st century skills give 

better learning outcomes than the ones in conventional learning classes. This happens because 

the application of mnemonic techniques can improve students' memory. 

1. Introduction 

The word mnemonic comes from the name of the Greek memory goddess Mnemosyne, the embodiment 

of the ability to remember the Greeks seen in offerings to the gods [1]. Mnemonics device is a learning 

method that develops specific ways to encode any given information for easier and efficient storage and 

retrieval [2]. Mnemonics are methods for encoding information to make it more memorable, mnemonics 

give the chance to concetrate on relevan features of material more deeply than by simply rehearsing it 

[3]. Mnemonics are strategies that improve memory by encoding information with associations between 

new and previously learned information in long-term memory [4]. Memonic help regulate information 

that reaches memory that works in a pattern known so that information is more easily adapted to 

schematic patterns in long-term memory [5]. Mnemonic is a technique that increases the storage and 

retrieval of information in memory [6]. Mnemonic techniques which could be easily incorporated in the 

regular classroom teaching methodology for enhancing mathematical skills and performance [7]. 

Mnemonics method of teaching is superior to lecture method of teaching.It also helps to reduce the 

difficulty of students in learning mathematics..Hence this strategy can be effectively used in our present 

classroom set up and the package is relevant and significant. It can make the students motivated and the 

classroom more interesting [8]. Wang, Thomas and collagues have show that the initial benefits of using 

the key word mnemonic (an imagery-based-tecnhnique designed to foster cued recall of paired 

associates are not very durable over time when retention interval is manipulated as a between 

participants variable) [9]. Some mnemonic techniques according to Joyce that can be used to remember 
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are, (1) loci technique  is a technic that involves visual memory areas to remember everything which is 

in the place and then connect each part so that it becomes a single unit / combined intact,(2) mnemonic 

acronym system is the use of each first letter of a group of words (sentences) into a new word, for 

example ASTC is an abbreviation of the names of the angle that is positive in each quadrant (A: All / 

all is positive in the quadrant I, S: sin which is positive in quadrant II, T means the tan and C means Cos 

which is positive in the next quadrant), (3) mnemonic acrostic system is the use of each first letter of a 

group words and abbreviations in syllables thus make a sentence. However, acrostic does not always 

use the first letter and also does not always produce stands in the form of syllabe or phrase, for example 

sindemi, cossami, tandesa which stands for comparison of trigonometry in a right triangle; another 

example is the abbreviation of intersimin (integral sin worth min), (4) technic of keywords, where the 

alive imagination put on pronouns [10]. Mnemonics work by utilizing some well-known principles of 

psychology : a retrieval plan is developed during encoding, and mental imagery both visual and verbal 

is used [11].  

Logarithm is one of the material that is considered difficult by students in class X SMK. The basic 

competencies that will be achieved in the material of logarithms is that students determine the results of 

logarithms and resolve contextual problems related to logarithms. The ability of students to determine 

the results of logarithms and solve contextual problems related to logarithms is still relatively low, this 

can be seen from the results of the PAMER UN, of 158,778 students in Central Java, only 52,492 

students were able to simplify the form of logarithms and their results, while 106,286 students have 

difficulty in simplifying the logarithm form and results. Therefore, It is important to apply learning that 

can enhance students' ability to remember and call on existing memory. According to Mojeed Kolawole 

and Akinsola, mnemonic and prior knowledge instructional strategies were more effective at improving 

the students’ achievement mathematics. The results revealed that mnemonic instruction had the higher 

mean score than both the prior knowledge and the conventional teaching method [12]. 

Along with the development of the era, the 21st century is a century marked by the rapid development 

of science and technology. This condition should be followed by learning that can meet the demands of 

the times. The teaching of the 21st century is expected to produce human resources that can master 

various forms of 21st century skills. The Educational Testing Service (ETS) in its publication, Digital 

Transformation: A Literacy Framework for ICT Literacy (2007), defies 21st century learning skills as 

the ability to a) collect and/or retrieve information, b) organize and manage information, c) evaluate the 

quality, relevance, and usefulness of information, and d) generate accurate information through the use 

of existing resources [13]. The skills have been grouped into three main areas,(1) Learning and 

innovation skills: critical thinking and problem solving, communications and collaboration, creativity 

and innovation, (2) Digital literacy skills: information literacy, media literacy, Information and 

communication technologies (ICT) literacy, (3) Career and life skills: flexibility and adaptability, 

initiative and self-direction, social and cross-cultural interaction, productivity and accountability [14]. 

The Partnership for 21st Century Skills identifies 21st century skills as critical thinking and problem 

solving, communication, collaboration, and creativity and innovation- more commonly known as the 

4C skills [7]. From 4C, the research used is creativity and innovation. Creativity is one's ability to 

generate new ideas from existing ideas. Creativity depends on one's creative thinking, the process of 

thinking to create new ideas that lead to new discoveries and often called innovation. Characteristics 

Creativity and Innovation Skills,(1) develop, apply and convey new ideas to others new invention and 

often called innovation, (2) open and responsive in viewing new and different views, (3) using 

technology to make decisions, solve problems, and create new ideas [15]. 

Based on the characteristics of creativity and types of mnemonic techniques, In this study, mnemonic 

techniques used in logarithms as a form of creativity in 21st century skills are very relevant because 

students can apply and convey new ideas and can store new knowledge in long-term memory. The 

teacher guides students to be able to create acrostic techniques on logarithmic material, so as to improve 

student learning outcomes. The following are some acrostic techniques on logarithms as a form of 

student creativity, (1) a log 1 = 0 (satnol = satu nol)  that means if the numerus is 1 then the result is 

logarithm of 0, (2) a log a = 1 (samsat = sama satu) that means if the principal number and numerus are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_literacy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media_literacy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communication_technologies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communication_technologies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-governance
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the same then the result is logarithm 1, (3) a log (b.c) = a log b + a log c (kalimbah = kali ditambah), (4) 
a log (b:c) = a log b – a log c (bagikur = bagi dikurangi), dan (5) a log bn = n. a log b (pangkali = pangkat 

dikali). With the use of this acrostic technique, it is expected to be able to improve students' mathematics 

learning achievement results in logarithmic material. 

Some result studies using mnemonics techniques include: (1) the students’ mathematical 

understanding of sinus and cosinus addition are in very good category [5], (2) mnemonics provide 

immediate access to relevant knowledge of complex concepts [16], (3) mnemonics help students recall 

information by encoding and organizing data in a fashion that makes information readily accesible, thus 

reducing stress and supporting the cognitive resources necessary for Hot’S [17], mnemonics will not 

revolutionize education but given the variety of techniques, their compatibility with other learning 

strategies, and effectiveness with certain materials, it seems that students would benefit from being 

familiar with them and  knowing when and how to use them [18], analysis of the students pre and post 

instruction asessments revealed significant interaction effects between types of instruction provided and 

instruction phase, indicating better perfomance in letter-sound association as a consequence of the 

inclusion of both mnemonics and explicits sound contrasting [19]. The difference between this research 

and the previous one is that this study applies the mnemonic technique to logarithms, whereas previous 

studies applied the mnemonic technique to trigonometry. From the results of the above research, it turns 

out that no one has applied the mnemonics technique to logarithms. 

 

2. Method 

Type of research used in this study is the experimental method. This research was conducted at 

Vocational High School 2 Surakarta. In this study, two classes were selected as experimental classes 

and control classes. Sample of this research is 32 students class X Computer and Networking 

Engineering (TKJ) A of  SMK Negeri 2 Surakarta chosen by random sampling as experimental classes 

and 32 students class X (Software Engineering) RPL  A of SMK Negeri 2 Surakarta chosen by random 

sampling as control classes. Experimental classes were treated with mnemonic tecnique and control 

classes were given conventional learning treatment. Methods of data collection in this study using 

documentation method and test method. Documentation method used as initial data. The test method is 

used as the final test. The test method with logaritma material is used as the final test. The instrument 

consisting 20 items is validated by two mathematics teachers who have obtained master's degrees in 

mathematics education and mathematics lecturers from Veteran Bangun Nusantara University. This is 

then tested in class X  Computer and Networking Engineering (TKJ) C of  SMK Negeri 2 Surakarta and 

analyzed. Instrument analysis consist of discrimination power (DP), difficulty level (D), and reliability 

test with Kuder-Richardson – 20 (KR-20). An item is said to be good if it has a discrimination power of 

more than or equal to 0.30 (DP ≥ 0.30), difficulty level 0.30 ≤ D ≤ 0.70 and reliability index greater than 

or equal to 0.70 (r11 ≥ 0.70). The results of the instrument analysis are 20 items were obtained to qualify 

for discrimination power and difficulty. The reliability value of the 20 items, r11 = 0.7158. Reliability 

value used describe the usefulness of an item in measurement. It means that the result of measurement 

having a reliability index 0.70 or more then instrument can be used to measurement. The data analysis 

used in this research is t-test by taking significance level α = 5% which is to compare two models of 

learning. Alpha (α) level is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis given that it is true. As a 

matter of good scientific practice, a significance level is chosen before data collection and is usually set 

to 0.05 (5%). Other significance levels (e.g., 0.01) may be used, depending on the field of study [20]. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Preliminary data analysis 

This section, we present the initial data analysis. Preliminary data is taken from final exam score of the 

national exam at junior high school. Table 1 shows the result of normality test with Liliefors method on 

experimental and control classes. Test were tested with Excell. 
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Table 1. Normality test in the experimental and control class preliminary data 

 Class L-value N L0,05;32 

 Experimental 0.0869 32 0.1566 

 
Control 0.0921 32 0.1566 

 

Based on Table 1, in the experimental class obtained L-value = 0.0869 and in the control class L-value 

= 0.0921. L-value is obtained from the national exam at junior high school each class is sorted from the 

smallest value to the largest value, then tested with Liliefors method. In experimental classes obtained 

the maximum value of L-value = 0.0869 and control classes obtained the maximum value of L-value = 

0.0921. L0,05; 32 = 0.1566; C = {L | L > 0.1566}, because the L-value in each class is not included in C 

then data of two classes are said to be normally distributed. 

The t-test can be used in data for two independent samples, a random sample of normal distribution, 

and only 1 dependent variable. Table 2. Describe the t- test result with Excell to find uot whether there 

are differences in the experimental class and control class. 

Table 2. t- test on initial ability of experimental and control class 

 Class N Mean SD t-value t0,025;62 

 Experimental 32 75.7031 15.6606 0.2201 1.998 

 Control 32 74.9531 11.2403   

 

The result of t- test, obtained t-value = 0.2201, it is smaller than t0,025;62= 1,998. It can be said there 

is no differences in both classes. Both classes have the same initial capability. Furthermore, for 

experimental classes using mnemonic tecnique of the form of creativity from 21st century skills and for 

control classes with conventional learning. 

 

3.2 Analysis of  final data 

Table 3 present normality test of experimental and control classes final test. Data obtained from the final 

test scores of exponents and logarithms material in the experimental classes and control classes. 

Table 3. Normality test in the experimental and control classes final test 

 Class L-value N L0,05;32 

 Experimental 0.1052 32 0.1566 

 Control 0.1209 32 0.1566 

 

Result in Table 3 shows L-value in experimental classes and control classes less than L0.05;32 , then it 

is said the final test data is normally distributed 

Table 4 shows the result of t- test on the final test of experimental and control classes with Excell. 

Data obtained from the final test scores of exponents and logarithms material in the experimental classes 

and control classes. 
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Table 4. t- test after experimental 

 Class N Mean SD t-value t0,025;62 

 Experimental 32 70.7813 16.5641 2.0628 1.998 

 
Control 32 61.8750 17.9493   

 

It was obtained from the data analysis that t-value = 2.0628 and t0,025;62= 1.998. t-value is higher than 

t0,025;62 so it is said there was a difference in the final test of experimental and control classes. Based on 

the result of the analysis, it can be concluded that there are differences in the effect of applying 

mnemonic tecnique of the form of creativity from 21st century skills and conventional learning to 

learning outcomes. Learning using mnemonic tecnique of the form of creativity from 21st century skills 

provides better learning outcomes than conventional learning. This condition can occur because there 

are differences in characteristics in conventional learning and mnemonic techniques of the form of 

creativity from 21st century skills. 

 

Table 5. Table of conventional learning characteristics and mnemonic tecniques of the form of 

creativity from 21st century skills. 

Conventional learning 
Mnemonic tecnique of the form of creativity from 

21st century skills. 

Learning Center 

Teacher centered and teachers is a source 

 of  learning. 

Student  centered,  students  can  find  learning 

resources    not    only    from    the    teacher. 

 Teacher as a facilitator and motivator. 

Classroom environment 

Students work individually 

Students learn in groups and with the guidance 

of teachers express their ideas to apply 

mnemonic techniques. 

 

 

Table 5 shows that the character difference in both learning influences students’ reponse during 

classroom learning. In conventional learning, students wait for teacher and passive explanation, students 

do not want to ask when they do not understand, that it can cause boredom. Students do not motivate 

each other, students easily give up when experiencing difficulties because there is no discussion friend. 

Students' creativity is not built and students do not built communication skills. On the contrary, in 

learning with mnemonic tecniques of the form of creativity from 21st century skills students can develop 

their creativity and ideas so they are not passive. Students are accustomed to collaborate, respect each 

other, accept the advantages and disadvantages of others. 

 

  

 

 
Figure 1. Students use mnemonic 

techniques 
 Figure 2. Students do not use mnemonic 

techniques. 
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From the results of the students' work from Figure 1 and Figure 2, shows that students using 

mnemonic techniques are able to do the questions well and correctly compared to students who work 

without using mnemonic techniques. Students who use mnemonic techniques are able to do well. 

Properties that exist in logarithms, are used correctly like log (22. 32) = log 22 + log 32 (kalimbah). 

Furthermore, log 22 + log 32 = 2. log 2 + 2. log 3 (pangkali), finally the answer is correct. Unlike the 

results of the work of students who do not apply the mnemonic technique, there is an error, log (22.32) 

= log 22 . log 32, it should use log 22 + log 32 (kalimbah). When students work on problems about 

logarithms, the teacher can simply remind students about the properties of logarithms through mnemonic 

techniques including satnol, samsat, kalimbah, bagikur, and pangkali. Thus, students are able to do well 

and are able to store it on long-term memory. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Learning with mnemonic tecniques of the form of creativity from 21st century skills can provide better 

learning outcomes than conventional learning. This learning causes students feel not bored because can 

put forward new ideas using mnemonic techniques. Students also become more courageous to express 

opinions because there is mutual respect. Based on the research findings, the author suggested that 

Learning with mnemonic tecniques of the form of creativity from 21st century skills can applied in the 

learning of exponents and logarithms. Suggestion for further research is the researcher using technology 

to integrate 21st century skills in mnemonic tecniques. 
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FAST HUGS BID: Modified Mnemonic for Surgical Patient
Sir,
JL Vincent described and published the FAST HUG 
mnemonic to identify and check the key aspects in the 
general care of critically ill patients admitted in the Intensive 
Care Unit (ICU).[1] WR Vincent and Hatton updated the 
mnemonic by adding few more components to FAST HUG 
mnemonic thus reframing it to FAST HUGS BID.[2] Both 
mnemonics improved the care of the critically ill patient in 
the ICU. There has been several modifications and additions 
to the mnemonic. FAST HUG MAIDENS is a mnemonic 
used to identify drug‑related problems in the ICU.[3] 
Papadimos et al. used FAST HUG mnemonic to reduce the 
incidence of ventilator‑associated pneumonia in a surgical 
ICU.[4] Monares Zepeda and Galindo Martín changed the 
constituents of FAST HUG mnemonic to implement a 
nutritional support protocol for critically ill patients in ICU.
[5] However, the mnemonic was never tailored exclusively 
for managing surgical patients.

There are certain differences between a medical and surgical ICU 
patient. There are certain issues exclusively seen in a surgical 
patient such as basal atelectasis leading to acute lung injury, 
multifactorial paralytic ileus (due to surgical handling, opioids, 
electrolyte imbalance), surgical site infections, bleeding, 
anastomosis leak, presence of epidural catheters, intercostals, 
and vacuum drains. A surgical ICU consists of a variety of 
patients who undergo surgeries of different parts of human body 
and can have several comorbidities. An examination based on 
a mnemonic can help in addressing all perioperative aspects 
systematically and decisions regarding further intervention can 
be planned after discussing with surgical team.

We have made few modifications in the components of FAST 
HUGS BID mnemonic which can be helpful in identifying 

Table 1: Differences in FAST HUGS BID mnemonic 
between a medical Intensive Care Unit and a surgical 
Intensive Care Unit patient

For medical patient For surgical patient
F Feeding Feeding (NBM, enteral, TPN)
A Analgesia Analgesia (VAS score)
S Sedation Sensorium (GCS, Ramsay sedation score)
T Thromboprophylaxis Thromboprophylaxis, temperature, tubes
H Head‑up Head‑up/hemodynamics
U Ulcer prophylaxis Ulcer prophylaxis, urine output
G Glycemic control Glycemic control
S Spontaneous breathing 

trial
Supplement O2 (mask, NIV, high flow O2)

B Bowel movement Bowel (ileus/gastroparesis/distension/
bowel movement)

I Indwelling catheter Indwelling catheter (CVC, A‑line, 
epidural, Foleys), imbalance (electrolyte, 
cumulative fluid)

D Drug de‑escalation Drugs (de‑escalation, number of days), 
delirium

TPN: Total parenteral nutrition; VAS: Visual analog scale; GCS: Glasgow 
Coma Scale; NIV: Noninvasive ventilation; CVC: Central venous 
catheter; NBM: Nil by mouth

and addressing the problems in postoperative surgical patients 
in ICU effectively [Table 1]. A comparison of FAST HUGS 
BID suggested by Vincent and Hatton and our modification 
is shown in Table 1.

This modified mnemonic can help in identifying and 
addressing postoperative issues such as anastomotic leak, 
bleeding, atelectasis, inadequately managed postoperative 
pain, delirium, acute kidney injury, identifying source of 
infection, and planned de‑escalation of antibiotics. A plan 
for optimization and required interventions (surgical or 
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medical) can be easily made based on the mnemonic which 
can be compared during the subsequent visit. Anything 
which is mentioned in the mnemonic if is not implemented 
or applicable, the reason should be mentioned in patient’s 
daily progress notes. For example, a patient who has 
undergone a major gastrointestinal surgery will not be 
allowed orally immediately. Similarly, if there is an ongoing 
bleed postoperatively, pharmacological thromboprophylaxis 
would be avoided.

Our modified mnemonic is especially useful for centers where 
the anesthesia team takes care of surgical ICU along with the 
operating rooms. By using this mnemonic, the anesthesiologist 
will not miss anything which is relevant for the care of a 
surgical patient. The mnemonic should be used along with the 
regular general and systemic examination.
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Letter to the Editor

 A mnemonic is any learning technique that aids 
information retention [1,2]. This technique of learning 
has been used in all the sciences including medicine. In 
dermatology, in particular, many mnemonics were made 
and used by many residents during their training periods 
and afterward [1]. As an evidence of its effectiveness 
dermatology textbooks, like Requisites in Dermatology: 
Dermatopathology incorporated these mnemonics.
However many mnemonics are, not popular, not very 
inclusive, not important, complicated, long, not easy to 
remember or not user friendly; and hence such mnemonics 
are not used frequently.

In Table I, I listed few mnemonics in dermatopathology, 
which I thought may be useful.
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The mnemonics Remarks
HAAPPIED               
(for conditions with eosinophilic 
spongiosis)

Herpes getationis
Arthropod bite
Allergic contact dermatitis
Pemphigus
Pemphigoid
Incontinentia pigmenti
Erythema toxicum (spongiosis adjacent to follicle)
Drug

LEMONS
(for the differential diagnoses of 
small round blue cell tumors) [3]

Lymphoma
Ewing sarcoma
Melanoma, 
Olfactory / Other (esthesioneuroblastomas, rhabdomyosarcoma or 
Markel cell carcinoma) 
Neuroblastoma 
Small cell carcinoma

„MR. LEMONS'', might refer to a similar thing;
Melanoma 
Rhabdomyosarcoma
Lymphoma 
Ewing's sarcoma 
Meduloblastoma 
Olfactory 
Neuroblastoma
Small cell (oat cell) 

Table I. Selected mnemonics in dermatopathology
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The mnemonics Remarks
Life Can Get Complicated                
(for the types of necrosis)

Liquifactive
Coagulation
Gangrene
Caseous 
'Life' used since necrosis is 'death'

3 M               
(cytological changes of herpes 
infection)

Multinucleation
Molding, nuclear 
Margination of nuclear chromatin

PLAID 
(for conditions with 
subepidermal split, and 
neutrophils stuffed in dermal 
papillae)

Pemphigoid (bullous)
Lupus (bullous SLE)
Acquista (Epidermolysis Bullosa Acquista)
IgA, linear
Dermatitis herpetiformis

PTICS                      
(for  conditions with neutrophils 
in the stratum corneum)

Psoriasis
Tinea
Impetigo
Candida
Syphilis

Table I. Selected mnemonics in dermatopathology (continued)
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Effects of key-image mnemonics on Chinese instruction for 
first-grade students’ achievement and interest toward 
Chinese learning 
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A B S T R A C T   

This study examined the integration of the Key-Image method (KIM), a novel mnemonic, into a 
Chinese curriculum and the effect on improving learning. It is the first Chinese intervention study 
for this topic. We designed a development trial with 143 first-grade students. After a six-week 
course, the experimental group (n = 72) outperformed the comparison group (n = 71) on both 
a Chinese achievement test and a Chinese learning interest inventory. The cognitive and affective 
effectiveness of the KIM held for the tests conducted immediately after learning and the retention 
tests conducted one week and five months after learning. The results suggest that the KIM, an 
innovative design, is superior to the traditional instruction that first-language (L1) learners 
typically experience.   

1. Introduction 

Classroom instructional practice is one of the critical factors that impacts the successful implementation of relevant language 
curricula (Ma, Gong, Gao & Xiang, 2017). In language education, the power of the mnemonic technique has been widely acknowledged 
in learning and instruction (e.g., Levin, 1993; Lorayne, 1990). A mnemonic is a memory device that uses tools such as elaborative 
encoding or retrieval cues to aid the association of the original information with mediators that are more accessible in order to provide 
better retention of the information. 

A growing amount of studies has shown the effectiveness of integrating mnemonics with English language instruction (e.g., Liao, 
Chen, Chen, & Chang, 2018; Worthen & Hunt, 2011; Zhou, Jiang & Yao, 2015). However, for Chinese, a language with more than 1.2 
billion native speakers (Chan, 2016), most instruction adopts rote learning (e.g., mechanical drilling, memorization, and receptive 
learning). Some instruction methodologies focus on teaching the combinations of visual-spatial structures of characters and their 
compositional radicals (Hong, Wu, Chen, Chang, & Chang, 2016); some focus on guiding learners to repeatedly copy character forms 
(Hsiung, Chang, Chen, & Sung, 2017). Computer-assisted language learning has also been integrated with these instructions. For 
instance, Hsiao, Chang, Chen, Wu and Lin (2015) combined technology with handwriting to provide learners with immediate error 
analysis and remedial instruction; Hong, Hwang, Tai and Lin (2017) utilized gamification for radical-structure recognition. Although 
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these instructional efforts have support from behavioral evidence (Chen et al., 2013) and neuropsychological data (Wu et al., 2013), 
these methods still fall under rote learning, which does not utilize any mnemonic to help learner memory. Additionally, learners using 
rote learning methods, such as hand-writing, report that the learning process is boring, frustrating, painful, and thus they hope for a 
“pen-less” Chinese class (Xu & Jen, 2005). Therefore, integrating mnemonics with Chinese language instruction merits further 
investigation. 

The purpose of this study is to advance new methodological approaches by examining the effectiveness of integrating a novel 
mnemonic approach with Chinese character education. This mnemonic – namely the Key-Image method (KIM) – encourages 
knowledge construction and creation rather than knowledge acquiring and retrieving. It has been lately used in supporting character 
learning for Chinese-as-second/foreign-language (CSL/CFL) learners in laboratory settings (Chen et al., 2013, Chang, Chen, Perfetti, & 
Chen, 2019). Meanwhile, the KIM’s effectiveness for first-language (L1) learners and its application in classroom settings remain to be 
seen. Thus, in this study, we investigate the degree to which the Key-Image method can be integrated in Chinese instruction and its 
effectiveness in enhancing learning performance and learning interest, comparing with a commonly-used teaching method, the 
character-distributed instruction. 

In the following, we review the challenges of learning Chinese characters and introduce the theoretical rationale and practical 
implications of the mnemonic Key-Image method. Next, we present an in-vivo classroom study comparing the innovative KIM with the 
traditional method. A general discussion focusing on pedagogical implications follows afterwards, and a conclusion is offered at the 
end. 

1.1. The challenges of learning Chinese characters 

Learning to read Chinese characters has been said to be extremely daunting for beginning learners mainly due to three charac-
teristics of Chinese writing: (a) a lack of systematic form-sound correspondence, (b) the sheer number of characters, and (c) the visual 
complexity of orthographic units in the Chinese writing system (Perfetti, Liu & Tan, 2005). These challenges hold true for 
first-language (L1) learners (Su & Samuels, 2010) as well as second-language (L2) learners (Tamaoka & Kiyama, 2013). 

These challenges can be explained more clearly by the Lexical Constituent Model (Perfetti et al., 2005); see Fig. 1 for a visualization 
(adapted from Perfetti et al., 2005). There are complex interconnections among the three lexical constituents – form, sound, and 
meaning. A single syllable (sound system) is associated with many different meaning-bearing morphemes (meaning system) as well as 
different characters (form system) – typically, one syllable is shared by eleven characters with different meanings (Language & 
Teaching Institute of Beijing Linguistic College, 1986). Thus, using the sound to mediate the link between meaning and character form 
is difficult; one cannot reliably access the meaning or identify the character form based on a given sound. Meanwhile, characters link 
directly to meaning-bearing morphemes and thus, character form handles the connection between meaning and sound more reliably. 
Given this relatively reliable connection, strengthening the form-meaning interconnection may be helpful in supporting learners in 
integrating and relating information among the three lexical constituents. 

Fig. 1. The relationships among lexical constituents in Chinese.  
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1.2. The three-stage character-based instructional framework 

To strengthen the form-meaning link, the first step is to memorize the character forms so that one can distinguish one character 
from another (Perfetti, 1999). However, this task is not easy in Chinese because there are tens of strokes, hundreds of chunks/radicals 
and thousands of frequent characters to be memorized (Chen, Chang, Chiou, Sung, & Chang, 2011). 

In the field of Chinese pedagogy, a word-based instructional approach is traditionally used in classrooms, namely the character- 
distributed method (Lam, 2011). Teachers do not direct students’ attention to the deconstructed orthographic units of Chinese 
characters. Instead, students learn characters as a whole, without instruction on radical function and positions. Using this method, core 
activities such as phrase practice, sentence construction and text reading are repeatedly conducted. Once the vocabulary, lesson and 
grammar sections of the lesson are covered, the learning activities focus on word usage and reading comprehension. Not surprisingly, 
students who receive character-distributed instruction do not have a chance to build up robust representations among lexical con-
stituents of characters with this instructional approach. 

To address the aforementioned issue in associating complex character forms with meaning, Chen, Chen, and Chang (2012) reviewed prior 
research on Chinese instruction and proposed a Three-stage Character-based Instructional (TCI) Framework to facilitate Chinese character 
learning by leveraging cognitive learning theories. Chen, Chen, and Chang (2012) instructional framework is orthography-oriented: teachers 
use different strategies to guide character learning for learners, given the different orthographic characteristics of characters. These strategies 
can be broadly categorized into three stages: (1) logographic character learning with the Key-Image method, (2) radical-deriving character 
learning with a grouping method and (3) complex character learning with a pithy formula method. These strategies in the TCI framework 
have been validated by many empirical studies with Chinese-as-second-language learners (Chang, Wang, Hsieh, & Chen, 2013, Tsai, Chang, 

Fig. 2. Example key-images for guiding joint attention to character form and meaning.  
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Chen, & Chin, 2015) or Chinese as foreign-language learners (Chang, Chen, Perfetti, & Chen, 2019). 
In particular, at the beginning stage of the TCI framework, the Key-Image method (KIM) plays an important role in supporting 

beginning learners’ performance and interest. The KIM focuses on basic, logographic characters. These characters are single-structured 
and pictorial – their forms visually resemble their referent meanings. Due to the highly iconic nature of these characters, visual imagery 
is used to associate the character’s form and meaning. By using an image to exemplify form-meaning congruence of a character, the 
KIM provides meaningful context and reliable memory cues for learners to strengthen the links among the lexical constituents of the 
character. Fig. 2 demonstrates five examples; from left to right, each example shows several steps in transforming an image (meaning 
of a character) into a shape of the character (form). These key images allow joint attention to character form and meaning. Such design 
principle has been applied to 445 logographic characters and they are now available in CSL/CFL textbooks (Chen & Lin, 2015a, Chen & 
Lin, 2015b, Chen, Lin, & Chang, 2021). 

1.3. The theoretical background for key-image method 

The reason that the TCI framework, especially the Key-Image method (KIM), is rarely seen in L1 instruction may be due to its 
novelty. Although the underlying concepts of the Key-Image method are novel, this mnemonic technique has its theoretical un-
derpinnings in learning and memory. That is, the Key-Image method is developed based on cognitive theories, namely the Elaboration 
theory (Reigeluth, 1999), Dual-coding theory (Paivio, 1986) and the Key-Word method (Atkinson, 1975). The KIM incorporates the 
strengths of these theories and improves further on them, making this method uniquely suitable for Chinese character learning. Below 
is a comparative discussion of these theories, focusing on their implications for logographic character learning. 

The Key-Image method (KIM) is a particular form of elaboration. In the Elaboration theory (Reigelth, 1999; Reigeluth & Stein, 
1983), the key idea is to have learners develop a meaningful context to which subsequent knowledge can be linked in order to achieve 
enhanced meaning representation, constructions and generations. The KIM does so by improving learner’s memory of what is being 
learned through imagery-verbal elaboration. Moreover, the benefits of using imagery in the KIM is supported by the Dual Coding 
Theory (DCT; Paivio, 1986). The DCT postulates that human cognition consists of two subsystems, one verbal and one non-verbal. The 
verbal system processes and stores abstract information such as language, while the non-verbal (pictorial) system processes and stores 
concrete information such as imagery. These two systems, although functionally independent, can have additive effects on recall (for a 
review, see Paivio, 2006). Given such postulation, the KIM support character learning better than the traditional rote memorization 
approach because information is coded both visually and verbally, i.e., dual coded. Furthermore, the synergy that KIM forms between 
an imagery link and verbal link is in line with the rationale of the keyword method (KWM; Atkinson, 1975). The KWM is a 
well-established, effective approach in vocabulary learning (for reviews, see Oxford & Crookall, 1989; Pressley, Levin & Delaney, 
1982). The KWM facilitates foreign vocabulary learning by combining an acoustic link (i.e., a familiar word in one’s first language that 
sounds similar to a new word) and an imagery link (i.e., an internal, visual connection between the two words). The effectiveness of the 
KWM has been demonstrated in the learning of many different languages, including Spanish (Wyra, Lawson & Hungi, 2007), Italian 
(Dolean, 2014; Lawson & Hogben, 1998), Russian (Atkinson & Raugh, 1975), and German (Desrochers, Gelinas & Wieland, 1989). 
However, the supporting evidence largely stems from alphabetic languages in which letters represent sounds; the KWM may not be 
applicable for Chinese, a non-alphabetic language lacking systematic grapheme-phonology correspondence. To address this issue, the 
visual imagery used in the KIM is uniquely designed for linking character form and meaning in Chinese. A key-image is deliberately 
designed to be both visually similar to the form of a character (a verbal link) and highly associable to its meaning (an imagery link). 
Collectively, by integrating the benefits of the aforementioned three cognitive theories – the Elaboration theory, the DCT and the KWM 
– the KIM is expected to strengthen the form-meaning link and reduce learner memory load, making the learning process more effective 
and efficient. 

1.4. The empirical implications of key-image mnemonics in CSL pedagogy 

Further highlighting the empirical highlights of the KIM, we reviewed studies that compared the effectiveness of KIM with those of 
other commonly-used instructional methods in supporting the beginning stage of Chinese learning. In one case (Chang, Wang, Hsieh, & 
Chen, 2013), 25 CSL learners were instructed to construct images to represent a character on their own. The results and feedback 
indicated that the KIM yielded better character recognition than the free association method. In another case comparing the KIM with 
the etymology method (Chang, Chen, Perfetti, & Chen, 2019, ), 24 CFL learners were introduced to a character based on its origin and 
evolution over time. Similar to the aforementioned case, the KIM led to better character recognition than the etymology methodology. 
Even when comparing to “Chineasy,” a newly-developed method (Hsueh, 2014) that associates simple, related pictures to character 
forms for teaching 30 CFL learners, the KIM still surpassed “Chineasy” in character recognition as well as character reproduction 
(Hsiung, 2017). Collectively, these studies shed light on the effectiveness of the KIM in CSL/CFL pedagogical settings. However, 
whether this powerful method can be applied to teaching Chinese-as-first-language (L1) learners remains to be tested. Therefore, the 
present study recruits L1 learners to examine the robustness of the KIM. Importantly, we switched the testing environment from a lab to 
an actual classroom in order to increase the ecological validity of the instructional method. Using such in-vivo design (Koedinger, 
Aleven, Roll & Baker, 2009; Koedinger, Corbett & Perfetti, 2012), with real studies in actual classrooms, we examined the effectiveness 
of the KIM on L1 learners’ Chinese learning achievement by integrating both instructional intervention and assessment in authentic 
classrooms, while still maintaining precise control of experimental manipulations needed to extract valid conclusions. 
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1.5. Chinese learning interest and Chinese learning achievement 

Learning interest and learning achievement are strongly and positively associated (Wentzel & Wigfield, 1998). However, prior 
research on Chinese learning usually emphasizes the effect of instructional methods on learning achievements, while ignoring learning 
interest (Wang, Wang, Chang, Lu & Dill, 2020). Learning interest, a construct of learning attitude, has been shown to improve learners’ 
internal motivation (McWhaw & Abrami, 2001). Based on learning interest, such learning motivation can positively predict learning 
process and outcomes (Krapp, 2002). Moreover, with higher levels of learning interest in a particular subject, students would develop 
more strategies to help themselves learn. For instance, after investigating 1401 fourth-grade students in Taiwan, Chao and Yu (2012) 
reported that learning interest is highly associated with self-regulated learning strategies, which in turn is respectively and positively 
associated with academic achievement in different subjects such as Chinese, English, Mathematics, as well as Science and Technology. 
Similarly, with 60 elementary-school-level, disadvantaged students, learning interest in Mathematics, measured by cognitive, affec-
tive, and behavioral indices, is also positively interrelated with mathematical learning outcomes (Huang & Yang, 2011). Based on 
these findings, we hypothesize that for beginning learners of Chinese, the higher their learning interest in Chinese, the more proactive 
and positive they will be in their studies, and thus, the better they can perform on Chinese achievement tests. 

1.6. The present study 

Given the importance of supporting children in the learning of reading and writing characters, we designed a development trial 
with a non-randomized sample for instructional intervention to investigate the effectiveness of the Key-Image method in comparison 
with traditional instructional method in nurturing first-grade (G1) students’ Chinese learning achievements and learning interest. We 
addressed two specific questions:  

1 Does the Key-Image method yield better Chinese learning performance than the traditional character-distributed teaching method 
for G1 students? (as measured by general Chinese achievement test scores)  

2 Does the Key-Image method lead to increased Chinese learning interest compared to the traditional character-distributed teaching 
method for G1 students? (as measured by a self-reported scale of Chinese learning interest for elementary-school students) 

We hypothesized that the Key-Image method would lead to better Chinese character learning achievement and more increased 
learning interest than the traditional character-distributed method. To test these hypotheses, we conducted an in-vivo study with two 
groups of G1 students receiving instruction with two different methods (Key-image vs. character-distributed), respectively, during a 
six-week time period of Chinese learning in the classroom. To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first attempt to 
examine the effect of the Key-Image method on supporting L1 learners Chinese learning in an in-vivo setting. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

The present study sampled six classes, 143 students in total. Their average age was 7.58 (SD = 0.42). The participants were first- 
grade students from a local Taiwanese elementary school in Ban-Chiao District, New Taipei City. Six classes were randomly divided 
into two groups. The experimental group is the Key-Image method (KIM) group, in which key-images were integrated into regular 
Chinese language classes. There were 72 participants (39 boys) in the experimental group. The comparison group is the character- 
distributed method group, in which the common character-distributed method was used for Chinese character learning. There were 
71 participants (34 boys) in the comparison group. Parent consent was obtained prior to this instructional intervention. 

2.2. Materials and measurement 

Key-Image Chinese characters 
The present study selected learning materials from the first-grade students’ Chinese textbook. The book had two criteria for vo-

cabulary (sheng zì,生字): vocabulary that the students must master (bìxué zì, 必學字); and vocabulary that was slightly more difficult 
than the students’ proficiency level (bǔchōng zì, 補充字). Our target characters for this study were sampled from the bǔchōng zì. Below is 
the procedure of material selection. 

First, we developed a Chinese character test based on the students’ regular test papers. The test was composed of four types of tasks: 
1. “filling in the blanks with Zhuyin Fuhao1 by the given characters,” 2. “correcting orthographic mistakes of the given characters,” 3. 
“multiple-choice items,” and 4. “building words/phrases.” Next, we analyzed the bǔchōng zì and thus obtained 23 characters. To 
explore the range of difficulty indices of these characters, we recruited 57 first-grade students from a different elementary school who 
used the same textbook as our participants. By performing item analysis, results showed that the difficulty indices of the 23 characters 
ranged from 0.00 to 0.59. We deleted three items (i.e., “耳,” “馬,” and “己”) with difficulty values higher than 0.05 to avoid a possible 

1 Zhuyin Fuhao, also named Bopomofo, are Mandarin phonetic symbols that are most commonly used in children’s books, textbooks, and dic-
tionaries in Taiwan. 
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ceiling effect. This secured good items because that 0.50 is the optimum difficulty for maximizing discriminating higher and lower 
achievers (Boopathiraj & Chellamani, 2013). 

Further, to enhance content validity of the learning materials, we sought advice from Chinese characters teaching experts to finalize 
the list of target characters. Based on these experts’ suggestions, we added five characters “谷,” “令,” “傘,” “衣,” and “黑” into the 
material list, which resulted in 25 target characters in total. The characters “谷” and “令” are vocabulary listed in another lesson that 
the students would learn later. They are also good candidates for testing the students’ ability to discriminate orthographically-similar 
characters given their visual similarity to learned characters (“谷” is visually similar to “客” and “令” is visually similar to “今”). The 
characters “傘,” “衣” and “黑” were suggested because they are commonly used in daily life. The final version of the learning materials 
consisted of 25 characters, ordered by the number of strokes from the smallest to the largest: 乙“second”, 川“river”, 千“thousand”, 丸 
“pill”, 中“center”, 瓜“melon”, 必“must”, 立“to stand”, 甲“first”, 生“life”, 令“to order”, 衣“clothes”, 羊“goat”, 百“hundred”, 吃“to eat”, 
竹“bamboo”, 谷“valley”, 男“male”, 果“fruit”, 星“star”, 兔“rabbit”, 問“to ask”, 森“forest”, 黑“black”, and 傘“umbrella”. 

Chinese achievement test 
The Chinese achievement test was developed based on the “Han-Lin” Chinese textbook for first-grade students (September, 2017). 

The test was designed to measure the participants’ Chinese learning performance, including general Chinese language knowledge and 
specific skills related to Chinese character writing and recognition. There are four sub-types of tests:“fill in the blank with Zhuyin 
Fuhao,” “mistake correction,” “multiple-choice,” and “building phrases.” Fig. 3 shows testing item examples. This test was developed to 
not only assess the students’ knowledge of the target characters before and after the learning session, but also to understand the 
difference performance between the experimental group and the comparison group. 

Chinese learning interest inventory 
For the Chinese learning interest inventory, we consulted “Lower-grade Students Mathematics Learning Interest and Confidence 

Scale” which was developed by Huang and Yang (2011) and had high internal consistency Cronbach’s α: 0.843. We modified the 
original scale by replacing the word “math” with “Chinese ” for all 10 items. For example, we changed the phrase “I like math classes” 
to “I like Chinese classes.” 

The resulting Chinese learning interest inventory had three constructs: cognition, affective and behavior. A 5-point Likert scale was 
applied to the rating in the inventory. The number 5 indicated “totally agreed” and number 1 indicated “totally disagreed.” With the 
current sample size (n = 143), the Cronbach’s α for internal consistency was 0.866. 

2.3. Course design 

The course was delivered once a week, 40 min per session, for a total of six weeks. The entire course contained 3 sections for the 25 
target Chinese characters learning materials. The experimental group and the comparison group had the same schedule; the only 
exception was that the experimental group used the Key-Image method to learn Chinese characters. To test the effect of instructional 
intervention, four testing times were implemented: before learning (pre-test), immediately after learning (post-test), one week after 
learning (delayed post-test) and five months after learning (long-term post-test). For all test times, the participants received identical 
Chinese character tests and Chinese learning interest inventories. Table 1 lists the schedules for the two groups. 

Fig. 3. Example of Chinese achievement test from the present study.  
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Table 1 
Experimental group and the comparison group schedules.  

Testing time Weeks Experimental group 
(Key-Image method) 

Comparison group 
(Traditional method) 

Pretest First A Chinese achievement test and a Chinese learning interest inventory were conducted for both groups. 
Course  

implementation 
First to Sixth  1 Lesson preview: a teacher utilized the Key-Image method to introduce new 

words and to visually guide the students to browse the text. Note that the key 
images accompanied the words. 

2 Teaching new Chinese characters: the teacher instructed the radicals and 
strokes by putting key-images side-by-side with radicals/strokes to strengthen 
student memory of the forms and meanings.  

3 Writing practice: the teacher taught the students on how to understand the 
structure of each character, then instructed the students to write every 
character for several repetitions.  

1 Lesson preview: a teacher utilized the traditional method, without key- 
images, to introduce new words and to visually guide the students to browse 
the text.  

2 Teaching new Chinese characters: the teacher taught the radicals and strokes 
of the new characters directly to the students.  

3 Writing practice: the teacher taught the students on how to understand the 
structure of each character, then instructed the students to write every 
character for several repetitions 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 1 (continued ) 

4 Activity 1 (Building words/phrases): reinforce learning with key-images (the 
teacher used a key-image to indicate the meaning of the character, then the 
students used the character to make words.)  

5 Activity 2 (Learning sheet): the students completed character writing practice 
on a learning sheet with key-images (the key-images appeared side by side 
with the characters).  

6 Review activity: the students matched character forms and meanings (Note 
that this activity was the same as the comparison group. The only difference is 
that the experimental group learned the meanings with key-images during the 
learning phase). 

4 Activity 1 (Building words/phrases): reinforce learning without key-images 
(the teacher pointed to a character on the blackboard, then the students used 
the character to make words).  

5 Activity 2 (Workbook): the students completed character writing practice in 
their workbooks (no key-images appeared on the workbooks).  

6 Review activity: the students matched character forms and meanings. 

Post-test Sixth The Chinese achievement test and the Chinese learning interest inventory were conducted. 
Delayed Post-test Seventh The Chinese achievement test and the Chinese learning interest inventory were conducted. 
Long-term  

Post-test 
Five months  
after learning 

The Chinese achievement test and the Chinese learning interest inventory were conducted.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Results of the Chinese achievement test 

To answer the first research question – does the Key-Image method yield better learning performance than the character-distributed 
method, we followed Tan, Gong and Tsang (2021) estimation approach, conducting two types of statistical analysis to afford more 
comprehensive information. First, we performed t-tests on the scores between pre-test and those in three testing points (post-, delayed 
post-, and long-term post-tests) for the experimental and comparison groups, respectively. For the gain scores, we conducted mean 
difference comparisons to examine the instructional effect in the Chinese achievement test. 

Table 2 presented the changes of the experimental and the comparison groups in different testing points. Notably, the experimental 
group consistently outperformed the comparison group on the gain scores in all difference comparisons (i.e., post- minus pre-, delayed 
post- minus pre-, and long-term post- minus pre-), and the differences reached statistical significance, all ps < 0.001. For the difference 
in post- minus pre-test, the experimental group was 0.109 points higher than that of the comparison groups (t(141) = 3.94, p < .001, 
Cohen’s d = 0.66); for the differences in delayed post- minus pre-test, the experimental group was 0.177 points higher than that of the 
comparison groups (t(141) = 6.30, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.05); as for the differences in long-term post- minus pre-test, the experi-
mental group was 0.160 points higher than that of the comparison groups (t(141) = 5.00, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.83). Meanwhile, for 
both groups, their scores in the delayed post- and long-term posttests were significantly higher than that in the pre-test. Taken together, 
while both groups gained the character knowledge, the experimental group consistently outperformed the comparison group in terms 
of gain scores, suggesting the robustness of the instructional effect, and such effect lasted even for five months. 

Next, given the non-randomized design of this development trial, the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) can help to adjust the 
posttest means for pre-test differences among intact groups (Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr, 2003). Thus, we used ANCOVA to mitigate the 
effect of participants’ prior knowledge of Chinese characters (Fisher, 1947). For co-variates, we chose the participants’ pre-test scores 
in the 25 target characters and their Chinese finals scores from the previous semester; they were entered the ANCOVA equation 
simultaneously. The test of regression homogeneity indicates that the slopes are not significantly different between the two groups (F 
(1135) = 1.62, p = .206), which also qualifies the hypothesis of regression homogeneity; thus, the present study continued the analysis 
of covariance. The results showed a significant difference in post-test results between the two groups, F(1139) = 16.98, p < .001, η2 =

0.11, Cohen’s d = 0.38 (adjust MKIM = 0.66, adjust Mcomparison = 0.58). 
To examine the retention of the Key-Image method on Chinese character learning, we compared the differences between the 

delayed post-test and the long-term post-test results of the two groups; the participants’ pre-test results and the Chinese final scores 
from the previous semester were still used as co-variates. The test of regression homogeneity revealed that the slopes were not 
significantly different between the two groups (delay post-test: F(1135) = 1.01, p = .317; long-term post-test: F(1135) = 0.84, p =
.362); therefore, we conducted the analysis of covariance. The results showed significant differences between the two groups in both 
the delayed post-test results, F(1139) = 49.98, p < .001, η2 = 0.26, Cohen’s d = 0.84 (adjust MKIM = 0.69, adjust Mcomparison = 0.54) and 
the long-term post-test results, F(1139) = 25.34, p < .001, η2 = 0.15, Cohen’s d = 0.78 (adjust MKIM = 0.69, adjust Mcomparison = 0.57). 
In sum, for immediate and long-term retention, the ANCOVA analyses demonstrated that the adjusted means of the experimental were 
significantly higher than those of the comparison group. 

3.2. Results of the Chinese learning interest 

To address the second research question – whether different methods lead to different level of learning interest, data collected from 
the Chinese learning interest inventory were analyzed. We applied the same estimation approach used in the Chinese achievement test, 
t-test and ANCOVA. First, for the t-test, Table 3 revealed the changes in the Chinese learning interest inventory scores for the 
experimental and the comparison groups in different testing time points. Results showed that ratings of the experimental group in three 
testing time points (the post-, the delayed post-, and the long-term post-test) were higher than ratings in the pre-test. Interestingly, for 
the comparison group, ratings in the three testing time points were significantly lower than those in the pre-test. 

With regards to the gain sores (using ratings in the post-, the delayed post- and the long-term posttest to minus ratings in the pre- 
rest, respectively), the experimental group showed significant larger gains than the comparison group in all difference comparisons. 
For the difference in post- minus pre-test, the experimental group had 0.713 points higher than that of the comparison group (t(141) =

Table 2 
T-tests on the gain scores for the Chinese achievement test.   

Experimental group Comparison group Difference Impact 
Pre-test .296 .341 − 0.046  
Post-test .651 .588 0.063  
Delayed post-test .684 .553 0.131***  
Long-term post-test .685 .571 0.114***  
Difference in post- minus pre-test .355 .247 0.109*** 0.109*** 
Difference in delayed post- minus pre-test .388 .212 0.177*** 0.177*** 
Difference in long-term post- minus pre-test .389 .230 0.160*** 0.160*** 

Note: Experimental group (n = 72), Comparison group (n = 71) 
***p < .001 
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5.38, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.90); for the differences in the delayed post- minus pre-test, the experimental group had 1.109 points 
higher than that of the comparison group (t(141) = 6.50, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.09); as for the differences in the long-term post- 
minus pre-test, the experimental group had 0.761 points higher than that of the comparison group (t(141) = 4.31, p < .001, Cohen’s d 
= 0.72). 

As for the ANCOVA analysis on the participants’ Chinese learning interest, rating in the pre-test was treated as a co-variate. The test 
of regression homogeneity showed that the slopes are not significantly different between two groups, F(1139) = 0.06, p = .800, which 
qualified the hypothesis of regression homogeneity; thus, we continued the analysis. The results showed that, immediately after the 
course was completed, the learning interest was significantly different between two groups, F(1140) = 45.59, p < .001, η2 = 0.24, 
Cohen’s d = 1.02 (adjust MKIM = 3.86, adjust Mcomparison = 3.25). To examine the long-term effect of the Key-Image method on Chinese 
learning interest, we compared results of the delayed post-test and the long-term post-test between the two groups while taking the pre- 
test rating as a co-variate. The test of regression homogeneity showed that the slopes were not significantly different between the two 
groups (delay post-test, F(1139) = 1.04, p = .311; long-term post-test, F(1139) = 0.86, p = .355), which validated the hypothesis of 
regression homogeneity; thus, we continued the ANCOVA analysis for delayed post-test and the long-term post-test. Again, the results 
showed significant differences in Chinese learning interest between the two groups after one week of completing the course, F(1140) =
79.25, p < .001, η2 = 0.36, Cohen’s d = 1.41 (adjust MKIM = 4.07, adjust Mcomparison = 3.11) and after five months, F(1140) = 32.81, p <
.001, η2 = 0.19, Cohen’s d = 0.98 (adjust MKIM = 3.77, adjust Mcomparison = 3.16). 

Taken together, results from both the t-tests and the ANCOVAs analyses suggested that the Key-Image method yielded significnat 
greater Chinese learning interest than the character-distributed method. Moreover, such advantages had not only immediate but also 
long-term impacts. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The key-image method, a novel mnemonic approach, supports Chinese learning in cognitive, behavioral and affective aspects 

This study conducted a development trial with a non-randomized sample of 143 first-grade (G1) students to investigate how the 
Key-Image method (KIM) support Chinese language learning achievement and learning interest. Using the KIM, an innovative mne-
monic approach which was based on the Dual-coding theory, the Elaboration theory and the Key-word method, we predicted that the 
KIM would lead to better general Chinese achievement and more increased learning interest than the traditional character-distributed 
method. Utilizing an in-vivo design (Koedinger et al., 2012), we had students participate in a laboratory-style, multi-conditional 
experiment in an authentic and well-controlled classroom setting over a six-week period. The results confirmed our hypotheses, 
showing that the KIM not only enhances G1 students’ learning achievement, but also enhanced their learning interest in cognitive, 
affective and behavioral aspects. Furthermore, these advantages had long-term effects which lasted for more than five months. 

4.2. Significance of the key-image method in comparison with other studies 

Results showed that the Key-Image method (KIM) group had significantly better performance than the character-distributed group 
in Chinese learning achievement and learning interest. These findings support the hypothesis that the KIM can enhance both cognitive 
and affective aspects of beginners. Beyond such effectiveness, the present study has considerable merit in comparison with prior 
research. First, with first-language (L1) learners, our findings extend beyond the population of CSL/CFL learners in the studies 
comparing the KIM with other instructional methods (e.g., Hsiung, 2017; Chang, Wang, Hsieh, & Chen, 2013; Chang, Chen, Perfetti, & 
Chen, 2019, ). All studies demonstrated that the KIM provides more effective and efficient support than other methods in helping 
beginning Chinese language learners to recognize characters. Secondly, previous studies with CSL/CFL learners were carried out in 
laboratory settings; none were conducted in an in-vivo setting. Our participants were L1 learners and we successfully implemented an 
in-vivo design in real-life classrooms in order to enhance the ecological validity of the results. Thirdly, prior research applying the KIM 
to Chinese character learning had fewer retention tests (average: 2 times; immediate post-test and delayed post-test), while our study 
added the long-term post-test which occurred five months after learning, and we measured both achievement and learning interest 
each time. The significant advantages of the KIM over time supported the power of this innovative mnemonic. In short, whether L1 
learners or CFL/CSL learners, the KIM seems to demonstrate robust, positive effects in the learning process, including cognitive and 
affective aspects. 

Table 3 
T-tests on the gain scores for the Chinese learning interest inventory.   

Experimental group Comparison group Difference Impact 
Pre-test 3.478 3.617 − 0.139  
Post-test 3.840 3.266 0.574***  
Delayed post-test 4.071 3.101 0.969***  
Long-term post-test 3.775 3.154 0.621***  
Difference in post- minus pre-test 0.363 − 0.351 0.713*** 0.713*** 
Difference in delayed post- minus pre-test 0.593 − 0.516 1.109*** 1.109*** 
Difference in long-term post- minus pre-test 0.297 − 0.463 0.761*** 0.761*** 

Note: Experimental group (n = 72), Comparison group (n = 71). 
***p < .001. 
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4.3. Advantages of applying the key-image method in Chinese pedagogical settings 

The current work, which applied the Key-Image method (KIM) in real classroom settings, represents a case of integrating thinking 
skills into live language instruction. Learning a language does not only mean developing and improving the learners’ linguistic 
competence, but also entails their increasing learning motivation (Casanave, 2010; Shahini & Riazi, 2011). The KIM’s design foun-
dation in cognitive theories which improve memory and thinking gives it certain advantages in a few aspects. From a theoretical 
standpoint, the KIM utilizes dual codes to enhance and strengthen memory by showing an image that is both visually similar to the 
Chinese character form and highly associable to its meaning. From a practical standpoint, the KIM stimulates the character learning 
process by providing images that are thought-provoking and relevant to daily life. When children encounter pictures, they find the 
visual stimuli interesting and appealing, which may lead them to spontaneously engaging with and commenting on the stimuli (Wu, 
2006). Thus, their thoughts or feelings on the stimuli, key-images in our case, become helpful memory cues in strengthening links 
among the lexical constituents. 

When students experience the integration of the KIM into the Chinese character learning process, they discover that learning 
Chinese characters is not simply a process of memorizing the characters’ form, sound and meaning but rather a process of active 
participation, engagement and knowledge co-construction. This form of learning is highly instrumental in developing higher-order 
thinking skills such as learning how to learn (Resnick, 1987; Wegerif, Li & Kaufman, 2015). The integration of the KIM into the 
character learning process in Chinese pedagogy may be seen as a form of student-centered teaching. We can draw further supporting 
evidence from students who experienced increased learning motivation while learning Chinese characters with the KIM. This inte-
gration provides students with many opportunities to actively participate in associating the visual and semantic features of target 
characters with given images. Moreover, by introducing the rationale of creating a key-image, teachers may initiate alternative 
student-centered learning activity such as guiding their students how to teach themselves the Chinese characters. For instance, the 
teachers may encourage students to generate an image by themselves that associates the character’s form and meaning, which affords 
students possibilities to develop autonomous learning capabilities – let language learning takes place in a greater independent setting 
(Hurd & Lewis, 2008). Furthermore, by encouraging students to construct their own key-image and character links, they develop more 
higher-level thinking skills such as complex information processing and learning how to learn (Wegerif et al., 2015). Assuming the KIM 
can improve higher-level thinking skill development, we may expect that the theory-based mnemonic, namely the KIM, can enhance 
learners’ creativity, especially when examining students’ creative thinking skills before and after the KIM instruction. This assumption 
merits further investigation. 

4.4. Pedagogical implications the key-image method 

Before investigating whether the Key-Image method improves learners’ thinking skills or creativity, it is essential to establish an 
instructional framework that integrates the KIM into classroom instruction for the long term (i.e., multiple semesters). As mentioned in 
the Introduction (1.2), the key-images of 445 logographic characters are now available for educational use (Chen & Lin, 2015a, Chen & 
Lin, 2015b, Chen, Lin, & Chang, 2021). Therefore, teachers may incorporate the above key-image materials into their instruction and 
seamlessly implement in conjunction with particular Chinese language learning textbooks (e.g., there are three publishing companies 
in Taiwan: Han-Lin, Kang-Hsuan, and Nan-I). In this manner, teachers can create a more tailor-made experience for students while 
integrating the KIM into the character learning process. For teachers interested in implementing the KIM methodology into their 
instruction, we offer a step-by-step framework used in this study. 

Step 1: Select key-images from Learning Chinese Characters with Drawing I, II & III (Chen & Lin, 2015a, Chen & Lin, 2015b, Chen, Lin, 
& Chang, 2021) for characters that need to be covered in classroom instruction. 

Step 2: Design thinking-skill-based learning activities with the selected key-images. For instance, after learning the meaning of 
characters, students may be divided into groups and have brainstorm sessions to construct, show and tell or write stories for the target 
characters. 

Step 3: Evaluate the students’ learning outcomes with multiple assessments. For instance, to examine students’ basic character 
recognition skills or Chinese learning achievement, the teacher can implement a simple paper-and-pencil test. To investigate the 
students’ attitudes toward learning, the teacher can implement oral presentations or journal writing exercises. Using the aforemen-
tioned example in Step 2, the teacher or fellow peers can comment on the student-generated stories, after which the students can 
implement the feedback and improve their stories. This feedback cycle can further facilitate higher-order thinking. 

Implementing this three-step framework is plausible in pedagogical settings. In addition to instructional design, we also envision 
that this language learning methodology could be further enhanced with technology. For instance, the meaning-image-form asso-
ciative chains can be demonstrated with video animations where the visual images seamlessly transition from visual into the Chinese 
character forms. Furthermore, such technology-assisted animation can be incorporated into a Chinese e-learning platform on the 
Internet or mobile application (APP) to provide various learning channels for students who are learning Chinese characters (Chen, 
Chang, & Tsai, 2019). 

5. Conclusion 

To conclude, this study uses the Key-Image method, an innovative mnemonic with a design foundation based on the Elaboration 
theory, Dual-coding theory and the Key-word method, to support and facilitate first-grade students’ general Chinese learning. Sup-
ported by comprehensive measures, which consist of learning achievement and learning interests from cognitive, affective and 
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behavioral perspectives, the KIM clearly surpasses the character-distributed instructional method in achievement, learning interest 
and memory retention. While this development trial with a small, non-randomized sample we used may weaken the conclusion we can 
make, the results suggest promise. The broader contribution of this study is threefold. Theoretically, it casts light on the integration of 
the KIM into Chinese language instruction, which is important for developing both language and thinking skills that learners will need. 
Methodologically, the integration occurs in-vivo settings and importantly, the results show that the robust effects of the KIM can be 
generalized from previous laboratory studies and applied to the noisier classroom environments of this study. Practically, this study is 
the first attempt to apply the KIM into Chinese curriculum with native students, providing supportive evidence that corroborates 
previous CSL/CFL research. Overall, the present study demonstrates a synergetic effect arising between the innovative KIM and the 
traditional character-distributed instruction, which further supports and augments Chinese language learning achievement and the 
Chinese learning interests of first-grade students. 
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List of mnemonics
This article contains a list of notable mnemonics used to remember various objects, lists, etc.

Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry
Engineering
Geography
Geology
History
Languages

Characteristic sequence of letters
Letters of specific syllables in a word
Distinguishing between similar words
First letter mnemonics of spelling
Grammar

Mathematics
Pi
Quadratic equation
Mathematical operations
Trigonometry
Topology
Calculus

Medicine
Music

Bowed strings
Guitar
Ukulele
Reading music

Philosophy
Physics
Transportation
Units of measure
See also
References
Further reading
External links

Order of planets from the Sun: (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto)

obsolete (per the IAU definition of planet):

Most Vegetables Eat More Juice So Usually Never Pee[1]

My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Nine Potatoes[1]

Many Vicious Elephants Met Just Slightly Under New Pineapples[1]

My Very Easy Method Just Speeds Up Naming Planets
Mark's Very Extravagant Mother Just Sent Us Ninety Parakeets

Stellar classification sequence: O B A F G K M R N S

Oh Be A Fine Girl/Guy, Kiss Me Right Now, Sweetheart![2]

Revised stellar classification sequence: O B A F G K M L T Y

Old, Bald, And Fat Generals Kiss More Ladies Than You[3]

Contents

Astronomy

Biology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mnemonic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IAU_definition_of_planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_classification


To remember the order of taxa in biology (Domain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species, [Variety]):

"Dear King Philip Came Over For Good Soup" is often cited as a non-vulgar method for teaching students to memorize the taxonomic
classification of system.[4][5] Other variations tend to start with the mythical king, with one author noting "The nonsense about King Philip,
or some ribald version of it, has been memorized by generations of biology students".[6]

Dear King Philip Claps Often For Good Science
Do Kings Play Chess On Fine Green Silk?[7]: 69 

Dumb Kids Prefer Cheese Over Fried Greedy Spinach[7]: 69 

Do Kindly Place Cover On Fresh Green Spring Vegetables[7]: 69 

Darn Kernel Panics Crash Our Family Game System[8]

Do Keep Pond Clean Or Frog Gets Sick
Dumb Kids Play Catch Over Father's Grave Stone
Daniel Keeps Philip Cat On Friday Getting Salsa

To remember the processes that define living things:

MRS GREN: Movement; Respiration; Sensation; Growth; Reproduction; Excretion; Nutrition[7]: 135 [9]

To remember the number of humps on types of camels:[7]: 67 [10]

D in Dromedary has one hump; B in Bactrian has two
To distinguish color patterns between the harmless kingsnake and the venomous coral snake

Red on black, venom lack; red on yellow, kill a fellow.
Red touch yellow, kill a fellow; red touch black, friend to Jack.

To recognize poison ivy

Leaves of three, leave it be.

COWS stand for Cold Opposite Warm Same, which are the relation between the components of the Caloric reflex test[11]

To recall the names of the first 20 elements in the periodic table:

Harry, he likes beer by cupfuls, not over frothy, never nasty mugs allowed. Since past six closing, are kegs cancelled?

(H, He, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar, K, Ca.)

To remember the different charges of the anode and cathode in electrolysis (PANIC): Positive Anode Negative Is Cathode

For the EIA electronic color code, Black(0), Brown(1), Red(2), Orange(3), Yellow(4), Green(5), Blue(6), Violet(7), Gray(8), White(9), Gold(5%),
Silver(10%), None(20%)

Big brown rabbits often yield great big vocal groans when gingerly slapped[12]

Bad boys run our young girls behind victory garden walls[13]

B .B Roy [of] Great Britain [has] Very Good Wife.

A mnemonic to remember which way to turn common (right-hand thread) screws and nuts, including light bulbs, is "Righty-tighty, Lefty-
loosey"; another is "Right on, Left off".[7]: 165 

For the OSI Network Layer model Please Do Not Throw Sausage Pizza Away correspond to the Physical, Datalink, Network, Transport,
Session, Presentation and Application layers.
For power in watts: Twinkle twinkle little star, Power equals I squared R.[1] (https://www.cartalk.com/radio/show/1927-call-stella)

The countries of South America in order of largest to smallest by area: Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, Bolivia, Venezuela, Chile,
Paraguay, Ecuador, Guyana, Uruguay, Suriname

Boring, Average Politics Can Become Very Corrupt. People Everywhere Get Used Sometimes

The countries of Central America from North to South: Belize, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama

Big Gorillas Eat Hotdogs, Not Cold Pizza[14]

The Great Lakes in order of largest to smallest: Superior, Huron, Michigan, Erie, Ontario

Super Heroes Must Eat Oats

Or just to remember them at all

Huron Ontario Michigan Erie Superior: HOMES

The principal factors affecting climate: LABDOWA

Latitude, Altitude, Build, Distance from the sea, Ocean currents, Wind, Aspect

Chemistry

Engineering

Geography

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dromedary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bactrian_camel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingsnake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coral_snake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poison_ivy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caloric_reflex_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beryllium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
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Geological periods: Precambrian, Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous,
Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene, Recent (Holocene)

Pregnant Camels Often Sit Down Carefully, Perhaps Their Joints Creak? Possibly Early Oiling Might Prevent Permanent
Rheumatism[7]: 62–63 [15]

Paleozoic to Cenozoic: Pregnant Camels Ordinarily Sit Down Carefully, Perhaps Their Joints Creak[16]

Mohs scale of mineral hardness 1-10:[17]

For Talc(=1), Gypsum(=2), Calcite(=3), Fluorite(=4), Apatite(=5), Orthoclase(=6), Quartz(=7), Topaz(=8), Corundum(=9), Diamond(=10)

Tall Girls Can Fight And Other Queer Things Can Develop[7]: 64 

TAll GYroscopes CAn FLy APart ORbiting QUickly TO COmplete DIsintegration[7]: 64 

Toronto Girls Can Flirt And Only Quit To Chase Dwarves
Terrible Giants Can Find Alligators Or Quaint Trolls Conveniently Digestible
Tall Gene Calls Florence At Our Quarters To Correct Dumbness[18]

Differentiating stalactites from stalagmites.[19]

The 'mites go up and the 'tites come down. When one has ants in one's pants, the mites go up and the tights come down.[7]: 66  (In a strict
scientific sense, a mite is not an ant, although "mite" in common speech can refer to any small creature.)
Stalactites hang tight, hang down like tights on a line; stalagmites might bite (if you sit on them), might reach the roof.[7]: 66 

Tights hang from the Ceiling, and Mites crawl around on the Ground
You need might to do push-ups (from the floor). You must hold tight doing chin-ups (off the ceiling).
Stalactites are on the ceiling. Stalagmites are on the ground.[7]: 66 

Stalactites cling tight to the ceiling; stalagmites might reach the ceiling.

Chinese dynasties (simplified): Xia (Hsia), Shang, Zhou (Chou), Qin (Ch'in), Han, Jin, Southern and Northern, Sui, Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming,
Qing (Ching)

She Shamefully Chose Chinese Hand Jingles (and) SiNfully Sweet Tango Songs: "You (and) Me, Chickadee!"[15]

English dynasties (simplified): Norman, Plantagenet, Lancaster, York, Tudor, Stuart, Hanover, Windsor

No Plan Like Yours To Study History Wisely.[20]

Wives of Henry VIII (names): Aragon, Boleyn, Seymour, Cleves, Howard, Parr

All Boys Should Come Home Please[7]: 103 

Wives of Henry VIII (manner of death): Divorced, beheaded, died / Divorced, beheaded, survived.[7]: 104 

British nobility rank order (simplified): Duke, Marquess, Earl, Viscount, Barons

Do Men Ever Visit Boston?[15]

Assassinated US presidents and perpetrators: Lincoln by Booth, Garfield by Guiteau, McKinley by Czolgosz and Kennedy by Oswald.

Losers Bearing Grudges Grieve Mainly Cowards Killing Orators

I always comes before E (but after C, E comes before I)[21][22]

In most words like friend, field, piece, pierce, mischief, thief, tier, it is "i" which comes before "e". But on some words with c just before the pair of e and i, like
receive, perceive, "e" comes before "i". This can be remembered by the following mnemonic,

I before E, except after C

But this is not always obeyed as in case of weird and weigh, weight, height, neighbor etc. and can be remembered by extending that mnemonic as given below

I before E, except after C
Or when sounded "A" as in neighbor, weigh and weight
Or when sounded like "eye" as in height
And "weird" is just weird

Another variant, which avoids confusion when the two letters represent different sounds instead of a single sound, as in atheist or being, runs

When it says ee

Geology

History

Languages

Characteristic sequence of letters
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Put i before e
But not after c

Where ever there is a Q there is a U too

Most frequently u follows q. e.g.: Que, queen, question, quack, quark, quartz, quarry, quit, Pique, torque, macaque, exchequer. Hence the mnemonic:

Where ever there is a Q there is a U too[22] (But this is violated by some words; see:List of English words containing Q not
followed by U)

BELIEVE

Do not believe a lie.[22]

SECRETARY

A secretary must keep a secret[22]

TEACHER

There is an ache in every teacher.[22]

MEASUREMENT

Be sure of your measurements before you start work.[22]

FRIEND

Fri the end of your friend[22]

SPECIAL

The CIA have special agents[22]

BEAUTIFUL

Big Elephants Are Ugly[23]

SEPARATE

Always smell a rat when you spell separate[22]

There was a farmer named Sep and one day his wife saw a rat. She yelled, “Sep! A rat – E!!!”[24]

CEMETERY

There are three "e"s buried in "cemetery".

PRINCIPAL

The principal is your pal.

Difference between Advice & Advise, Practice & Practise, Licence & License etc.

Advice, Practice, Licence etc. (those with c) are nouns and Advise, Practise, License etc. are verbs.

One way of remembering this is that the word ‘noun’ comes before the word ‘verb’ in the dictionary; likewise ‘c’ comes before ‘s’,
so the nouns are ‘practice, licence, advice’ and the verbs are ‘practise, license, advise’.[25]

Here or Hear

We hear with our ear.

Complement and Compliment

complement adds something to make it enough
compliment puts you in the limelight[22]

Principle and Principal

Your principal is your pal
A rule can be called a principle[24]

Remedial and Menial

Remedial work is meant to remedy.
Menial work is boring but it's mean (-ial) to complain.

Letters of specific syllables in a word

Distinguishing between similar words
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Their, There and They're

Theirs is not mine even though 'I' is in it.
There is where we'll be.
They're is a contraction of 'they are.'

Stationary and stationery

Stationery contains er and so does paper; stationary (not moving) contains ar and so does car[22]

A for "at rest", e for envelope

DIARRH(O)EA

Dashing In A Rush, Running Harder (or) Else Accident!
Dining In A Rough Restaurant: Hurry, (otherwise)Expect Accidents!
Diarrhea Is A Really Runny Heap (of) Endless Amounts[23]

ARITHMETIC

A Rat In The House May Eat The Ice Cream[26]

NECESSARY

Not Every Cat Eats Sardines (Some Are Really Yummy)[26]

Never Eat Chocolate, Eat Sardine Sandwiches And Remain Young

BECAUSE

Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small Elephants
Big Elephants Cause Accidents Under Small Elephants
Big Elephants Can't Always Use Small Exits
Big Elephants Can’t Always Use Small Entrances[26]

MNEMONICS

Mnemonics Now Erase Man's Oldest Nemesis, Insufficient Cerebral Storage[24]

GEOGRAPHY

George's Elderly Old Grandfather Rode A Pig Home Yesterday.[24]

TOMORROW

Trails Of My Old Red Rose Over Window[23]

RHYTHM

Rhythm Helps Your Two Hips Move[26]

Adjective order in English: OSASCOMP (Opinion, Size, Age, Shape, Color, Origin, Material, Purpose)[27]

On Saturday And Sunday Cold Ovens Make Pastry

Commonly-used coordinating conjunctions in English: FANBOYS[28][29]

For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So

The verbs in French that use the auxiliary verb être in the compound past (sometimes called "verbs of motion") can be memorized using the
phrase "Dr. (and) Mrs. Vandertramp":

devenir, revenir, monter, rester, sortir, venir, aller, naître, descendre, entrer, rentrer, tomber, retourner, arriver, mourir, partir[30]

The first 15 numbers of Pi can be remembered by counting the letters in the phrase, How I want a drink, alcoholic of course, after the heavy lectures involving
quantum mechanics

The articulation of the quadratic equation can be sung to the tune of various songs as a mnemonic device.[31]

First letter mnemonics of spelling

Grammar

Mathematics

Pi

Quadratic equation
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For helping students in remembering the rules in adding and multiplying two signed numbers, Balbuena and Buayan (2015) made the letter strategies LAUS (like
signs, add; unlike signs, subtract) and LPUN (like signs, positive; unlike signs, negative), respectively.[32] 
Order of Operations 
PEMDAS 
Please - Parenthesis 
Excuse - Exponents 
My - Multiplication 
Dear - Division 
Aunt - Addition 
Sally - Subtraction 
(In the UK, the phrase BIDMAS is used instead; Brackets, Indices, Division, Multiplication, Addition, Subtraction.)[33]

The mnemonic "SOHCAHTOA" (occasionally spelt "SOH CAH TOA") is often used to remember the basic trigonometric functions: [34]

Sine = Opposite / Hypotenuse
Cosine = Adjacent / Hypotenuse
Tangent = Opposite / Adjacent

Other mnemonics that have been used for this include:

Some Old Hippie Caught Another Hippie Tripping On Acid.

Ships Of H olland Call At Harwich To Obtain Apples.

Sighs Of Happiness Come After Having Tankards Of Ale.

Some Old Hen Caught Another Hen Taking Off Alone.

Silly Old Hitler Can't Advance His Troops On Africa.

Mnemonics for Euler's characteristic are "fav. me", for "F  add V, minus E ", and "veryfun".[35]

The mnemonic "LIATE" is commonly used to determine which functions are to be chosen as u and DV in integration by parts.

Logarithmic functions
Inverse trigonometric functions
Algebraic functions
Trigonometric functions
Exponential functions

To remember the signs of a stroke:

FAST

Face (Has the victim's face fallen on one side?)
Arms (Can the victim raise both arms and keep them raised?)
Speech (Is the victim's speech slurred? Can they repeat a simple sentence?)
Time (It is time to contact emergency services.)

To remember the steps for Resuscitation:

D.R.S. A.B.C.D

Danger (Check for danger to yourself or others before starting)
Response (Check for signs of life or response)
Send for help (Call for backup, or Emergency services)
Airway (Check for obstruction in the throat)
Breaths (Check for breaths)
CPR (Commence CPR)
Defib (Apply Defibrillator)

To remember the 10 organ systems of the human body:[36]

NICER DRUMS (Nervous, Integumentary, Circulatory, Endocrine, Respiratory, Digestive, Reproductive, Urinary, Muscular, Skeletal)

Mathematical operations

Trigonometry

Topology

Calculus

Medicine
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Intrinsic muscles of hand[37]

'A OF A OF A'

Thenar (lateral to medial-palmar surface):

Abductor pollicis brevis 
    Opponens pollicis 
    Flexor pollicis brevis 
    Adductor pollicis 

Hypothenar (lateral to medial-palmar surface):

Opponens digiti minimi 
    Flexor digiti minimi 
    Abductor digiti minimi 

Bones of the wrist: 
Scaphoid bone, Lunate bone, Triquetral bone, Pisiform bone, Trapezium (bone), Trapezoid bone, Capitate bone & Hamate bone

Some Lovers Try Positions That They Can't Handle
She Looks Too Pretty Try To Catch Her
So Long To Pinky, Here Comes The Thumb
Simply Learn The Positions That The Carpus Has
Send Louis To Paris To Tame Carnal Hungers
Stop Letting Those People Touch The Cadaver's Hands

Differential Diagnosis

VINDICATE

Cranial nerves

List of mnemonics for the cranial nerves, their respective type and foramen

NERVE: Olfactory
nerve

Optic
nerve

Oculomotor
nerve

Pathic
(Trochlear)

nerve

Trigeminal (dentist) nerve
Abducens

nerve
Facial
nerve

Vestibulo-
cochlear

(Auditory)
nerve

Gloss
pharyn

nervOphthalmic Maxillary Mandibular

Mnemonic: 
(for

nerve)[38]

OLd OPen OCeans TROuble TRIbesmen ABout Fish VEnom Givin

On Old Olympus' Towering Top A Fat Vocal Germ

TYPE: Sensory Sensory Motor Motor Both (sensory + motor) Motor Both Sensory Bot

Mnemonic:  
(for type)[39] Some Say Money Matters, But My Brother Says Big

FORAMINA: Cribriform
plate

Optic
canal

Superior
Orbital
Fissure

Superior
Orbital
Fissure

Superior
Orbital
Fissure

Foramen
Rotundum

Foramen
Ovale

Superior
Orbital
Fissure

Internal
Acoustic
Meatus

Internal
Acoustic
Meatus

Jugu
Foram

Mnemonics: 
(for

foramina)

Cleaners Only Spray Smelly Stuff Right On Smelly Idiots In Jumb

Carl Only Swims South. Silly Roger Only Swims In Infiniti Jacuz

Mnemonics are used in remembering string names in violin standard tuning.

Good Dogs Always Eat[40]

Greedy Dogs Always Eat[41]

Mnemonics are used in remembering string names in viola standard tuning.

Cats Give Dogs Advice[41]

Mnemonics are used in remembering guitar string names in standard tuning.[42]

Every Average Dude Gets Better Eventually
Eggs Are Deliciously Good Breakfast Energy
Eddy Ate Dynamite Good Bye Eddy
Every Adult Dog Growls Barks Eats.
Every Acid Dealer Gets Busted Eventually
Even After Dinner Giant Boys Eat
Elephants And Donkeys Grow Big Ears
Every American Dog Gets Bones Easily

Music

Bowed strings

Guitar
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Key signatures of C♯ major or A♯ minor (left) and C♭ major or A♭ minor (right)

Every Angel Does Good Before Evil
Eat All Day Get Big Easy
Eine Alte Dame Geht Heute Einkaufen (German: an old lady goes shopping today)
Een Aap Die Geen Bananen Eet (Dutch: A monkey that doesn't eat bananas)

Thus we get the names of the strings from 6th string to the 1st string in that order.

Conversely, a mnemonic listing the strings in the reverse order is:

Every Beginning Guitarist Does All Exercises!
Elvis' Big Great Dane Ate Everything
Every Big Girl Deserves An Elephant
Easter Bunny Gets Drunk At Easter
Easter Bunnies Go Dancing After Easter

As for guitar tuning, there is also a mnemonic for ukuleles.

Good Cooks Eat A-lot

In the other direction it is Aunt Evy Cooks Grits

Musicians can remember the notes associated with the five lines of the treble clef using any of the following mnemonics, EGBDF: (from the
bottom line to the top)

Every Good Boy Does Fine.[43]

Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge (or Friendship, Fun, Fruit, etc.)
Eggnog Gets Better During February
Empty Garbage Before Dad Flips

The four spaces of the treble clef spell out (from the bottom to the top) FACE and can be remembered as FACE fits in the space (between
lines)
The five lines of the bass clef from the bottom to the top

Good Boys Do Fine Always
Good Birds Don't Fly Away
Grizzly Bears Don't Fly Airplanes
Great Basses Dig Fine Altos
Goblins Bring Death For All
George Bush Didn't Find Anything
Good Burritos Don't Fall Apart

The four spaces of the bass clef from the bottom to the top

All Cows Eat Grass
All Cars Eat Gas

The five lines of the alto clef from the bottom to the top

Fat Alley Cat Eats Garbage

The four spaces of the alto clef from the bottom to the top

Green Birds Do Fly

The order of sharps in key signature notation is F♯, C♯, G♯, D♯, A♯, E♯,
B♯, which can be remembered using the phrase

Father Charles Goes Down And Ends Battle
Father Christmas Gave Dad An Electric Blanket.[44]

Fat Cats Go Down Alleys Eating Birds.
Fidel Castro Gets Drunk And Eats Babies.
Fat Cats Greedy Dogs All Eat Bananas.

The order of flats is B♭, E♭, A♭, D♭, G♭, C♭, and F♭ (reverse order of sharps), which can be remembered using the phrase:

Battle Ends And Down Goes Charles' Father
Blanket Exploded And Dad Got Cold Feet.[44]

Before Eating A Doughnut Get Coffee First.

Ukulele

Reading music
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To remember the difference between the whole rest and the half rest:

A whole rest looks like a "hole in the ground", and a half rest looks like a hat.

THE LAD ZAPPA is a mnemonic for the first 11 (and most important) Ionian philosophers: Thales, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Leucippus,
Anaximander, Democritus, Zeno, Anaximenes, Protagoras, Parmenides, Anaxagoras .
THE PLAZA PAD is another mnemonic for the first 11 (and most important) Ionian philosophers: Thales, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Protagoras,
Leucippus, Anaximander, Zeno, Anaximenes, Parmenides, Anaxagoras, Democritus.
SPA is a mnemonic for the philosophers Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle in their order of appearance, Socrates first.

Sequence of colors in a rainbow or visible spectrum (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet):

"Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain"
Roy G. Biv is also used as a fictitious name

Marine[45][46]

"Red, Right, Return" reminds the skipper entering ("returning to") an IALA region B port to keep red markers to the starboard of the
vessel. Conversely the opposite convention exists in IALA region A ports, where a similar (but significantly different) mnemonic of "Red
on the Right Returning To Sea" can be used.
The phrase "there's always some red port (wine) left" is used to remember the basics in seafaring. "Red" refers to the color of navigation
lights on the port (left) side of a vessel (as opposed to green on the starboard side).[45]

"Nuclear Restrictions Constrain Fishing and Sailing, People Say" is used to encode the "order of priority" for which vessels have right of
way (earlier in the list has priority over later): Not under command; Restricted; Constrained by draft; Fishing vessel; Sailboat; Powerboat;
Seaplane.[45]

Aviation[47] uses many mnemonics in addition to written checklists. See also Category: Aviation mnemonics

CRAFT - Clearance limit, Route, Altitude, Frequency, Transponder.
pre-landing: GUMPS - Gas, Undercarriage, Mixture, Propeller, Speed.
pre-final: MARTHA - Missed (procedure), Altitude (limit), Radios (set), Time (limit), Heading (final), Airspeed (descent)
pre-high-altitude - FLOWER - Flow (enabled), Lights (test), Oxygen (charged), Water (humidity), Electricity (on), Radio (check)
pre-flight-paperwork - ARROW - Airworthiness (certificate), Registration, Required (charts), Operating (checklists), Weight and balance
night collision avoidance: Red, Right, Returning - Red nav light on Right implies target is Returning (closing)
radio loss Instrument course - CDEF - as Cleared, else Direct to last fix, else as directed to Expect, else as flight plan Filed
spin recovery - POKER - Power (off), Opposite (full rudder), Klean (flaps, ...), Elevator (briskly forward), Recover (from dive)

Common SI prefixes:

kilo-, hecto-, deca-, deci-, centi-, milli-, in descending order of magnitude:

Kangaroos Hop Down British Driveways Carrying M&Ms[48]

King Henry Drank Both Diet Cokes Monday[48]

King Henry Died Drinking Chocolate Milk[48]

deca-, hecto-, kilo-, mega-, giga-, tera-, in ascending order of magnitude:

Decadent Hector Killed Meg's Gigantic Terrier[48]

deci-,-, milli-, micro-, nano-, pico-, femto-, atto- in descending order of magnitude:

Darn Clever Mnemonic Makes No Prefix Forgettable, Absolutely[48]

Mnemonic
List of firefighting mnemonics
List of visual mnemonics
Category: Science mnemonics

1. Brown, Mike (2012). How I killed Pluto and why it had it coming.
Spiegel & Grau Trade Paperback. ISBN 978-0385531108.

Philosophy

Physics

Transportation

Units of measure

See also
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English
Alternative forms
Etymology
Pronunciation
Noun

Translations
Noun

References

mnemonicks (obsolete)

From Ancient Greek μνημονικά (mnēmoniká, “mnemonics”), plural of μνημονικόν (mnēmonikón,
“mnemonics”), neuter of μνημονικός (mnēmonikós, “mnemonic”); see mnemonic.

(UK) IPA(key): /nəˈmɒn.ɪks/

(US) IPA(key): /nəˈmɑn.ɪks/
Rhymes: -ɒnɪks

mnemonics pl (plural only)

1. (plural only) The study of techniques for remembering anything more easily.

study of techniques for improving memory
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Arabic: please add this translation if you can
Chinese:

Mandarin: 記憶術 (zh), 记忆术 (zh)

 (jìyìshù ), 助憶, 助忆  (zhùyì )

Czech: mnemotechnika (cs) f
Dutch: mnemoniek
Esperanto: mnemoniko, memorarto
Finnish: muistitekniikka, mnemoniikka,
muistitaito
French: mnémotechnique (fr)

German: Mnemotechnik (de)

Ido: mnemoniko (io)

Italian: mnemonica (it) f, mnemotecnica (it) f
Japanese: 記憶術  (きおくじゅつ,
kiokujutsu )
Portuguese: mnemónica (pt) f (Portugal),
mnemônica (pt) f (Brazil), mnemotécnica f
Romanian: mnemotehnică (ro) f
Russian: мнемо́ника (ru) f  (mnemónika ),
мнемоте́хника (ru) f  (mnemotéxnika )
Spanish: mnemotécnica (es) f
Swedish: mnemoteknik (sv) c

mnemonics

1. plural of mnemonic

“mnemonics (https://www.websters1913.com/words/Mnemonics)” in Webster’s Revised
Unabridged Dictionary, G. & C. Merriam, 1913.
mnemonics (http://triggs.djvu.org/century-dictionary.com/nph-chw.php?query=mnemonics&ty
pe=dicts) in The Century Dictionary, New York, N.Y.: The Century Co., 1911.
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Knuckle mnemonic for the number of days in each
month of the Gregorian Calendar. Each knuckle
represents a 31-day month.

Mnemonic
A mnemonic (/nəˈmɒnɪk/)[1] device, or memory
device, is any learning technique that aids
information retention or retrieval (remembering) in
the human memory for better understanding.

Mnemonics make use of elaborative encoding,
retrieval cues, and imagery as specific tools to
encode information in a way that allows for
efficient storage and retrieval. Mnemonics aid
original information in becoming associated with
something more accessible or meaningful—which,
in turn, provides better retention of the information.

Commonly encountered mnemonics are often used
for lists and in auditory form, such as short poems, acronyms, initialisms, or memorable phrases, but
mnemonics can also be used for other types of information and in visual or kinesthetic forms. Their use is
based on the observation that the human mind more easily remembers spatial, personal, surprising, physical,
sexual, humorous, or otherwise "relatable" information, rather than more abstract or impersonal forms of
information.

The word "mnemonic" is derived from the Ancient Greek word μνημονικός (mnēmonikos), meaning 'of
memory' or 'relating to memory'[2] and is related to Mnemosyne ("remembrance"), the name of the goddess
of memory in Greek mythology. Both of these words are derived from μνήμη (mnēmē), 'remembrance,
memory'.[3] Mnemonics in antiquity were most often considered in the context of what is today known as
the art of memory.

Ancient Greeks and Romans distinguished between two types of memory: the "natural" memory and the
"artificial" memory. The former is inborn, and is the one that everyone uses instinctively. The latter in
contrast has to be trained and developed through the learning and practice of a variety of mnemonic
techniques.

Mnemonic systems are techniques or strategies consciously used to improve memory. They help use
information already stored in long-term memory to make memorization an easier task.[4]
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Detail of Giordano Bruno's statue in
Rome. Bruno was famous for his
mnemonics, some of which he
included in his treatises De umbris
idearum and Ars Memoriae.

See also
References
External links

The general name of mnemonics, or memoria technica, was the name applied to devices for aiding the
memory, to enable the mind to reproduce a relatively unfamiliar idea, and especially a series of dissociated
ideas, by connecting it, or them, in some artificial whole, the parts of which are mutually suggestive.[5]

Mnemonic devices were much cultivated by Greek sophists and philosophers and are frequently referred to
by Plato and Aristotle.

In later times the poet Simonides was credited for development of these techniques, perhaps for no reason
other than that the power of his memory was famous. Cicero, who attaches considerable importance to the
art, but more to the principle of order as the best help to memory, speaks of Carneades (perhaps
Charmades) of Athens and Metrodorus of Scepsis as distinguished examples of people who used well-
ordered images to aid the memory. The Romans valued such helps in order to support facility in public
speaking.[6]

The Greek and the Roman system of mnemonics was founded on the use of mental places and signs or
pictures, known as "topical" mnemonics. The most usual method was to choose a large house, of which the
apartments, walls, windows, statues, furniture, etc., were each associated with certain names, phrases,
events or ideas, by means of symbolic pictures. To recall these, an individual had only to search over the
apartments of the house until discovering the places where images had been placed by the imagination.

In accordance with this system, if it were desired to fix a historic
date in memory, it was localised in an imaginary town divided into
a certain number of districts, each with ten houses, each house with
ten rooms, and each room with a hundred quadrates or memory-
places, partly on the floor, partly on the four walls, partly on the
ceiling. Therefore, if it were desired to fix in the memory the date
of the invention of printing (1436), an imaginary book, or some
other symbol of printing, would be placed in the thirty-sixth
quadrate or memory-place of the fourth room of the first house of
the historic district of the town. Except that the rules of mnemonics
are referred to by Martianus Capella, nothing further is known
regarding the practice until the 13th century.[5]

Among the voluminous writings of Roger Bacon is a tractate De
arte memorativa. Ramon Llull devoted special attention to
mnemonics in connection with his ars generalis. The first important
modification of the method of the Romans was that invented by the German poet Konrad Celtes, who, in
his Epitoma in utramque Ciceronis rhetoricam cum arte memorativa nova (1492), used letters of the
alphabet for associations, rather than places. About the end of the 15th century, Petrus de Ravenna (b.
1448) provoked such astonishment in Italy by his mnemonic feats that he was believed by many to be a
necromancer. His Phoenix artis memoriae (Venice, 1491, 4 vols.) went through as many as nine editions,
the seventh being published at Cologne in 1608.
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About the end of the 16th century, Lambert Schenkel (Gazophylacium, 1610), who taught mnemonics in
France, Italy and Germany, similarly surprised people with his memory. He was denounced as a sorcerer
by the University of Louvain, but in 1593 he published his tractate De memoria at Douai with the sanction
of that celebrated theological faculty. The most complete account of his system is given in two works by his
pupil Martin Sommer, published in Venice in 1619. In 1618 John Willis (d. 1628?) published Mnemonica;
sive ars reminiscendi,[7] containing a clear statement of the principles of topical or local mnemonics.
Giordano Bruno included a memoria technica in his treatise De umbris idearum, as part of his study of the
ars generalis of Llull. Other writers of this period are the Florentine Publicius (1482); Johannes Romberch
(1533); Hieronimo Morafiot, Ars memoriae (1602);and B. Porta, Ars reminiscendi (1602).[5]

In 1648 Stanislaus Mink von Wennsshein revealed what he called the "most fertile secret" in mnemonics —
using consonants for figures, thus expressing numbers by words (vowels being added as required), in order
to create associations more readily remembered. The philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz adopted an
alphabet very similar to that of Wennsshein for his scheme of a form of writing common to all languages.

Wennsshein's method was adopted with slight changes afterward by the majority of subsequent "original"
systems. It was modified and supplemented by Richard Grey (1694-1771), a priest who published a
Memoria technica in 1730. The principal part of Grey's method is briefly this:

To remember anything in history, chronology, geography, etc., a word is formed, the
beginning whereof, being the first syllable or syllables of the thing sought, does, by frequent
repetition, of course draw after it the latter part, which is so contrived as to give the answer.
Thus, in history, the Deluge happened in the year before Christ two thousand three hundred
forty-eight; this is signified by the word Del-etok, Del standing for Deluge and etok for
2348.[5]

(His method is comparable to the Hebrew system by which letters also stand for numerals, and therefore
words for dates.)

To assist in retaining the mnemonical words in the memory, they were formed into memorial lines. Such
strange words in difficult hexameter scansion, are by no means easy to memorise. The vowel or consonant,
which Grey connected with a particular figure, was chosen arbitrarily.

A later modification was made in 1806 Gregor von Feinaigle, a German monk from Salem near Constance.
While living and working in Paris, he expounded a system of mnemonics in which (as in Wennsshein) the
numerical figures are represented by letters chosen due to some similarity to the figure or an accidental
connection with it. This alphabet was supplemented by a complicated system of localities and signs.
Feinaigle, who apparently did not publish any written documentation of this method, travelled to England
in 1811. The following year one of his pupils published The New Art of Memory (1812), giving Feinaigle's
system. In addition, it contains valuable historical material about previous systems.

Other mnemonists later published simplified forms, as the more complicated menemonics were generally
abandoned. Methods founded chiefly on the so-called laws of association (cf. Mental association) were
taught with some success in Germany.[8]

1. Music mnemonics
Songs and jingles can be used as a mnemonic. A common example is how children
remember the alphabet by singing the ABCs.

Types
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Covering the unknown in the
Ohm's law image mnemonic
gives the formula in terms of
the remaining parameters. 
It can be adapted to similar
equations e.g. F = ma,
v = fλ, E = mcΔT, V = πr2h
and τ = rF sinθ. When a
variable with an exponent or
in a function is covered, the
corresponding inverse is
applied to the remainder, i.e.

r = √ V
πh and θ = arcsin τ

rF .

2. Name mnemonics (acronym)
The first letter of each word is combined into a new word. For
example: VIBGYOR (or ROY G BIV) for the colours of the
rainbow or HOMES (Lake Huron, Lake Ontario, Lake
Michigan, Lake Erie, Lake Superior) the Great Lakes.

3. Expression or word mnemonics
The first letter of each word is combined to form a phrase or
sentence – e.g. "Richard of York gave battle in vain" for the
colours of the rainbow.

4. Model mnemonics
A model is used to help recall information. Applications of this
method involve the use of diagrams, cycles, graphs, and
flowcharts to help understand or memorize an idea. e.g. cell
cycle, pie charts, pyramid models.

5. Ode mnemonics
The information is placed into a poem or doggerel, – e.g.
"Note socer, gener, liberi, and Liber god of revelry, like puer
these retain the 'e'" (most Latin nouns of the second
declension ending in -er drop the -e in all of the oblique cases
except the vocative, these are the exceptions).

6. Note organization mnemonics
The method of note organization can be used as a
memorization technique. Applications of this method involve
the use of flash cards and lists. Flash cards are used by
putting a question or word on one side of a paper and the
answer or definition on the other side of the paper. Lists
involve the organization of data from broad to detailed. e.g.
Earth → Continent → Country.

7. Image mnemonics
The information is constructed into a picture – e.g. the German weak declension can be
remembered as five '-e's', looking rather like the state of Oklahoma in America, in a sea of
'-en's'.

8. Connection mnemonics
New knowledge is connected to knowledge already known.

9. Spelling mnemonics
An example is "i before e except after c or when sounding like a in neighbor and weigh".[9]

10. Visualization mnemonics
Techniques such as the method of loci allow the user to create unique associations in an
imagined space.

A wide range of mnemonics are used for several purposes. The most commonly used mnemonics are those
for lists, numerical sequences, foreign-language acquisition, and medical treatment for patients with
memory deficits.

Applications and examples
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Key signatures of C♯ major or A♯ minor (left) and C♭ major or A♭ minor (right)

A common mnemonic for remembering lists is to create an easily remembered acronym, or, taking each of
the initial letters of the list members, create a memorable phrase in which the words with the same acronym
as the material. Mnemonic techniques can be applied to most memorisation of novel materials.

Some common examples for
first-letter mnemonics:

"Memory Needs Every
Method Of Nurturing Its
Capacity" is a
mnemonic for spelling
'mnemonic.'
To memorize the metric
prefixes after Giga(byte), think of the candy, and this mnemonic. Tangiest PEZ? Yellow!
TPEZY. Tera, Peta, Exa, Zetta, Yotta(byte).
"Maybe Not Every Mnemonic Oozes Nuisance Intensely Concentrated" is perhaps a less
common mnemonic for spelling 'mnemonic', but it benefits from being a bit humorous and
memorable.
The order of sharps in key signature notation is F♯, C♯, G♯, D♯, A♯, E♯ and B♯, giving the
mnemonic "Father Charles Goes Down And Ends Battle". The order of flats is the reverse:
B♭, E♭, A♭, D♭, G♭, C♭ and F♭ ("Battle Ends And Down Goes Charles' Father").[10]

To memorise the colours of the rainbow: In the phrase "Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain"
each of the initial letters matches the colours of the rainbow in order (red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, violet). Other examples are "Run over your granny because it's violent"
or the imaginary name "Roy G. Biv".
To memorise the North American Great Lakes: The acronym HOMES matches the letters of
the five lakes (Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, and Superior)[11]

To memorise colour codes as they are used in electronics: the phrase "Bill Brown Realised
Only Yesterday Good Boys Value Good Work" represents in order the 10 colours and their
numerical order: black (0), brown (1), red (2), orange (3), yellow (4), green (5), blue (6), violet
or purple (7), grey (8), and white (9).[12]

To memorise the effects, in AC circuits, of the presence of an inductor or a capacitor, the
phrase "Eli the Iceman" has been used by electrical engineers. With an inductor present, the
peak value of the voltage (E) precedes the peak value of the current (I). With L, the symbol
for inductance, this is written ELI ("E leads I, with L"). With a capacitor present, the peak
current leads the peak voltage. The symbol for capacitance is C, giving ICE ("I leads E, with
C").
To memorise chemical reactions, such as redox reactions, where it is common to mix up
oxidation and reduction, the short phrase "LEO (Lose Electron Oxidation) the lion says GER
(Gain Electron Reduction)" or "Oil Rig" can be used, the latter being an acronym for
"Oxidation is losing, Reduction is gaining".[13] John "Doc" Walters, who taught chemistry
and physics at Browne & Nichols School in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the 1950s and
1960s, taught his students to use for this purpose the acronym RACOLA: Reduction is
Addition of electrons and occurs at the Cathode; Oxidation is Loss of electrons and occurs at
the Anode.
To memorise the names of the planets and Pluto, use the planetary mnemonic: "My Very
Educated Mother Just Served Us Nachos" or "My Very Easy Method Just Speeds Up
Naming Planets" or "My Very Educated Mother Just Showed Us Nine Planets"- where each
of the initial letters matches the name of the planets in our solar system (Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, [Pluto]).[14]

For lists
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To memorise the sequence of stellar classification: "Oh, Be A Fine Girl [or Guy], Kiss Me" –
where O, B, A, F, G, K, M are categories of stars.[15]

To memorise the layers of the OSI Model: "Please Do Not Teach Students Pointless
Acronyms" – with each of the initial letters matching the name of the OSI layers from bottom
to top (physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation, application).
A taxonomy mnemonic is helpful for memorizing the scientific classification applied in
taxonomy, such as Kings Play Chess On Funny Glass Stairs (Kingdom, Phylum, Class,
Order, Family, Genus, Species).
To memorise the diatomic elements: BrINClHOF(pronounced 'brinkelhoff')[16] or "Have No
Fear Of Ice Cold Beer."[17]

Opinion, Shape, Colour, Origin, and Material (OPSHACOM): adjectives order in English
grammar.
"Dash In A Real Rush! Hurry, Or Else Accident!" is a mnemonic for spelling 'diarrhoea".
To memorize the part of the brain associated with memory, Herds of Animals Cause Panic.
Hippocampus, Amygdala, Cerebellum, & Prefrontal Cortex.
To memorize the 3 types of encoding: SAVE (Semantic encoding, Acoustic encoding, Visual
encoding)[18]

Mnemonic phrases or poems can be used to encode numeric sequences by various methods, one common
one is to create a new phrase in which the number of letters in each word represents the according digit of
pi. For example, the first 15 digits of the mathematical constant pi (3.14159265358979) can be encoded as
"Now I need a drink, alcoholic of course, after the heavy lectures involving quantum mechanics"; "Now",
having 3 letters, represents the first number, 3.[19] Piphilology is the practice dedicated to creating
mnemonics for pi.

Another is used for "calculating" the multiples of 9 up to 9 × 10 using one's fingers. Begin by holding out
both hands with all fingers stretched out. Now count left to right the number of fingers that indicates the
multiple. For example, to figure 9 × 4, count four fingers from the left, ending at your left-hand index
finger. Bend this finger down and count the remaining fingers. Fingers to the left of the bent finger
represent tens, fingers to the right are ones. There are three fingers to the left and six to the right, which
indicates 9 × 4 = 36. This works for 9 × 1 up through 9 × 10.

For remembering the rules in adding and multiplying two signed numbers, Balbuena and Buayan (2015)
made the letter strategies LAUS (like signs, add; unlike signs, subtract) and LPUN (like signs, positive;
unlike signs, negative), respectively.[20]

Mnemonics may be helpful in learning foreign languages, for example by transposing difficult foreign
words with words in a language the learner knows already, also called "cognates" which are very common
in the Spanish language. A useful such technique is to find linkwords, words that have the same
pronunciation in a known language as the target word, and associate them visually or auditorially with the
target word.

For example, in trying to assist the learner to remember ohel (אוהל ), the Hebrew word for tent, the linguist
Ghil'ad Zuckermann proposes the memorable sentence "Oh hell, there's a raccoon in my tent".[21] The
memorable sentence "There's a fork in Ma's leg" helps the learner remember that the Hebrew word for fork

For numerical sequences and mathematical operations

For foreign-language acquisition
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is mazleg (מזלג ).[22] Similarly, to remember the Hebrew word bayit (בית ), meaning house, one can use
the sentence "that's a lovely house, I'd like to buy it."[22] The linguist Michel Thomas taught students to
remember that estar is the Spanish word for to be by using the phrase "to be a star".[23]

Another Spanish example is by using the mnemonic "Vin Diesel Has Ten Weapons" to teach irregular
command verbs in the you(tú) form. Spanish verb forms and tenses are regularly seen as the hardest part of
learning the language. With a high number of verb tenses, and many verb forms that are not found in
English, Spanish verbs can be hard to remember and then conjugate. The use of mnemonics has been
proven to help students better learn foreign languages, and this holds true for Spanish verbs. A particularly
hard verb tense to remember is command verbs. Command verbs in Spanish are conjugated differently
depending on who the command is being given to. The phrase, when pronounced with a Spanish accent, is
used to remember "Ven Di Sal Haz Ten Ve Pon Sé", all of the irregular Spanish command verbs in the
you(tú) form. This mnemonic helps students attempting to memorize different verb tenses.[24] Another
technique is for learners of gendered languages to associate their mental images of words with a colour that
matches the gender in the target language. An example here is to remember the Spanish word for "foot,"
pie, [pee-ay] with the image of a foot stepping on a pie, which then spills blue filling (blue representing the
male gender of the noun in this example).

For French verbs which use être as an auxiliary verb for compound tenses : DR and MRS
VANDERTRAMPP: descendre, rester, monter, revenir, sortir, venir, arriver, naître, devenir, entrer, rentrer,
tomber, retourner, aller, mourir, partir, passer.

Masculine countries in French (le): "Neither can a breeze make a sane Japanese chilly in the USA." (les)
Netherlands (Pays-Bas), Canada, Brazil (Brésil), Mexico (Mexique), Senegal, Japan (Japon), Chile (Chili),
& (les) USA (États-Unis d'Amérique).

Mnemonics can be used in aiding patients with memory deficits that could be caused by head injuries,
strokes, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis and other neurological conditions.

In a study conducted by Doornhein and De Haan, the patients were treated with six different memory
strategies including the mnemonics technique. The results concluded that there were significant
improvements on the immediate and delayed subtest of the RBMT, delayed recall on the Appointments test,
and relatives rating on the MAC from the patients that received mnemonics treatment. However, in the case
of stroke patients, the results did not reach statistical significance.[25]

Academic study of the use of mnemonics has shown their effectiveness. In one such experiment, subjects
of different ages who applied mnemonic techniques to learn novel vocabulary outperformed control groups
that applied contextual learning and free-learning styles.[26]

Mnemonics were seen to be more effective for groups of people who struggled with or had weak long-term
memory, like the elderly. Five years after a mnemonic training study, a research team followed-up 112
community-dwelling older adults, 60 years of age and over. Delayed recall of a word list was assessed prior
to, and immediately following mnemonic training, and at the 5-year follow-up. Overall, there was no
significant difference between word recall prior to training and that exhibited at follow-up. However, pre-
training performance gains scores in performance immediately post-training and use of the mnemonic
predicted performance at follow-up. Individuals who self-reported using the mnemonic exhibited the

For patients with memory deficits

Effectiveness
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highest performance overall, with scores significantly higher than at pre-training. The findings suggest that
mnemonic training has long-term benefits for some older adults, particularly those who continue to employ
the mnemonic.[27]

This contrasts with a study from surveys of medical students that approximately only 20% frequently used
mnemonic acronyms.[28]

In humans, the process of aging particularly affects the medial temporal lobe and hippocampus, in which
the episodic memory is synthesized. The episodic memory stores information about items, objects, or
features with spatiotemporal contexts. Since mnemonics aid better in remembering spatial or physical
information rather than more abstract forms, its effect may vary according to a subject's age and how well
the subject's medial temporal lobe and hippocampus function.

This could be further explained by one recent study which indicates a general deficit in the memory for
spatial locations in aged adults (mean age 69.7 with standard deviation of 7.4 years) compared to young
adults (mean age 21.7 with standard deviation of 4.2 years). At first, the difference in target recognition was
not significant.

The researchers then divided the aged adults into two groups, aged unimpaired and aged impaired,
according to a neuropsychological testing. With the aged groups split, there was an apparent deficit in target
recognition in aged impaired adults compared to both young adults and aged unimpaired adults. This
further supports the varying effectiveness of mnemonics in different age groups.[29]

Moreover, different research was done previously with the same notion, which presented with similar
results to that of Reagh et al. in a verbal mnemonics discrimination task.[30]

Studies (notably "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two") have suggested that the short-term
memory of adult humans can hold only a limited number of items; grouping items into larger chunks such
as in a mnemonic might be part of what permits the retention of a larger total amount of information in
short-term memory, which in turn can aid in the creation of long-term memories.[31]
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List of visual mnemonics
Earworm
Memory sport
Method of loci
Mnemonic dominic system
Mnemonic goroawase system
Mnemonic link system
Mnemonic major system
Mnemonic peg system
Mnemonics in assembler programming languages
Mnemonic effect (advertising)
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Alternative forms
Etymology
Pronunciation
Adjective

Translations
Noun

Synonyms
Derived terms
Translations

Related terms
See also
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mnemonick (obsolete, rare)

From Latin mnēmonicus, from Ancient Greek μνημονικός (mnēmonikós, “of memory”), from μνήμων
(mnḗmōn, “remembering, mindful”), from μνάομαι (mnáomai, “to remember”), from Proto-Indo-
European *men- (“to think”); see mind.

(General Australian, Received Pronunciation) IPA(key): /nəˈmɒnɪk/

(US) IPA(key): /nəˈmɑːnɪk/, /niˈmɑːnɪk/
Audio (US) (file)

Homophone: pneumonic (one pronunciation)
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Examples

Richard of York gave battle
in vain (colours of the
rainbow: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, violet)

mnemonic (not comparable)

1. Of or relating to mnemonics: the study of techniques for remembering anything more easily.
2. Of or relating to memory.

related to mnemonics

Bulgarian: мнемоничен  (mnemoničen )
Catalan: mnemònic
Czech: mnemonický, mnemotechnický
Dutch: mnemotechnisch (nl), mnemonisch,
ezelsbruggetje (nl) n
Esperanto: mnemonika
Finnish: muistitekninen
French: mnémonique (fr), mnémotechnique (fr)

Galician: mnemotécnico m

German: mnemonisch (de)

Portuguese: mnemónico (pt) (Portugal),
mnemônico (pt) (Brazil), mnemotécnico
Russian: мнемони́ческий (ru) m
 (mnemoníčeskij )
Serbo-Croatian: mnemonički m
Spanish: mnemotécnico (es)

Swedish: mnemoteknisk
Turkish: hatırlatıcı, anımsatıcı (tr)

of or relating to memory

Finnish: muisti- (fi)

mnemonic (plural mnemonics)

1. Anything (especially something in verbal form) used
to help remember something.

2003, Alex Kimbell, The Unbridgeable Divide
(page 54)

Mr Avery was a great believer in mnemonics; he had one for every possible
aspect of flying – which was as good a way as any for student pilots to familiarise
themselves with their new environment […]

2. (computing) The textual, human-readable form of an assembly language instruction, not
including operands.

aide-mémoire

neuro-mnemonic

anything used to help remember something
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